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LOWE SHOPS TRIO
TS830S
Whenever you enter a LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop, be It Glasgow.

Darlington , Cambridge Cardiff, London or here at Matlock, then
you can be certain that, along with a courteous welcome. you will
receive straightforward advice AdVice given, not with the
inte6tion otmaklng' a sale. but the sor t which is given freely by
one radio amateur to another. Of course, If you decide to purchase
then you have th e kn o wledge that '-OWE ELECTfl0NICS a re the
company that set the standard for amateur radio shops and
alter-sales. service. The shops are open Tuesday to Friday from
9.00 to 5.30 pm . Saturday from 9.00 to 500 pm except Glasgow,
which on Tuesdays opens at 10.00 am. For lunctltlme closing
arrangements, please check with the individual shop

In Glasgow the LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop (trle telephone
number IS 0419452626) is managed by Sim GM3SAN. Its address IS
4/5 Queen Margaret's Road, off Queen Margarets Drive. That's ttle
right turn off Great Western Road at the Botanical Gard ens traffic
lights. Street parking IS available outside the shop and afterwards
ttl e Botanical Gardens are well worth a visit

In the North East the LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop IS found In the
delightful market town of Darl,ngton (t he telephone number IS
0325486121) and is managed by Don G3GEA. The shops address IS
56 North Road, Darlington . That IS on the A167 Durham road out of
town . A huge free car park across the road. a large supermarket
and bi st ro restaurant combine to make a visit to Darlin g ton a
pleasure for the ""hole family

Cambridge, not only a University town but the location of a LOWE
ELECTRONICS' shop managed by Tony G4NBS Th e address IS 162
High Street, Chesterton Cambridge (the telephone number IS
0223311230 ) From the A45 just to the north of Cambridge turn off
into the town on the A1309 . past the science park and turn left at
the first roundabout, sig n posted Ctlesterton After passing a
children's playground on your left turn left again (between the
shops) into Green End Road Very qui c kly. and without you
noticing It, Green End Road becomes Hlgtl Stree t Easy and free
street parking is available outside the shop.

For South Wales, the LOWE ELECTRONICS' shop IS located in
Cardiff. Managed by Richard GW4NAD, who hails from Penarth,
the shop (the telephone number is 0222 464154) is within the
premises (on the first floor) of South Wales Carpets, Cl ifton Street.
Cardiff. Clifton Street is easily found , being a left turn off Newport
Ro;;.d just before the Infirmary, Once in Clifton Street. South Wales
Carpets is the modern red brick building at the end of the street on
the right hand side. Enter the shop, follow the arrows past the
carpets, up the stairs and the 'Emporium await s you . Free street
parking is available outside the shop .

LOWE ELECTRONICS' London shop

located at 223 / 225 Fi e ld End
Road, Eastcote. Middlesex (the telephone number IS 014293256).
nl e shop l1l anagE!d by Andy G4DHQ is easily found, being part of
Eastcote tube slation buildings ansJ as ' suCtl being on the
Metropolitan and Piccadilly lines (approximately 30 minutes from
Baker Street main Junction). For the motorist. we are only about 10
minutes' driving time from tIle M40. A40. North Circular Road (at
Hanger Lane ) and the new M25 Juncti o n at Denham Immediately
behind the shop is a large car park where you can currently park
for th e day for 20p The re is al so free street parking outside the
shop.
IS

Although not a shop there is on the South Coast a source of good
advice and equipment - John G3JYG. His address is 16 Harvard
Road , Ringmer, Lewes, Sussex (telephone 0273 812071) An
evening or weekend telephone call will put you in touch with John.

Finally, here in Matlock, David G4KFN is in charge. Located In an
area of scenic beauty a Visit to the shop can combine amateur
radio with an outing for the whole family. May I suggest a meal in
one of the town's inexpensive restaurants or a picnic on the hill
tops followed by a spell of portable operation.

hf transceiver
The TRIO TS830S is for the operator who wants a dedicated
amateur bands only transceiver, who is used to and wants a pair
of rugged 6146B valves in the PA stage and who wants a compact
rig which has its own in-built power supply. The TS830S is for the
radiO amateur who requires a rig capabl e of rising above today's
crowded band conditions, a rig that has, as standard. the
necessary features that will produce consistently good contacts
where other lesser equipment would fail. The TRIO TS830S, a
proven rig with an impeccable pedigree,

The TS830S covers on USB, LSB and CW the full amateur bands
from 160 through to 10 metres .

Convenient to use, the transceiver has its own in-built power
supply .

VBT (variable bandwidth tuning) enables the operator to, at will,
vary the IF filter passband width and establish optimum IF
bandWidth relative to the interference bei ng experienced

The IF shift control allows the IF pass band to be moved up or down
in frequency Without haVing to retune the receiver, Hence, an
unwanted signal. present in the IF passband , may be attenuated
significantly by moving the passband in the appropriate direction .

As the IF shift and VBT are independently adjustable they can , to
advantage , be used together .

The tunable notch filter In the TS830S is a hlgh-Q active Circuit in
the 455KHz second IF Sharp. deep notch c haracteristics will
el iminate a strong interfering carrier Within the passband ot the
receiver section

The RF speech processor in the TS830S provides added audio
punch and Increases the average SSB output power whilst
suppressing sldeband splatter Compression levels can be
monitored and controlled from the front panel.

To cope with pulse type (such as ignition) nOise, th e transceiver
has an in-built noise blanker.

For periect listening, a tone control adjusts receiver audio
frequency response to suit operating conditions.

Both RIT and XIT, transmitter as well as receiver incremental
tuning are included to aid operating, XIT being a distinct
advantage when calling a station that is listening 'off frequency ',

It is possible to monitor the transmitted audio in order to assess
the effects of the speech processor: a most useful feature
ensuring perfect signal reports.

TS830S amateur band transceiver ............... ,..... £832.75 inc VAT, carr £7.00

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE4 5LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430,4057, 4~5. Telex 377482.
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the
TET·EBEADER
range

TS430S

n-.

of you who have _ n TELEREADER product. will know that
outs.t anding performance allied with ease of operation are the hallmarks of
this particular company. The four models in our range are the CWR685E
combined transmitter and receiver, the CWR67SE hav ing receive only and
built in monitor, the CWR670E being a CWR67SE without monitor and the
CODE MASTER CWR610E which not only receives CW and Rny (Baudot and
ASCII) but doubles as a morse tutor. TELEREADER also have an AMTOR un i t,
the AMTOR10A, details for this are available on request.

The CWRe85E ha. many out...ncllng
CW, Baudot and ASCII receive and transmit: CW at 3-40wpm, RTTY at
45 4S-300 bauds (SIX speeds).
Built-In Sin green phosphor screen g ving a clarity and brightness that I have
not seen before.
An external QWERTY keyboard housed In a substantial metal case and
supplied with 3 feet of connecting cable. Not a 'rubber key or plastic faced
touchpad' but a true keyboard ,
6 Memory channels (63 character capacity each) In addition the 4 standard
test transmissions (RY, QBF, Baudot all characters, ASCII all characters) are
permanently stored in memory and can be recalled and transmitted in a
variety of formats. 480 characters of transmitting buffer memory are also
included.
Automatic and manual transmit/receive switchi ng .
Printer output : Centronlcs compatible parallel interface for hard copy
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TW4000A

T.kl,.lnto account the.mount of activity on the 2 metre FM channels it is

-l'
,~

The TS430S combines the facilities of a solid state HF transceiver with those
of a general coverage receiver. It's the ideal rig for the radio amateur who
not only wants to communicate With his fellows but also enjoys listening to
the world, As an amateur band transceiver the rig covers top band to ten
metres, as a short wave receive r coverage is from 150KHz to 3OMHz.
Operating on AM, FM, USB, LSB and CW the TS430S IS extremely compact
and, as such, is the perfect transceiver for mobile, portable or base station
operation.
TS430S HF transceiver with general coverage receiver ........................£769.50 inc VAT.
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The TELEAEADER CWRe75E has a similar specification to the CWR685E
having the built-in 5in green monitor but not including the transmit facility,
The CWR675E provides for both the enthusiastic radiO amateur and short
wave listener access to both the amateur and commercial world of Rny as
well as providing a visual display of received morse code The CWR670E IS as
the CWR675E but does not have the monitor.

The TELEREADER CWRe10E Code M....r IS a compact CW/RTTY converter
which also doubles as an audio-visual morse tutor. Features of the CWR610E
Code Master are
CW, RTTY (Baudot and ASCII reception).
CW: 3-40wpm , Baudot/ASCII 45-600 bauds (seven speeds).
CW morse practice at 2-30wpm.
Display characters: 612 characters x 2 pages
Centronics compatible parallel interface for printer output.
UHFNIDEO display output.

CWA&85E . .. full receive/transmit..
CWRe75E, . ,. receive only with monitor ..
CWRfS70E
as above but without monitor ..
CWRfS10E .. , . codemaster
PKe75
printer for CWR675E
AMT0A10A
amtor unit..
all prices Include VAT

,...... ... £771 .64 carr£7 00
....... £449.17 carr £7.00
.. .... £392.80 carr £7 ,00
.... ... £195.00 carr £3.00
£189.00 carr £7.00
.£253.20 carr £3 .00

not surprtsing that many people have turned their attention to the Wide open
spaces of 70 centimetres. With the TW4000A, TRIO have produced a dual
band FM transceiver that gives Its owner the best of both worlds . Facilities
include 10 memories, two VFO's, priority channel, full repeater operation,
band scan and memory scan. In memory scan mode the rig can be instructed
to look for either 2 metre or 70 centimetre signals. The transceiver produces
25 watt RF output on both bands and comes complete with mobile mount and
microphone. For greater safety wh ilst mobile the optional VS1 boar d will
announce frequency, memory channel and whether or not the rtg is set on
repeater sh ift.
TW4000A dual band FM mobile .......... ............ ... ..........
. £536.51Inc VAT.

R600

ForthoM.re

house and ave to operate from the shed
at the bottom of the garden, why not consider an R600 to monitor the bands
from the comfort of the fireside, No wife would forbid such an attractive
looking receiver in the lounge, after all it could also be used to listen to
Women's Hour. The R600 is a basic receiver covering from 150KHz to 30MHz
and having switched upper and lower sidebands, wide and narrow am and cw.
It has a 20dB attenuator and a noise blanker fitted as standard, Operation is
simple, select the mode of operation. turn the MHz dial to the correct band
and, by using the VFO knob, tune to t he desired frequency. The clear digital
readout makes station selection simple. The TRIO R600, your passport to
comfortable listening .
R600 general coverage receiver ................. .. ..... ........... ........ .......... £299.52 inc VAT.

LOWE ELECTRONICS
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire. DE45LE.
Telephone 0629 2817, 2430,4057,4995.
Telex 377482.
www.americanradiohistory.com

........ FREE FINANCE*---

HAMPSHIRE, DERBYSHIRE, LOTHIAN, STAFFORDSHIRI

FT290R IIMULTIMODE PORTABLE"
Multimode 2M Transceiver
DualVFOs
Microprocessor Control
Selectable Synthesiser Steps
Large LCD Display
Ten Memory Channels
'+' & '-' Repeater Function
Nicads for Portable Available
2.5W / O.5W RF Output
58(H) x 150(W) x 195(D) mm

FT726R IIMULTI BANDER"
Synthesised Multimode Base Station
10W Output on HF, VHF & UHF, Possibl
Fu" Duplex! (Crossband, with Option
Continuous RF Power Control (0-10Vv
Dual VFOs - Crossband Operation
Eleven Memories - Mode & Frequenc
LED Displays, Dual Meters (S. & P.O.
8 Bit Microprocessor Control
IF Shift / Width System
129(H) x 334(W) x 315(D) mm

FT130R UHF "MOBILES"
Synthesised FM Transceivers
Full Microprocessor Control
Dual VFO's
Ten Memory Channels c/w Priority
Selectable Synthesiser Steps
LCD Readout / Analogue'S' Meter
Switchable '+' & '-' Repeater Split
Better than O.25uV for 12dB Sinad
Outputs - 10W FT730R
58(H) x 150(W) x 174(D) mm
LEEDS
SMC (Leeds)
257 OIIey Road,
Leeds 16, Yorkshrre
Leeds (0532) 782326
~5.3J Man-Sat

FT730R UHF "MOBILES"

CHESTERFIELD
BUCKLEY
STOKE
GRIMSBY
JERSEY
SMC (Stoke)
(SMC) Grimsby
SMC (Jack Tweedy) Ud SMC ITMP)
SMC (Jerseyl
102 High Street
Unit 1I, Pinfold lane
76 High Street
247A Freeman Street
1 Belmon! Gardens
New Whitlington,
Buckley, Clwyd
Talke Pits, Stoke
Grimsby, lines
St Helier, Jersey
Buckley (0244) 549563
Kidsgrove (07816) 72644 Grimsby (0472) !i9388
Jersey (0534) nrEI
Chesterfield
Chest (0246) 453340
10-5 Tues-Fri
~5.3J Man-Sat
9.31-5.30 Man-Sat
~ pm Man-Sat
~5.3O Tues-Sat
10-4 Sat
Closed Wed
SoU1hampton Showropm open ~5.3O pm Monday to Fnday, 9-1 pm Saturday.

EDINBURGH
SMC Scotcomm
23 Mo~on Street
Edinbul1lh EH15 2HN
Tel: 031-657 24:ll
10-5 Tues-Fri, ~ Sat

N. IRELAND
SMC N. Ireland
10 Ward Avenue
Bangor
County Down
0247 464875.

HQ & MAIL ORDER S.M. HOUSE, RUMBRIDGE ST, TOnON, SOUTHAMPTC

4
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1i1i11ii 12 YEAR GUARANTEE.

YORKSHIRE, HUMBERSIDE, CO.DOWN, CLWYD, JERSEY
FT77 "SUPERB-VALUE HF"
1OOW Output Transceiver
LSB / USB CW Modes Standard
Large LED Display / 's' Meter
Optional CW Narrow Filter
Optional FM (or AM Unit
2M or 70cms with Matching Transverter
Matching Antenna Tuner Available
Matching Scanner VFO/ Memories
95(H) x 240(W) x 300(0) mm

FT757 GX GEN. COV. HF
100W Multimode HF Transceiver
Fully Computer Compatible
DualVFOs
100% Duty Cycle
General Coverage Rx
FM & CW Narrow as Standard
Programmable Memory Scanning
All Mode Squelch
Triple Microprocessor Control
Matching Automatic ATU (Opt)
Full Break-in CW
93(H) x238(W) x 238(0) mm

STOP PRESS
FRG8800
£5251NC

FRG9600
60-900 MHZ
AM, NBFM, WBFM, SSB
SCANNER.

=T2700RH

FL7000

~520 INC ~

500W HF
SOLID STATE
LINEAR

FT270R £3251NC
FT270RH £380 INC
*

FREE ANANCE

On many regular priced items SMC offers
Free Finance (on invOIce balances over (120).
20% down and the balance over 6 months or
50% down and the balance over a year.
You pay no more than the cash price!
dReil. on eligible item. on request.

SMC SERVICE
Free Securicor delivery on major equipment.
Access and Barclaycard over the phone.

Biggest branch agent and dealer networlt.
Securicor 'B' Service contract at £5,00
Biggest stockist of amateur equipment.
Same day despatch possible,

GUARANTEE
Importer warranty on Yaesu Musen products.
Ably staffed and equipped Service Department.
Daily contact with the Yaesu Musen factory.
Tens of thousands of spares and test equipment.
Twenty-five years of professional experience.
.2
warranty on rll9ular priced Vaesu products.

y"".

STOCK CARRYING AGENT, JOHN DOYLE. TRANSWORLD COMMS. NEATH (0639) 52374 DAY (0639) 2942 EVE

Communicatio'Is ltd.
Practical Wireless, April 1985
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ICOM's IC-745 is the all-in-one transceiver featuring
an HF all band SSB, CW, RTTY, AM (receive only) ham
transceiver, plus <1; general coverage receiver. Options for
FM transceive and an internal power supply make the
IC-745 the complete transceiver in an all-in-one package
The receiver section features a 100KHz to 30MHz
general coverage receiver, this allows access to all HF bands
plus all the frequencies in between. The IC-745 has an
adjustable AGC circuit and DFM (Direct Feed Mixer) giving
a wide dynamic range of 103dB with an intercept point at
+ 18dBm. Exceptionally clean reception is achieved with a
low noise PLL circuit and a 70MHz first IF.
The IC-745's features include IF shift, 16 programmable memories with lithium battery back-up, passband tuning, a noise blanker
both wide and narrow, threshold level control, notch filter, receive audio tone control and an all mode squelch. Also available is a front
end switchable receiver preamp providing 12dB gain. RIT has a ± 1 KHz range.
We could go on all day about the 745, but if you need the full story get in touch with us and we will senu you a detailed leaflet.

290D is the state of the art 2 meter mobile, it has 5
memories and VFO's to store your favourite repeaters and a
priority channel to check your most important frequency
automatically, Programmable offsets are included for odd
repeater splits, tuning is 5KHz or 1 KHz.
The squelch on SSB silently scans for signals, while 2
VFO's with equalising capability mark your signal frequency
with the touch of a button. Other features include: RIT,
1 KHz or 100Hz tuninglCW sidetone, AGC slow or fast in
SSB and CW, Noise blanker to suppress pulse type noises
onSSB/CW
You can scan the whole band between VFO's!scan
memories and VFO's. Adjustable scan rate 144 to 146 MHz,
remote tuning with IC-HMlO and HMll microphones, Digiti
frequency display, Hi/Low power switch. Optional Nicaa
battery system allows retention of memory.
Specie. Off.... for 1985: 25 watt IC-290D
reduced to £469 and the 10 watt IC-290E reduced to £399.
The 70cm version IC-290E is reduced to £529. Take
advantage of this money-saving offer.

6
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For those who like the easy lite, the R71E has the
option of an infra-red remote control unit, making it a very
sophisticated rig indeed, here are some details.
100 KHz - 30 MHz all mode (with FM option).
Quadruple conversion superhet. IF frequencies 70MHz
9MHz and 455KHz with continuous bandpass tuning and
notch filter. Virtually immune from adjacent channel
interference with 100dB dynamic range. Adjustable AGC,
noise blanker and switchable pre-amplifier. Direct keyboard
into twin VFO's with 32 programmable memories. 5 year
lithium memory backup cell. Memory and band scan with
auto-stop. Tuning rates 10Hz, 50Hz and 1 KHz with
6 digit readout. AC mains operation. Auto squelch tape
record function .
Options:- Synthesised voice readout, infra-red remote
controller, 12V DC kit, mobile mounting bracket, two
CW filters 500 and 250 Hz, FM unit, computer interface,
headphones.

K·()~I.I(·()41
The direct entry microprocessor controlled IC-02E is a 2 meter
handheld features include: scanning, la memories, duplex
offset storage in memory and odd offsets also stored in memory.
Intemallithium battery backup and repeater tone are included.
Keyboard entry is made through the 16 button pad allowing easy
access to frequencies, duplex, memories, memory scan and priority.
The IC-02E has an LCD readou~ indicating frequency, memory
channel, signal strength, transmitter output and scanning functions.
New HS-I0 Headset, with earphone and boom microphone, which
operates with either of the following:- HS 10-SB Switch box ~
pre-amplifier giving biased toggle on, off and continuous transmit.
HS lO-SA Voice operated .switch box, with pre-amplifier, mic gain,
vox gain and delay. The IC-2E and 4E continue to be available.

Agent: Gordon G3LEQ, or telephone
Knutsford (0565) 4040. Please telephone
first, anytime between 0900-2200 hrs.
Gordon aIeo s.Us V._u products.

You can get what you want just by picking up the
telephone. Our mail-order dept. offers you:
.
free, same-day despatch whenever possible,
instant credit, interest-free H.P., telephone
Barclaycard and Access facility and a 24 hour
&.
answering service.
Please note that we now have a new retail
~y
branch at 95, ~o~me! ::;treet, Heme Bay, Kent.
~~#.
Tel: 69464. GIVe It a VISit, BCNU.
A.....<#J~ ~

~
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SUPERB 2 METRE BASE STATION

£659

ICOMIC271E
2m base station for the
eighties, 25w O/P, 32
memories, scanning,
10/1 OOHz auto shift
tuning rates + (as
options) voice frequency ICSM6 ElECTRET
synthesiser, intemal12V BASE STATION MIC
psu , GaAS FET preamp. OR

OR

£689 WITH

ICOMICR71
The latest superior
grade receiver, with
keyboard entry, 32
tunable memories, three
rates of tuning + (as
options) infra red
remote, F.M., voice
frequency syntheslser,
additional filters.

£669
OR
£699
WITH

REMOTE UNIT
OR FM BD
REACH FOR THE SKY
& CATCH A SATELLITE

AG20 INTERNAL GaAS
FET ICOM PREAMP

HOW LOW CAN WE GO!
YAESU FT726R
Multiband base station
transceiver.

£775

EXTRA-SPECIAL OFFER
FT726R WITH 70cm CARD FITTED £1,099-Wll
DUPLEXERISATELLlTE MODULE WORTH £100

1

YAESU FT2700
DUO BANDS

2M&70cm
Full DUPLEX operation
25 watts on each band

£499 with

Antenna_

Duplexer

I~'IIZI

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
All OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY
ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

• NEe Special Offers are available to the public only at NEC-and to
ARE Club Members at time of publication.

8

EXTRA VERY SPECIALS
• MUTEK 6M Transverter
2Mto6M
£169
• SX400-The Professional
Scanner
£549
• AOR2OO1 Scanner Rec
Gen Coverage 2S-S2SmHz
£325
• CENTURY
GenCov HFRec
£169
Practical Wireless, April 1985

YAESU FRG 8800

The design team on this
one at YAESU definitely
'j eserve full marks Jrobably the best selling
2m multi mode In the
",",arid

£299 WITH

MUTEKBOARO
ORNICADS
& CHARGER

Receiver with very
special features:
• Frequency coverage
500kc to 30mHz
• Memory and scan
facilities
• VHF converters
available

£495
TS930
T8430
TW4000

TS530
T52600
T53600

T5830

mI~-.

ICOM AT ITS BEST

:OMIC745
l.F. transceiver/ge n.
overage receiver. The
--;740 WqS, and still is,
opular-the introuctlon of the IC 745
'Ith its additional
)atures makes it our
!commendation forthe
~ rious H.F. operator.

£898 WITH

liil#1

YAESU FT757GX TRANSCEIVER

ICSM6 BASE STATION MIC
AND
ICEX242 FM MODULE

Compact-dual VFO'sgeneral coverage100WO/P.
FM/SSB/CW.
All options fitted incl. CW Filter
and electronic keyer.

£739 WITH

US

AERIAL TUNING
UNIT

CLOSED-MONDAYS
OPEN - TUES, WED, THURS, FRI9.30-5.30.
SAT 9.30-5.00.
LONDON.
373 UXBRIDGE ROAD,
ACTON .
LONDON W3 9RH
Tel. 01-992 5765/6

NORTHERN
38 BRIDGE STREET.
EARLESTOWN, NEWTON LE WILLOWS.
MERSEYSIDE WA 12 9BA.
Tel 0925229881

AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE LTD
9
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*
The cho ice of the professionals

Mail order & shops:
441 PRINCES ROAD, DARTFORD, KENT DAl lRB
Telephone: (0322) 91454
ORDERING INFORMATION: PIP 50p on orders less than £20 in
value otherwise post free. All components full spec & guaranteed.
Discounts available on orders over £50 - phone for details. For unlisted
components phone for price. Goods normally despatched by return
post.

NEW CATALOGUE NOW AVAILABLE
CONTAINING THOUSANDS OF LINES
MANY ILLUSTRATED
This incredible volume contains everything
required by the home constructor, amateur
radio and CB user and computer enthusiast.
We think the semiconductor section contains
more types than have ever been offered to
the hobbyist.
Sections are headed as follows:

Aerials, Amplifiers, Audio Accessories,
Batteries, Boxes, Bulbs, Capacitors,
Crystals, Car Components, Car Audio,
CB & Ham Equipment, Computer
Connectors, Fuseware, Hardware,
Headphones, Knobs, Lamps, Leads,
Loudspeakers, Microphones, Meters,
OPTO, PCB, Resistors;
Semiconductors, Special Effect
Equipment, Switches, Power Supplies,
Test Equipment, Tools, Transformers,
Wound Components.
In addition to listed items we continue to
provide a procu rement service for obsolete
and difficult to obtain types.
How many suppliers do you have at the
moment that offer a service like this?
Please fill in coupon below and send with
£1.25. Print clearly as coupon is used as
address label.
Catalogue contains £2.50 discount order form
- You make a profit straight away.
NAME ... .. .. .... ...... .... .. .... .... .. ........................ ..... ... .

* AM + FM all bands
* Wide coverage: 26-88, 108-180, 380-514MHz
* 16 memories * Positive action keyboard
reliability * 12v DC & 230v AC
~ ** Proven
S-meter & 96-10SMHz converter available
REVCO RS-2000-E - THE VERSATILE SCANNER
* 70 memories * AM + FM all bands
** Covers:
60-180MHz (no gap), 380-520MHz
Search & store of active channels
8 * All the usual search & scan functions
* 12v DC & 230v AC operation
* Counts activity of selected channel
J.I.l. SX-400 - THE PROFESSIONAL SCANNER
* Covers 26-520MHz (no gaps)
* AM + FM (manual, automatic or programmable)
* Computer interfacing for limitless memory, remote
control & data logging
8* Switchable channel spacing & I.F. bandwidths
8* I.F. output terminals (10.7MHz & 455KHz)
&* Specifications set by the professionals

1
~

i

SRegulated mains adaptor for SX-400

£299

S
~

~
£259

8

X

§S
~

I
~
~

£5981

§

§
*
*
g*
§~

*

*

8

*

REVCONE
A superb quality 16 element, all British made VHF/UHF
broadband fixed station aerial from Revco. Ideally suited
to all scanners and other VHF/UHF Receivers
Covers SO-500MHz PRICE £2.7.45 inc

§S
~

§.ASK FOR OUR UST OF SECONDHANO SCANNER BARGAINS

* SPECIAL OFFER *
210 communications receiver. 0.5 to 30MHz.
§§8 CENTURY
CW, USB, LSB, AM & FM. Digital readout. Provisions for
§8 _formerfor
an external speaker and headphones. An excellent peronly .... .... ...... " .... .. ......... ............ , ..... ... ... ..... .. .. £199

I

§8~
R

§

§
§
§
§§IS

CRYSTALS FOR NR-56, SR-9, SR-11, TM-56B. We have a range SS
of 2m & VHF Marine band crystals for these receivers at £3.00 ~
~ each (+20p post per order). Please phone to check stock.
~ RESISTOR KITS a top selling line for many years. E12 series, R
5% carbon film, 10w to 1m, 61 values, general purpose rating ~
V4W or 'hW (state which).
Starter pack 5 each value (305 pieces). ................. ... ........ ...... £3.10
Standard pack 10 each value (610 pieces) ... ... .............. .... ..£5.55
SMixedpack,5each%W-t 'hW(610pieces) .. ........... ....... .. .. £5.55
Giant pack, 25 each value (1525 pieces) .... . ..... . .. ............... £13.60
DC/DC TRANSISTORISED INVERTERS 12V input, 400V 200mA
S.rectified and fully smoothed output ... ... ....... .. .................... ... ..£9.50
o This unit is a chassis section cut from used RIT equipment,
)7! tidied, fully wired & tested. Free-standing but no luxuries like
~ cabinet. 24v version - same price. SAE for details.

!
§S

1
S
9

S
l1

We have in stock a very large range of spare parts for
PYE RADIOTELEPHONES. Models include Olympic,
Westminster, Whitehall, Europa, Mascots and PF70
Series. Parts also available for Cambridge, Vanguard
etc. etc.
SAE FOR FREE EXTENSIVE UST

----------------~

GAREX FM DETECTOR and squelch conversion for Pye AfT equipment
Ready Assembled, full Instructions. Tailor-made, easy-fit design, replaces existing squelch board, with minimljm of modifications. For AM
Cambridge £6.30; for Vanguard AM25B (Valve RX) £6.10; for Transistor
Vanguard AM25T £6.95.

11

MAIN DISTRIBUTOR OF REVCO PRODUCTS
PRICES INCLUDE UK P&P and 15% VAT
Goods normally despatched by return

=r;

GAREX ELECTRONICS
7 NORVIC ROAD, MARSWORTH, TRING,

POSTCODE ... ... .............. ....... ............ ...... ........ .. .

~

.. ..
. £29.50
SX232 (RS232 interface) now available ..
£224.25
REGENCY HX2000 - HANOHELO SCANNER
II
~
Covers: 60-90, 118-175, 406-496MHz
~
R* AM + FM all bands
5,10, 121f2KHz steps ~
~
All the usual scan & search functions
20 memories. Nicads, char er, flexiwhi antenna
£2.67 R

I'~

ADDRESS ... ....... ...... .. .. ........

~

HERTS, HP23 4LS
Phone 0296 668684. Callers by appointment only
Phone now for details of our interest free credit
7"~...ccr~..r...ooooeoc;r~..r....ecoo

I
I
8

I

I
I
S
8

oO""..r...c.
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COMMUNICATION
RECEIVER

TRANSFORMERS EX-5TOCK
MAINS ISOlATORS
PriISec t-12IIIIx2
(60-1KVA TAP SECSI
VA
Price
P&l'
"20
5.112
1.00
III
9A!I
1.111
100 11..
2.00

~ l~
~ ~

150
1000
1500
2DOO

41.21

!i3JIO

=llts.:

~~

uniden MODEL CR-2021

o
o
o

1A ~ ~ III 1A ~
1
M ~ lr,: k~ 1M l
6 P 12 IUI 2..20 5 P 10

170
4.00 8
4.70 10
5.10 12

S

16
211
24

24.5Z
3023
3&.11

2.70 6
100 B
llIl 10

S 12

16
211

~

rn

IUS
13.5Z
11.10
2DJI

~ ~

~::l ~ p l~

It.:

~ ~

o

.

Q-CT-1SV 5
!IIiI4IV. Pri. 2Xl2IIV Q-CT-1SV 4A

Please allow 7-14 days for delivery

Secs. 2Xliol4IV
PIIoP

LECMAR ELECTRONICS

n.s 310.
0.5

Vectis Yard, Cowes, Isle of Wight
Tel: (0983) 293996

2

ACCESS

2.53.00 12.5A

6.93 1.40 35A

WINDING SEIMCES

1 5.31 1.20 lVA·I5KVA 2 or J..p/1ase
4 14.111 2..20
Plus Toroids

IDJ

~

1~

6
8

12 4IIJ& 150
16 44.03 115

}~

Stock nems by tr1fUm
I'UASE ADO 15% VAT TO
AI! IlIMS Af1IR PIIP

!iQA

17J24V

~ N:. CIIII
(llA lid!

lrow ................. fIUI
'J!DN ..... .. ..... £\1ZJII
1~ ..
... ~
......

=-

aJNSTANT VOlTAGE
1IWIiIOIMIIS 1%

1:: 1~ ......

1:~ =~..: g,~

fllUD
.. .......... £lIUD
......... tI!iI1.

2.00 lkVA
2.00 2kVA.

226 6kVA
226

fHI ir:: 8 Mlt6
AVOS UlEGGERS
(latest)
£\.11

:U

~

:ml 115.31
OA 8 S 16 311.n 100 :ml
71.&4 4111
IIlOO 221.15
OA 10
211 35.lIi 3.ll 5000 lGL'lD
OA
12IZ4V .. 12~IZV
12
24 41.22 150
CASED AU10S
2XIZV Secs. Pri. _
MINIATURES (SCIIHNSI
'IIIN Collie LIP
IZV 24V Price P&l' Sec V A
Pri P&P 115Y USA SllllIIJP
03 15 2.41
00 J..G.3
:lA
111.00 VA
Price P&P
1 . 5 11' 1.20 6x2
lAx2 145 1.20 211
121' 1.50
2 A'1 425 1.20!HI-9
.1
2.5!I.00 III
9.35
1.111
4 M 2 4.91 1111 9x2
033x2 2.41 .00 150 12.10
1.00
6
3 1. 1'111 8-9x2
.5x2
136 1.20 250 14.73
2.00
8 P 4 UI 1'111 8-9x2
lAx2 4I1 1.40 500
24.14
2..20
10
5 UZ 1111 15x2
:lAx2 ZAI .00 1000 3114
2.111
12 S 6 1l1.li 100 12-{l-12.05
111.00 2llOO
&a.Cl
4.50
16
8 12.97 i12 211)(2
3)(2
139 1.20 lXX) lUll
6.50
211
10 11.46 2.44 20,12,0,12,20 .9
4.13 1.20 8IIDGE IIEC11RERS
311
15 2UII 2.64 1[,.2Dx2 lAx2 5.&0 1.111 lA
'IXN
.2!
III
:Il 44.45 !lA 1[,.21x2 .5x2
UJ 1.40
83
41 51.20 450 1[,.21x2 lAx2 1.311 1.00 2A
'lJJN
.5Z

o
o

BARCLAYCARD

2x2W Tip Secs. v....
...ilollle 5, 1. I, 10. 13,
15. 11. 211. 25, 311. n 4D.
!HI-2II .. 2H-2iY
50V 2W Price P&P
0.5
1 4.13 1.40

»'I5Y .. 1s..15Y
2XI5Y TIp Sec. v....
...1IIIIe 3, 4. 5. i, I, t. ID.
12, 15. 11, 2D. 24. 311 .. 15t-15Y
3IIV 15Y Price P&P
0.5 I l l !
1.20

g~ fUN ... 3&NIV Pri.:~ ~
'115 or 2/iN Pri 2/iN Zx12DV. 2x3IIV TI, 211
«I
35.M
4.83
Secs. V............. i, ..
«&'440\/ ISOlATORS 10; 12, 16, 11, 2D. 24. 311.
AUTOS
111 '1JJJ/ZIfN C.T.
3&, «I. .. &a. 24-0-24.. 11115, 115. 22D. ZII. _
VA
Price
PloP »NIV.
Nr....... .. .....
III
9.5D
I.IIl fIN 3IIV Price P&P VAPrice P&l'
100 11..
2.00 0.5
1 4.18 1.50
III
U4 1.40
200 15.IiI
2.25 1
2 1.15 1.50
150
7.111
1.00
250 IU1
2.40 2 A 4 9JD HI!
350
11.14 2.00
350 2141
2.70 3 M 6 1331 2.00
500
1130 2.24
500 2!I.Z3
2.95 4
8 15.15 2..20 1000
22.18 2.1Il

A compact communications receiver with full
professional specifications and facilities.
FULL FREQUENCEY COVERAGE OF 150KHz to
29.999MHz and 78 to 108MHz.
MAXIMUM SENSITlVITY ON AM/SSB/CW, also FM, with
NARROWIWIDE FILTEA.
MEMORY FOR ANY 6 AM/SSB and 6 FM
FREQUENCIES, plus AUTOMATlC SCANNING
BETWEEN ANY. TWO FREQUENCIES.
KEYBOARD ENTRY OF FREQUENCY SHOWN ON LCD
DISPLAY.
EXTERNAL SOCKETS FOR AERIAL, EARTH, HEADPHONES
and LOUDSPEAKER.
DOPERATlON FROM INTERNAL BATTERIES. 12V DC, or
240V AC.
ONLY £189.75 inc VAT and P&P.

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

Ill1
I/U1

rn

!ilII25Y .. 2H-2W

!iOOV

l00v
l00v

73
DUI
MM5 Minor
fStGD
DA211 LCD
01.411
DA116 LeO
£\40.311
DA117 AuIorange £\51.111
2DOO Leo
DZ.IO
Mogg.r crank
£\14.411
M.gg.r 8.11.
05.5D
P8tP £2.00 VAT 15%
WIElfSS WOII.D
MODEM project 6000

line isolator

+

mains

tr.n.loon.... EI.SD inc.
VAT.

METAL OXIDE t,wv !ilIo
B.EC1lIOSI. 1lM
RESISTORS £\/1111
12. 33. 41. :m, 4:11. 510.
5111, 11<, lKl, 11(3, 11(6,
11<8, 2K. 3K. 31<9. 15K. 161(,
241<, 211<, 39K. 56K. 821(,
lOOK. 1101(, 12llK, 13111<.

l5OK. 2OOK. 22DK. 21OK.

me. p&p lOp

:n........,--, .....
-

........

...-

Rnger screw front teon~
113 n.1S Q-1QA. or 0-3lIl DC

2.311
1211

18x9llmm
£3.!1 + 50p P8tP

BARRIE ELECTRONICS LTD
Umt 211. Stratford Workshops
Burford Road, London E15 2SP
Tel 01·5550228 (3 linesl

-PORTASOL
Portable Gas Soldering Iron
(!)JJfVOW1

I

ORYX - market leaders in soldering irons and accessories introduce the revolutionary PORTASOL This new
approach to catalylic soldering iron technology is truly

pocket portable (173 mm) and independent of any
external energy source. PORTASOL is powered by
ordinary cigarette fuel and one filling lasts for 60 minutes
continuous use.

Ease of soldering for
engineers. hobbyists,
built into the cap.
repair men etc.
~~~--To: Greenwood Electronics, Portman Rd, Reading Berks RG31NE.
Please send .............. (qtyl PORTASOL at £17.25.1 enclose
cheque/PO./cash for L ............ , ........ or debit my Barclaycard
no .......................... Access no .......... ................ Expiry date ........... ..

r-~~------------~~--------~:;..
* Portasol makes an ideal and
* r~~:d~;;~~n;~ailable for use
anytime anywhere.
* Portasol meets all safety
standards.
No problem with statics.
Adjustable temperature for
sensitive components.

*
*

r'" ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .... ...
I

NAME ............................................................. .
ADDRESS

I

I
I

I
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TEL: 0214746000

TELEX: 311033 CHACOM/G Attn: CROSAL

R.F, POWER TRANSISTORS - Ma:c:.n:...r......;yo::..;t:rhc::;e,--r-'typ:...:~e=s---=ar:v-=a=ila
..L.<
=b=-:I'7-e_I___....:
V..:...A=L:...:V-=E=S·r --'-N:..::a=ti=o-'-'n=arI ---=V-=a::..:ri:.=a.:.:;
n"-'-',
M=u=lI=a,,-,
rd=
. ....:R..:..:C:o:,A~ITT
."--'--"-,.-', ,--'-1
2N3375
2N355..1

11lJ
LOO

2SC1011
2SC1070

5.36
1.15

2N3632

12.SO

2SCJ(Ul

0.90

2N31:0

13.20

lSCI096M

~~~

111.32
:~ I 2SC1
~~g~:~
121

2N3927
.2NM16
ZN4427

0.90

]$CI945
25C I946
2SU946A
2SCI947

li~ ~~~\:

24.00
1800
090

:15CI967
25(1968
ZSCl968A

L61
19.75

I MRf229
MRF221

12.05
3.50

16.50

I

MRf231

12-36

MRF23:l

13.50

~~~re

1~:~

9.88

11500
;:~

MRF231
MRf2J8
MRF239

310

'2N5109

r ll

~:;r.·, '69

6.95
4.85

lSCl969
2SCt97Q

22 .00
350
150

MRF240
MRF243

12.60
20.00
24.50
35.00

2N51&l

4.80

2SC11/6

l~ , OO

2SC1911

400

MRF245

JJOO

2N51!ll

1~

2SC1177

943

2SC1972

11 00

MRF247

]).10

2N~

I ~~~
2N5591
2N5643
2N5.913

lN5945
2N594S
2N6080
IN6001
2N6O!I2
2N6003
2N6084
2:N5{)9cI

2N600'5
2N6155
25CI30
2SC731
25C732
2SC741

075
1]-0
IJ!lJ

2SCltll
2SC1162H
2SC:1I65

~:~ ~~g:~o

8~
1300

lSC1113A
2SCI2t3C
2.50 2SCl239
1O.'lJ ' 2SC1241
15,63 2SCI251
6.00 2SCI260
B}5 ZSC130J
9,00 2SCI306
1200 2SC1:lJ7
1320 25CI311
8,00 2SCl311E
8~ 2SC1314
H5 2SCI318
2.70 2SCl3686
3.95 2SCI3838
025 25[1424
Z50 25CI509

1~:~ ~~g~~
0.40
040

142

15.00
1000
1.11
500
100
150
0.40
0,31
25,00
0.40
1,00
0,51)
\.35
5 00

]$1;2026
2SC205.3
2SC?097

~:~ I ~~~

015
0110

42.00
55,00

36 00

MRF317

4!SC2D'99

1~,OO

ZSC2100
25C2103
25C2105
25C2116
25C2118
2SC2221
2SCZ233
25C2237
lSC22il1
2SC2283
2SC2287
25C~

24.00
18.00
15.00
160
900
5.SO
0.1})
16 ,00
13.00
900
11.[1}
12,SO
'[750
OJ:)

MRF321
MRF32J
MAF326
MRF321
MRF329
MRf412
MRF421
MRf422
I MRF426
MRF42JA
MRF428
MRf4ZBA
MRf4J3
MRF4499A
MRF450

73.00
35,00

2SC7289

6,60

2SC1S4fi

0.45

25C2347

2SC821lJl
25(.82911

030
0.25
8,!lO
18.00

2SCI568
2SCI589
25CI611
2SC16lJ

0.45
500
0-33
0,3(1

2$Cl369
2SC237OA
2SC1379
25C2395

2SC~

~~~:F
Z5~908

2SC911A
2SC945
2SC945H

~,~~ I ~~~1~

450
18.00
0.11
[1.21

16:~ ~~~~m

2$C1675
2SC1678
2SC1729
2SC17:J'J

lt~

MRF:J)9
MRF316

2S[821

2SC891

17.50

I

I

VX) MRF453
18.00 MRf453A
15,00 I MRF4S4
15,00 MRf454A

15C2494
2SC2509
2SCl531
2SC2S38

16,00
6.00
1:ll
I JO

2SC952

060

2SC1740Q

020

2SC2539

1500

2SC9B2
2$C994
2SC998

030
250
417

2SClOOl

9.!Kl

2SC1765
2SC1815'(
2SCln
2SC1!1l7

7.75
028
0.33
0.30

15C254O
lSC2S45E
MRF2Q8
Mnr212

2495
0.29
12.00
11.00

MAF458
MAf466
MRF4l2
MRF475
MRf476
MRf477
MRf492
MRf.497
MRfSI5
_

~,85

4200
Z3.00
21.00
57.00
75:00
16,21
1495
11.:;(1

)4.00

14.00
21.00
24.00

1~: ~~~:~

020
1.25
18.00
0.25

35.00
63.00
70.00
58.1E
18,51

1~:~

19.95
2450
440
2.20
2.25

12.50
2750
18.50
_

_ 260

MRP.l17
MRf620
MRf644
MRF&46
MAF£48
MRF750
MRF846
tARP.lll
MAF9J4
MRF9l1

MRF5175
MRF5176
MAF5177
MAF8004
SOIOO!)
SO llXli
501012 -3
501012-4
SD1013
S0101~·6

SOlOI5
S01018--6
$D1019
S[]ll)lg.S
SOI020
SOWN

1.!:£J

1800
25.10
26.10
Xl 85
6,51)
46,00
2.75
2.95
2.50

2250
:ll.OO

4300
2.00
8.211
2.10
10.00
10.50
10.00
10,50
17,50
13.00
:l3.1O
2310
1,50
1610
18.SO

SOll43
SOII43 1
S0l144-1
SOll5S
SOllll)
SOI202

9.45
10.00

~

~8g1~:j

501224 -2
SOI229-Fl
SO)229-STUO

SOI256
SO)262

S01270
S01272
SO I 2J2.2
501076
S01278
S01077
1.60 501278-)
SOI078
2fi.50 SOI285
SD10B0
1.55 SOl3OO
501000-6
150 SO 1303
SO 1000--7
750 501316
SOIIB1
26,00 501317
501009
28.50 501405
501089
40.10 $0)407
So 111!J--2
750 SOI407MP
SD1115-7
Z 10 501410
501127
2.50 :· 01410-1
S01131
3.25 S01410
SOII33
9.50 SOl412
SOII33-1
10.00 S01412-3
501134·1
2.50 SOI413
SDI134-1
10.00 501414
SO 1134·8
10.00 SO!416
SDl134·srUD 710 501418
501135
10.25 S01421
SOI135·3
11.00 S01428
5011J6
_ _ _11.70
_L501429
-_
_

~

EOOF

7.95
735

SDI214
SO l216
S[]1219
S01219-4
$01220·1
SOI222-5
SOI22J.STUO

SOI2....

0 ...2
EOOCC

2.~

Eool
E8lCC
E68CC
ES9f
E!lICC
E92CC
EI30l

3J

~.~
8.l0
11 .00
18.00
1800
950
11.00

EIBOF

EIB8CC
E5070
EB91
EBC91

11.00
13 00
1095

EBFII9
EC90
EGCJ2
ECC40
Ece70
ECC81

10.95
12.15
6.95
15.00
375
10.95
10.95
13.75
13.75

Eeea2
ECOO
ECC85
ECC68
ECC'l1

ECCI39
ECfOO
ECFSS
ECFBOI

12.75

1.25
2.50
2)0

[GHal

fCLB2
fCL8:J
EClB6
Ef40
EFBO

8.00

21 .00
2750
55.00
2Uli
2)00
21.00

EFa5

EfSS
Ef89

36.00

24.00
IS 00
3600

33 .00
:<1.00
36.00
2H.1l
_15,98
_ ..

17.50
14.00
13.10

Ef'J)
H92
[f93
EF94
Ef'J5
EFI83
EJI8A
EfllOO
E~90

1295
3l1l
3.90

925
8.50
S.50
23.50
850
7.50
ZJ ·50
195
130
1.50
1115
2.50
1110
3.10
160
1.60
1.60
2l1l

ELJ4
[[.36
ll38

350
230
4.95

EL81
ElB3

10.95
11 .30

EL84
H.86

2.95
2.00

E!.Sl

El.36O
EL500

EL503
El505
EL519
EL803

9.95
9.95

EN32

1625
2.00
3.30
1.85
2..5
1.95
I.S5
2.00
1.65
5.50
5.75
19.50
5.50

EN92
EZJ5
El"

EZ80

2.10

Pl5Q9
PL519

2.75
4.70
2.60
2.30
295
1.lIl
1.60
1.00
2.70
2.75
2.00
1.95

9.95

100

2.00

300

795
2.00
39.00
600
6.75

EL803S
EL821

EZB)
El90
PCW

2l1l
250
1.115
150
3.60
2.50
390
8.50

9.10

EM84
EN91

225.00
250
2.50
24.00
128 00
535 ,00
7600
6.00
375
))90
6.00
2.50
40 00
V,
1.90

350
2.50
275
2.75
)95

SCBSA

L!lI

6H B6

SCB6
SCG7
SCHS
SCJ3
6CJ6
6CK6

190
2.25

6H E5
BHP.;

995
2.30
10.95

6HG5
6HG8
6HS6

6CA4

6CA7

6eLS

6eM5
SCNS
6CIlE
6GW.;
6CW'5

1.95

6CV5

6G15

2.70

1.95
1.90
2.lIl
12.90
550
7l1l
4.50
2.55
2.55

6CYl
60AS
GOes

6Dea
60J8
SOKS
60n;
SOW4B

6E5

SEAS

SEH5

SEH7

~.:i; I ~~A
1.60
2.75

70.00
4~IAMPI

)31

6G.:7
6GK6
6GWB
6GX6
6GY6
6HS

100
9,10

2.95

aaVOH
aOV03·10
OOV07·50
l2.00
OVD3-)2
'.50
4CX15OB IEIM,'
AMPI
49.00
4CX250B INA TI
39.50
4CX350A IEIMI

2.95
2.75
2.50
185
1.65

6605
SBRSA
SBXfi
SBlS
6C4

l~

6800

2.00
1.85
415
6850

7200
44000
370.00
785.00
5700
6475

3.80

1.45
9395
3.60
2.45

2'50.00
42.50

6ES8
GM
6EW6
SFG6

6FH8
6FQ7

6fS5
6GB5
6GE5
6GP,;

6GHBA
6GGJ5A

1.6()

3,51)

1,85
1.95
3.!ll
3.00

3.00
3.00

6HAG

SOO

6Hlti

3.30

6J5

2.30
4,95

6J5GT
&J6

3,05

3.05
4.00
3.85

1.95
2.50
3.95
2.75
3.15
2.95
I. 20

~,~ 1 ~~~

~, ~

:3 00
315
2.30

6JE6C

6JG6A
flJHB

3.85
6 2~

2, 45
1!:£J
2.00
3.95

SJKS
6JME.
6JS6C
6K6GT

2.20
3.95
3.95
2.75

2.30

j:~ I ~~~:

j:~

4.95

12AT6

170

2.30 1 1 12AT7
4 20 12AU6

1.60
2.00

2.45
1.65

1 fi(l
2.00
16(1

4.15

12AU7A
12AVli
12AX7
12AY.lWA
12B4A

2.10
2.85
3.00
2.00

126A6
12BAl
128 E6
12B M7A

275
2.00

)~~ I

gm

A

f~ ~t

1.1K1
3.00

I'

812A
813 (NATI _

4.00
2.90
2.00
3.00
100
2.50

m

I

~.~

19.00

~

ITRMS : C.OW. POSTAGElPACKlNG: Add £1 to order under £5() value. VAT: All prices are eXCluding VAT please add 15% to order and postage. GUARA'iTH: All goods are 01 current production and sold with the
manufacturer's warranty ENQUIRIES: Are welcomed for other types/brands of valves. Plea se send SAE. Normafty stock items are shipped by return post.

NEW THIS MONTH

A concise and comprehensive
guide to all aspects of radio in simple-tounderstand terms

Made bv
endar, integrated chass is
mounter Jlug with mains filter rated 2A
Like Rf ;8-51 4.
Only £3_00

+

Questions
Answers on Radio by Eugene Trundle
Q + A on Radio is intended for th e newcomer to radio,
and lays the foundation for the study of more specialised
and detailed books on the subject. It forms an introduction
to radio and allied technologies by describing in simple
questions and answers form the principles and practice
of radio .
Electrons and their behaviour - RadiO basic
- Semiconductors. Building blocks for radio - Receiv ing
circuits. CB and amateur radio. Test equipment.
128 pages
Illustrated
0 408015500

7-SE'

,OS

~~~o /a~o~ered t£vle~segm~~\o~Eg'~
OIL SOCKETS
Gold plated low profile at unbeatable prices:
£7/100
14 OIL
16 OIL
£&'100
24 OIL
£121100
40 OIL
£201100

VOLTAGE REG SCOOP
7924U C 1 A 24 V 40p
uA317UC 'h A vanable SOp
7BMGUIC Variable 65p

and

PCB MOUNTING NI-CADS

An easy introduction to television in all its
aspects

+

Questions
Answers on Television by Eugene Trundle
Q + A on Television examines its subject in the form of a
series of progressive questions and answers, starting with
the basics of television and graduating to a discussion of
the most modern equipment and techniques_
128 pages
Illustrated
040801551 9
Only £2,95 each
Order now from your bookseller
Newnes Technical Books
Borough Green, Sevenoaks. Kent TN15 8PH

I

1984/85 CATALOGUE

lEe ALTER P'.UG

~ ,A

A

A~ ~

~A
-

y

y

y

COMPONENT PACKS
K517 TRANSISTOR PACK - 50 assorted full spec
marked plastic devlCe~ PNP NPN !=iF Af Type
numbers include BC114 117172182133198239251
214255320 BF 198 255 3~ 2N3904 etc. P.{C . Retail
cost [1 + Special low price 275p.

K52J RESISTOR PACt( - HXXI

yes 1000 1/4 and '11
watt 50,'0 hi-stab carbon film resistors with preformed lead::; for pea mounting Enonnous range
of preferred values from a few ohms to several
megohms. Only 2!iOp; 5CO:) £10; 2O.1XXJ £J6.

K520 SWITCH PACt( - 20 different assorted
switches - rocker, shde. push, rOlary, toggle, micro
ete Amaz ing value al only 200p.

Much so ught .fter 4.BV lSOmA bans With PCS
mntg tags on 25mm pitch. Ban size 25x 16 e.
Ideal for paralleling. 9!Ip ea; 10 + B!ip; 25 +

K522 COPPER CLAD BOARD - All pieces too small
for our etching kits . Mostly double -Sized fibreglass
250g lappfOJi 100 sQ. Ins.). For lOOp

lOp; HXH 6Op.

K530 100 ASSORTED POLYESTER CAPS - All new

12V SOLENOID, IDmm travel. Overall length 4!i
x 13 x l5mm Coil 75R. Only £1.

modem components, radia l and axial leads. All
values trom 0.01 to luF al vottages from 83 to
HO)!! Supel value at 0.95.

l!I24 Super Modem panel 260 x 175mm with a
host of top Quality paIlS. 2x4way Oil switches, 2 BCD switches, 31 LS ChiPS, TRI602S
UART, 2211122re FSK Rx and Tx chips. £6.00lEADS AT SIUY PRICES!!

KS18 200 DISC CfRAMIC CAPS - B,y vanety of
values and voltages frum a few pF 10 2 2uF ; 3V 10

3kV Wll.

K503 100 WlREWOUND RESISTORS - From IW 10
12W, with a good range oi values 12.00.

Pl616 DC adaptor lead for Walkman, 1.Bm long
:.Jp,

K505 20 ASSORffO POffrmOMfT£RS - All types

PlS28 2 pin DIN line skt to phDno plug O.2m
long 2lIp,

W 4100 PUSH BtmON BANKS - An assortment ot
latchmg anti independent SWItches on banks from
2 to 7 way. OPCO 10 6PCQ. A lotal of at least 40
switches lor £2.95_ 100 £6.50, 250 £14.00.

Pl!D 5 pin DIN to 3 pi n DIN audio lead 1.2m
long 4Op.

~

• 84 page A4 size BiggeJ, Brighter, Better more
compOne:lts than ever belore! With each copy
there's discount vouchers, Bargain LISt. Who lesa le
Discount list. Bulk Buyers ust, Order form and
Reply Paid En'ielope. All for just £1.00!! Winter
Supplemenl out Now. Sond large SAE for your
free copy

Pt.S41 Intercom extn lead. 3.5mm line skt to
3.5mm plug. Srn long 4Op.
PL10II Video lead. PL259 plug to f type plug.

3m low coax 85p,
FM TUNING MODULE. This neat unit
15x40x t9mm as used in car radios etc. Stan dard t07MHI IF output. 9-12V DC supply. Full
connexlOn data supplied. f24O.
Stereo Cassette Head. Only £1.111.

12

includll1g Single. ganged, rotary and :.;Iide( £1.10.

K5JI PRECISION RESISTOR PAt!( - High quality,
close tolerance A's With an extremelv vaned selee
tion at values mosHy 1;4 and Yzw lolerances from
0.1% !O 2"/0 - ideal tor melers, test gear etc. 2SO
0; 1000 £10. Goods normally despatched by !etu'm
of post

GREENWELD

4438 Milbrook Road
Southampton
501 OHX
Tel (0703) 772 501n83740
All PRICES INClUDE VAT
JUST ADD 60p P&P
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FRANCIS ROAD LEVTON E10
DRESSLER (U •K• ) LTD . , 191
TEl 01-558 0854 TElEX 8953609 LEXTON G
Q.1-556 1415

EAST LONDON HAM STORE
PROMPT MAIL ORDER
lE Vi
WHERE YOUR POCKET COUNTS
I'~'I
FREE DELIVERY ON ALL RIGS: Phone us last for best prices

HP FACILmES AVAIlABLE

'I

ICOM R71
SPECIAL OFFER
FOR ONE MDNnI ONLY

£699 inc. AlIA 3D AC1M ANTENNA
* * * * *
RS 2000 £450
INClUDING DATDNG AD ZlO AC1M ANTENNA

£699

AlSO AVAIAIILE lHE DC 10 VltF CONVERTOR
F BOOGHT wmt ABOVE - £15

INa.UDING DATDNG AD210
ACTlVE ANTENNA

INClUDING FllEE DISCONE ANTeNNA

ICOM IC02E
OR IC04E

'~
. "~~,. ~""~;

+ FREE SP£AKER MIKE AT
f2591C02E
f269IC04E

ICOM IC751

£1239

R751GX+FC757+FP151H0
INClUDING 5 BAND VERTICAL
+ SWEDISH BRASS MDRSE KEY

£898

INa.UDING SWEDISH BRASS
MORSE KEY
OR BASS MIKE

TW4000

£510

INClUDING DIAWA OUAL BAND
ANTENNA + GUTTER MOUNT OR VS1

.

.,

•

ICOM IC745

INClUDING SWR200 METER OR 5 BAND
TRAPPED VERTICAL ANTENNA WITH
RADIAL KIT

AOR 2001

£365

ICOM IC271 E

£699

INa.UDING 9XY TDNNA OR SWEDISH
BRASS MORSE KEY OR PS2S INTERNAL
POWER SUPPLY

FT726 + 70cm ± SATEWTE INC.

TR9130

£445

+ 19XY TONNA + SWEDISH

FREE 9XY

Communications Terminal New Tonno 777 TxlRx, use it with any Micro with
RS232. AMTORIRTTYICW. For £399. Also Tonno 05000 AMTORIRTTYICWI
Keyboard + 5" Monitor_ P.O.A.
Also many others in stock. Also available TONNA ANTENNAS, DATONG, MUTEK
& DIAWA. Also VAT FREE on all exports of Amateur Radio, Video & T.V.

MORSE KEY

""""_

.l

J

'$

._--

NEW
-

,"

Swedish Kev £60.00

C

INClUPtNG
DIGITAL
CODE
SQUElCII

£270
THE LATEST FRG 8800
P.O.A.

TS 711E

FOR fT15 INC. !XV 11lNNA OR
SWBIISII MDRSE KEY

KENWOOD TRIO
TM201A
SPECIAL OFFER
£295.19

dressier - ara 30 active antenna
200 kHz .. . 40 MHz
Professional
electronic circuitry
with very wide
dynamic range.
Meets professional
demands both in
electronics and
mechanical
ruggedness.
120 cm long
glassfibre
rod. Circuit is built into
waterproof 2.5 mm thick
aluminium tube. Ideal for
commercial and swl-receiving

TR2600

-:- ~~~~ ~-, ~ - ... 'J~~ '
~
;~::~I~~ i

MAST HEAD PRE-AMPS
GAAS FET
POWER HANDLING UP TO 1KW
-7 to ·9dB NOISE
15 to 19dB GAIN
o-2dB INSERTION LOSS

'EW200 GAAS 2MTR. 750W SSB
EW2000 GAAS 2MTR. 1KW SSB
EVRPS receive 2MTR only

EVRPS receive 7Ocm.

VHF POWER AMP.

£90

0200 2MTR. 300w F.M. 550w 88B
D200S 2MTR. 4OO-5OOw lKw. D.e. in
070 70cms 325w F.M. 500w SSB

£&75

£799
£799

NEW MOOEL DUE TO ARRIVE
1296 MWZ. lw-in-lOw out.

EVV700 GAAS 7Ocm. 5f)(JN SSB
EW70 GAAS 7Ocm. 100W
EW2 GMS 2MTR. 100w
W2OOVOX GMS 2MTR. 250W SSB

£80

£90
£50
£49
£90

£&0
£&0
f1I5

INTERFACE
£21
OAESSLER ASA12 Mast Head Coaxial 2 in 1 ovt Switch with 'N'

Connector
lHz·1GHzlKW. PEPO.l5dB Insertion loss

£46

13
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HIGH QUAUTY MODULES FOR
STEREO. MONO. OTHER
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Alldio Ampfifiers
POWER DIP
KM.S.
10 Watts
25 Watts
35 Watts
50 Watts
125 Watts

OINo.
Al30A
AL 60
AL 80
AL 120
AL250

MAX SUP.
VOLTAGE

PRICE
£4.95

30V

£5.92

3O·50V

4fl.6OV

£8.75

£15.22
£20.60

5IJ.7OV
5IJ.80V

Slabilised Power Soopplies Oulput current 2.5 Amps
OINo.
AC Input
SPM 120145
4fl.48V
SPM l2OP.i5
5IJ.55V
SPM 110/65
6(H;5V

Pnce

11115
£1.115
fB.II5

Mono P....Amplifi... - Operating Vtg. 4fl.65V
OINo.
MM 100 SuMble for Disco Mixer
MM l00G Suitable for Gunar Pr.·Amp
Mixer

Price
£14.75
£14.75

Magnetic Cat1ridgo ....Amplifi ..
OINo. MPA30. Sup Vtg. 2IJ.30V.

Price £4.29

~phlC Eq..li_
GE 100 MKII 10 Channel OUR PRICE ONLY £20.00

Full Specificaoons and oara available on request
Please send self~addressed envelope.

Red, Green, Yellow
- .31.S/.6 inch Mixed
types and colours
NUMERIC & OVER·
FLOW Common
Anode/Cathode.
GaAsP/GaP. Brand
New. Full Data incl.
10 pieces lour mix) ... £4.00
Normal Retail Value Over £10.00
Order No. VP58

PACKS
P.k
Oty
:nJ
:nJ
200
150
200
200
100
100
100
60
50
60
50
50
25
50
50

No
VPl
VP2
VPJ
VP4
VP5
VP6
VP7
VPB
VP9
VPlo
VPll
VP12
VP13
VP14
VP15
VP16
VP17

~

~"'- Our Super Value
~ Pri•• Just

£5,00

SEMICONDUCTORS
AROUND THE WORLD FROM
collection of Tranststors.
1 00 ADiodes.
Rectifiers & Bridges

SCA's, TriBCS. LC:s 8. OplO'S aM of
wIlich are eUITem every·day useable
devices.
Guaranteed Value Over £10 Normal
Retail Price.
Data etc in every pack. Order No. VP56

~

..

OurPrio.

~~#
EDGE CONNECTORS

2 X 5..., .1 Pib:h EdJlll ConneclDr IGoId)
lOIN • . AMPI63279 21 £1.2D ..ch. £5fI pII' 50 011

PICK-UP COIL

large telephone picf·up coil for high
.senSitIVity. Suction pad to stick to telephone. 90cm lead to 3.5 lack plug. Con
'U'It"o:-Jf. Inects directtD C8ssene recorder. Oims :

Assorted Polyester/Polystyrene Caps
C2lIO Type Caps Metal Foil Mixed

Electrolytics - All Sorts
Bead Type Polyslyrene Min Caps
Silver Mica Caps Ass. 5.6pf - l50pf
Silver Mica Caps Ass. IBOpf - 4700pf
.00uF 2SOv Min. layer metallised Polyester Capacitors
Wirewound Res. SW (avg) Ass. 1 ohm - 12K
Metres PVC Covered Single Strand Wire Mixed
Colours
VP18 30 Metres PVC Covered Mufti Strand Wire Mixed Colours
VP19 40 Metres PVC Single/Multi Strand Hook-Up Wire Mixed
Rocker Switches 5 Amp 24Qv
VP20 6
15 2in. high bnght RED LEDs in plastic encapsulation-large
VP21
area light source
VP22 200 Sq. Inches Total. Copper Clad Board Mixed Sizes
VP23 20 Assorted Slider Pots. Mixed Values
VP24 10 Slider Pots. 40 mm 22K 5 x log. 5 x Un
VP25 10 Slider POls. 40 mm 47K 5 x Log. 5 x Lin
VP26 15 Small 125" Red LEO's
VP27 15 lallJe :l' Red LED'S
VP28 10 Reclangular Z' RED LED'S
VP29 30 Ass. Zener Diodes 250mW - 'lW Mixed Vtts. Coded
VP30 10 Ass.. lOW Zener Diodes Mixed VIts. Coded
Coded
VPJl
10 5 Amp SCA's TD.j;6 _
VP32 20 3 Amp SCR's TO·SS Up To 400v Uncoded
Sit.
Diodes
Switching
Lib
1N4148
00·35
VP33 200
VP34 200 Sil. Diodes Gen. Purpose Like DA2OOIBAXI3116
1
Amp
IN4(Q)
Series
Sil.
Diodes
Uncoded
All Good
50
VP35
Black Instrumant Type Knobs WiIh Pointar 'K Std
VP37 8
VP42 10 Bl,ck He.lsinks To F~ TO·3, TO·22!) Ready Drilled
Power-Fin Heatsinks 2 x 11)...3 2 x TO-66 Size
VP43 4
VP45 50 8C10718 Type NPN Transistors Good Gen . Purpose
Uncoded
VP46 50 8CI7718 Type PNP Transistors Good Gen. Purpose
Uncoded
VP47 10 Silicon Power Trans. Similar 2N3055 Uncoded
VP14D 50 Precision Resistors. 2-1% tol.
VP141 40 lN4002 Sit. Rects. lA lilOv prefonned pitch
4DA Power Rectifie.. Silicon TOO 300PIV
VP142 4
BY1S7 12KV Sit. Diodes in earrie .. 2.5mA
VPI43 5
lOOK lin. Multi-turn pots ideal van cap wning
VPI44 4
VP145 10 Assorted pots. ine. Dual & Switched types
Mixed Values
VPI46 25 Solid Tantalum

f1.00
f1.00
f1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

::

3
3
20

BD312 COMPLIMENTARY PNP POW·
ER TRANSISTORS TO 2N3055. Equiv·
alent MJ2955 60312 T03. Special

£3.50

Price

£30,00

£0.70 each.

10 off

£6.50

collection of Transistors. Diodes. Rectifiers & Bridges. SCRs. Triacs. I.C.s

Over £10 Normal Retail Price. Data etc. in every pack. Order No. VP56

£1.00

Our Price £4.00

£1.00
£1 .00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1 .00

TRANSISTOR CLEARANCE

100

All Sorts Transistors. A mixed bag NPN-PNP Silicon & Germ. Mainly
Uncoded You To Sort Pack includes instructions for making Simple
Transistor Tester, Super Value.
Order No. VP60. £1.00

150

De-soldered Silicon Transistors from boards 10mm leads all good. OINo.
~n
~~

TECASBOTY

THE ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND
SEMICONDUCTOR BARGAIN
OF THE YEAR!

This collection of Components and Semiconductors for the hobbyis! is probably
the most value-packed selection ever offered. it conSIsts of Resist ors. ca rbon

and wirewound of various values. Capacitors: All types, sorts and sizes

£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£2.00
£2.00
£1.00
£1.00
£5.00

including electrolytics. Potentiometers - single, dual. slider and preset. Switches. Fuses. Heatsinks. Wire. P.C.B. Board, Plugs. Sockels elc .. PLUS a selection of
Semiconductors for everyday use in popular Hobby Projects. These include :
SCR's, Diodes, Rectifiers, T riacs & Bridges as well as a first class
mix of Transistors and I.C:s. In all, we estimate the value of lhis in
currenl retail catalogues to be over £25! So. help yourself to a
great surprise and order a Box TODAY - ONLY at BI·PAK.
Remember. stocks are limited so hurry! You can call us on 0920
0
3182/3442 and order wilh your Barclaycard or Access Card - 24hr Answerphone
siierviiiiiceiiiiN.OiiW
...iiO.rdiiieiir~Niioii·.V.P.8ii5•._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•

JOust
£7 00

11-________

~g: E~t~~:~dD~~~~a~~~~nl
~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~~3:e
I~--~~::~~=::~~~~~':'~~--iel~
SWITCH 2 and 3 WAY

Co-axial switch for one transceiver to two
antennae or one antenna to two transceivers .
Dims: 86 x 55 x 32mm (Bodyl.
OlNo. VP 113

PIEZO
PlezO buzzer. White plastiC. 90mm
leads. For use on 8.C. mains.

Frequency 305kHz
approx..
Output: 85d8 IAI @
lm typ
Power : 24O'Va .c.

SmA.

iii. . . . . . . .£.4ii·7.5. .
ll-..............
FILTERlSUPPRESSOR

Dims: 32 (dia.J x

l4mm.
~nr~. centres:

OlNo. VP 108

£1.25

CBfTV. High pass filter. Reduces . .- -.......- - - - - -. . . .- - - - - - - -....
POWER SUPPLY
unwanted signals picked up by
antenna. Dims: 45 x 25 x 17mm.
OUR PRICE £3.75
Power supply filS directly into
D/No. VP 115
Designed to reduce hannonics
on lhe VHS and TV band.
Cut-off frequency: 3OMH~
V.S.w.A.: Less lhan 1.210 1.
Ins8rtion loss: - 0.2dB @ 27MHz.
Impedance: 50 ohms.
Dims: ~ x 55 x 4Dmm.

1~01N:0~.~VP~I~16:.._ _ _~~;~;::ii===:.~r_TA=-;~~~:-=:;~:1

.........

,....

£16.00

SEMICONDUCTORS FROM AROUND THE WORLD

100 A

LED DISPLAYS

5

the world 2N3055 NPN 115W.
Our Bi·Pak Special Offer Price.
10 off
50 off
lOO off

& Opto's all of which are current every day useable devices. Guaranteed Value

BI-PAK Price ONLY £0.60 pr.
RED 7 Seg. CC 14ffim x 15mm RDP FND353
GREEN 7 Seg. CA .6" LOP XAN6520
REO 7 Seg. CC .6" LOP XAN6940
RED Over·flow .ff' 3 x CA 3 x CC 6630150
GREEN Over·How .6" CA XAN6530
RED 7 Seg. CA :.1' XAN3061
OUAL RED 7 Seg ..5" CA DL527 DPR
DUAL RED 7 Seg ..51" CA Dl727 DPR
Assorted LED Displays - Our mix wi1tl Data

£3.00

BP38

100 Silicon PNP Transistors. All Perfect Coded. Mixed. Types With
Data and Eqvt. Sheet. No Rejects. Real Value.
OlNo. 8P39
£3,00

The best known Power Transmitter in

n123.

6
4
5
6
5

£1.00
£1 .00
£1.00
£1.00
£1 .00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1 .00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1 .00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00
£1.00

TRANSISTORS
100 Silicon NPN Transistors. All Perfect. Coded Mixed. Types Wilh
Data And Eqvt. Sheet No R...
jects. Fantasic Value. O/No.

1 pair SD1I131 ConsISting 1 x LS600 Silicon Ughl Sensor 8. 1x MalChed
Gallium Arsenide Ughl Souree - Type
on ready mounted fibr8
glass board. Including Data. Ideal Alarm projects ele . 01N0. VP147.

VP1:l1
VP131
VP132
VPI33
VPI34
VPI35
VPl36
VP137
VPl38

20
30v 200mA Hfe240+ T092
25 BC171B Sil. Trans.
45v l00mA Hfe240+ T092
15 TlS90 Sil. Trans. NPN 40v 400mA Hfel00+ T092
15 TlS91 SiI. Trans. PNP 40v 400mA Hfel00+ T092
15 MPSA56 SiL Trans. PNP 80v 800mA Hfe50+ T092
20 BF595 Sil. TraDs. NPN eqvt. BF184 H.F. T092
20 BF495 Sil. Trans. NPN eqvt. BF173 H F. T092
15 ZTX500 Series SiI. T rans. PNP Plastic
15 ZTXl07 Sil. Trans. NPN eqvt. BC107 Plastic
15 ZTXloa SiL Trans. NPN eqvt. BCloa Plastic
20 E5024 Si I. Trans. PNP eqvt. BC214l T092
25 BC183l SiI. Trans. NPN 30v 200mA T092
5
SJE5451 Sil. Power Trans. NPN 80v 4A Hfe20+
2
NPNlPNP pairs Sil. Power Trans. like SJE5451
4 2N62B9 SiI. Power Trans. NPN 40v 40w 7A Hfe30+
6
BFT33 NPN Sil. Trans. 80v 5A Hfe50-200 T039
5
BFT34 NPN Sil. Trans. l00v 5A Hfe50-200 T039
1
BUY69C NPN T03 vca 500 lOA 100w Hfe15+
10 BC478 eqvt. BCY71 PNP Sil. Trans. T018
10 BXS21 eqvt. BC394 NPN Sil. Trans. 80v 50mA T01!!
10 Assorted Power Trans. NPNlPNP Coded & Data
10 BF355 NPN TO..J9 Sil. Trans. eqvt. BF258 225v l00mA
10 SM1502 PNP T039 Sil. Trans. l00v 100mA Hfel00+

VP150
VP151
VP152
VPl53
VPl54
VP155
VPl56
VP157
VP158
VP159
VP160
VP161
VP162
VPl63
VPl64
VP165
VP166
VP167
VPl68
VPl69
VP170
VP171
VP172

Price
fUll

OPnCALlY COUPLED MODULES

BI-PAK'S OPTO SPECIAL
A seleclion of large and small sized LED's
in various shapes, sizes & colours, togelh·
er with 7 Segment Displays both anode &
cathode plus photo transistors emitters
and detectors. Cadmium Cell DRP12 and
Germ. photo transistor OCP71 included. In
all a total of 25 Opto pieces valued over
£12 Normal P r i c e .
Order No. VP57

Doocription
As$orted Resistor.; Mixed Types
Carbon Resistors V.- \Iz Watt Pre-Fonned
IAJ Wan Mm Carbon Resistors Mixed
IJl Watt ReSistors 100 ohm-l M Mixed
Assorted Capacitors All Types
Ceramic Caps Miniature - Mixed
Mixed Ceramics DISC lpt - 56pf
Mi.ed Ceramic Disc. 68pf - .015pf

32mmldlal x l1mmfbodyl 36mmfdial
sucker. OINo. YP87
£1.00

www.americanradiohistory.com

13 amp socket. Fused for safety.
Polarity reversing socket. Volt·
switch. lead with multi
- 240v AC 50Hz Out4.5 6 7.5 9 & 12v DC.
300ma MW88.

Just Some of our Success Stories ...
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GONE!

GOING-GOING

Selling your rig can be fast, easy and painless when you use the services of G3RCQ ELECTRONICS. We advertise in all the magazines, our turnover of
equipment is fast, this means we can offer the BEST PART EXCHANGE deal and the BEST CASH DEAL Our advertising is there to help you sell your
used equipment without delay, REMEMBER if you are selling USED EQUIPMENT - Contact G3RCO Tel: (040 24) 55733

*

AUCTlON

*

Auction your surplus equipment from the comfort of your own home! HOW7lets say you have an "XYl" rig for disposal and you value it at £150 you
send me 10% (£15) for inclusion into the auction, plus FREE entry into LlST-A-RIG your estimated price of £150 will not be quoted so you may even
receive bids over and above what you expect, There are no further charges. If your rig does not sell within 2 months (that's two auctions) your 10% fee
will be returned in full .

*

*

NATIONAL ADVERTISING FREE

I will advertise nationally lists of items to be auctioned. Potential purchasers will be invited to submit their bids by post to me before a specified date
(auctions are monthly). All bids will be forwarded to you the seller. It is then up to you to contact the bidder of your choice and conduct the sale.
UST-A-RIG
Imagine a data base which is constantly being updated and contains items for sale or wanted. The list encompasses Dealers' and Readers' adverts. lISTA·RIG is sent FREE upon receipt of a S.A.E. To include your own advert the fee is £2 for TWO MONTHS ADVERTISING
A FAIR DEAL IS MY POUCY
When you deal with G3RCQ you get a straight deal. A full no quibble guarantee, coupled with free advice covering 25 years of Amateur Radio.
BUY 8t TRY
If you buy a rig from me you have one month to change your mind! If during the first month of purchase you decide that you have made a mistake or
you simply cannot get on with the rig I will allow you 90% in part exchange for another rig of equal or greater value. If you want cash back without
another rig I will give you 80% of your purchase price.

*

*

*

*

*

*

MARCH AUCT10N
ICOM IC25A 2M FM TRANSCEIVER
KW lOO SWlVPOWER
CCS l00MHl FREQUENCY COUNTER
ICOM 271 2M TRANSCEIVER
YAESU Frl20RU 70CMS FM
HF TRAP DIPOLE WITH FEEDER
STANDARD C146 2M HANDlE
SANYO RP8800 RX
KW204 TRANSMITTER
ADVANCE VALVE VOLTMffiR
ICOM BASE MIC, IC SM6
ICOM IC 74{) HF TRANSCEIVER
TRIO TM-201A MINIATURE FM
70CMS BEAM 2·14HEMENT
QM70 2M LINEAR AMPLIFIER
YAESU FT480R 2M MULTI MODE
DATONG PC-, GENlCOV 2M CONV.
MM RECEIVE CON 281144
YAESU Frl07 TRANSCEIVER
TV CAMERA 8< MONITOR
YC-601 DIGrrAL DISPLAY
TRIO SIG GENERATOR SG-402
TANDY TRSSO, MONITOR, CASSETTE
YAESU YM-38 SCANNING MIC
YAESU FT902DM
TECH TE20D SIGNAL GENERATOR YAESU FT230R
NAG LINEAR (2ml
YAESU FTV 901R
TRIO AT 230 ATU
SC7000 SCANNING RECEIVER
FRG noo (MEMORY)
TRIO
S30S
TRIO
2600E
MM ATV CONVERTER
STANDARD C78 (7Ocm)
YAESU FT 790R
YAESU FT230R
YDl48 BASE MICROPHONE
(EqUipY~~y ~~$16g sold by private treaty).
If you are interested in purchasing any of the above please send your bids to the address below.

Send S.A.E. today for current list and full information

USED EQUIPMENT CENTRE, G3RCQ ELECTRONICS
65 CECIL AVENUE, HORNCHURCH, ESSEX.
Telephone: Hornchurch (040 24155733 Please leave .a message on the answerphone. 73's de DAVE & CORAL G3RCQ & G4RCQ.
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01-4229585 FOR FAST DELIVERY
YAESUFT9S0 ....
ICOMIC 751 .
TRIOTS930S
YAESU FT 757GX
TRIOTS430S
ICOMIC745 .. .
YAESUFT77 .. .
All accessories available for abo ve.
Carriage and VAT included.

1475:00
1239:00
1150:00
719:00
739:00
898·00
479:00

2M TRANSCEIVERS FM
YAESU FT 230R 25w mobile
ICOM IC 27E 25w mobile
TRIOTM201A25w mobile.
YAESU FT20SR HlHeld3w
YAESU FT ~09R I-VHeld 5w ..... ... ... .
ICOM IC2E I-VHeld
ICOM IC02E HlHeld keyboard
FDKMulti725 x 25wmobile .... ................ ... .
YAESU FT 290R
.............. .... .. ......
Carriage and VA T included.

269:00
359:00
269:00
239:00
209:00
199:00
259:00
239:00
299.00

2M TRANSCEIVERS MULTIMODE
769 :00
625:00
799:00
449:00
349:00

YAESU FT 726R 2MnOcmsl6M/HF Basi c ..
ICOM IC271E 25w basestn .
ICOM IC 271 H 1OOw base stn .
TRIOTR913025wmobile .
MUL TI750XX 20w mobile ..
Carriage and VAT included.

299:00
T.B.A.
T.B.A.
259:00
469:00

YAESU FT 790R Mult imode portable
YAESU FT 703 HlHeld
YAESU FT 709 H/Held .
ICOM IC 4E HlHeld ..
TRIO TW4000A 7D12M mobile
MICRO 7 3 channel70cms H/Held
... ... .. .. ... . .
Carriage and VAT included.

99:00

HFNHF RECEIVERS
385 :00
539 :00
629:00
429:00
259:00
339:00
965:00

YAESU FRG 7700 RECEIVER
ICOMICR70
ICOMICR71 ...... .
TRIOR20oo
TRIOR600 .... .
AR 2001 25J550Mhx
STAR BUY
NRD515
Carriage and VAT included

*

£339:00 inc VAT
add 0 :50 carriage

ANTENNA COUPLERS
THP HC200 1.S-30MHz 20w pep
THPHC400L 1.8-30MHz35Owpep .
THP HC2000 1.8-30MHz 25w pep
AMTECH 300B 1.S-30MHz 300w pep .......... ... STAR BUY
.... . ... .. .....
ICOM ICAT500AUTOMATIC
ICOM IC AT1 000 AUTOMATIC .
YAESU FC757 AUTOMAnC
YAESUFC102WARC2Kw
WELZAC381.S300MHz ..................
VAT included. Amtech 300B 1.50 others £6 Securicor.

*

HElL ACCESSORIES
HElL HC3 Microphone Element .. ....... .... ..... ... ... .......... ... ....
HElL HC5 Microphone Element (lcom SM5I6) ....... ....
HElL HM 5 Desk Microphone (300Hz-3KHz) cardoid fwd .. .
. .... ... .... .
HElL SS2 SPEAKER . .. seepage 10 ..
HElL EQ300 Mic Equaliser . .
HEILBM10S0ZHEADSET/BOOM MIC .
Carriage and VAT included.

AMTECH

82:95
149:00

T.BA.

* .........54:00
399:00
Phone
245:00
Phone
73:95

...

£54.00

3008

70CM TRANSCEIVERS

*

Hi Mound Keys
HK 70S Hand Key with base
HK 707 Hand Key with base and dust cover
HK 706 Hand Key with base and dust cover
HK 702 Key with marble base and dust cover.... ..............
MK 704 Dual lever paddle, no base
MK 705 Dual lever paddle marble base
COK-2 Practice oscillator ....... .... ....... . .. ... ....... ..
Swedish Brass .. ... ... .. .. .
KENPRO Iambic Electronic Keyer KPl 00
KENPRO Iambic Memory Keyer ..
DAIWA DK210 Electronic Keyer
VA T included. Add £1 carriage per item.

inc. VAT
and carriage

SWRlPOWER METERS
WELZ SP200 1Kw
WELZSP3001Kw
WELZSP400 150w ..
WE LZ SP15M 200w
WELZ SP250 2Kw ..... ..... .
TOYOTM1X3.5150MHz 120w
TOYOT430 1451430MHzthru line watt meter 120w .
TOYOT4351451435MHzthru line watt meter 200w
VAT included. Add £2 per item carriage.

VHF LINEAR AMPLIFIERS

*

THPHL30VO.5-3w in 3Owout ............. STAR BUY
THPHL82V lOwin S5wout ..................
THPHL110V lOwin 11Owout
THPHL 160V lOwm 16Owout
THPHLl60V 25w in l6Owout .
MML l44130LS
MML 144150S .
MML 1441100S ...
MML 1441l00HS
MML 1441100LS
MML 1441200S

*..

UHF LINEAR AMPLIFIERS
MML432130L
MML432150
MML4321100 ..
THPHL20U 1-3win 20wout .
THPHL45U lOw in 45wout
THP HL90U lOw in 90w out ..
ALlNCO ELH250C .. ...... .. .......... . . .... ... .. .. . .
B.N.O.S. complete range also in stock.
VAT included. Add £2 per item carriage.

Prices correct going to press, E. & O.E.

Goods normally despatched by return .
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Confusion Reigns!
OUR READERS sometimes query why we use "foreign" terms
such as antenna instead of aerial, or kilohertz instead of kilocycles
per second (or even why we don't just quote wavelengths in
metresJ).
The following item from the Institution of Electrical Engineers'
Antennas and Propagation Group Newsletter explains rather well
the reasons behind the preference for antenna, but spoils it all by
saying that aerial is acceptab le for ciomestic antennas. Is an
amateur's antenna professional or domestic? I don't know, but to
try to reduce the confusion we use antenna for all types.
"British antenna engineers have to work under the yoke of being
antenna engineers at work but understood as aerial designers in
the home . After a long period of change, the term ANTENNA is
now useci for professional receiving or radiating devices and the
term AERIAL for domestic antennas. Unfortunately, there are still
some professional organisations who persist in describing their
products as aerials when the rest of the world and most of their
professional colleagues know them to be antennas. In the official
definitions of antenna terms (IEC and IEEE)' the use of the term
aerial is 'deprecated', Which, at least in the rest of the world,
recognises reality.

QUERIES
Vlihi le we will always try to ass ist readers in
difficulties with a Practical Wireless project.
we cannot offer advice on modifications t o
ollr designs, nor on commercial radio, TV or
electronic equipment. Please address your
letters to the Editor, "Practical
Wireless", Westover House, West
Quay Road, Poole, Dorset BH15 1JG,
giving a clear description of the problem
and enclosing a stamped self-addressed
envelppe. Only one project per letter please.
Components for our projects are usually
available from advertisers. For more difficult items, a source will be suggested in
the "Buying Guide " box included in each
constructional article.

PROJECT COST
The approximate cost quoted in each constructional article includes the box or case
used for the prototype. For some projects
the type of case may be critical; if so this
will be mentioned in the Buying Guide.

INSURANCE
Turn to the "News" pages for d etai ls of
the PW Radio Users Insurance Scheme,
exel usiv e to ou r readers .

Both ANTENNA and AERIAL are technical terms whose original
meanings were quite different. Antenna is a noun and comes from
its original meaning of a biological sensor. Aerial is strictly an
adjective and means in or belonging to the air. It was originally
used as the prefix for wire (i.e. aerial-wire) but the term has through
usage become a noun and been extended to cover other than wire
antennas. Both antenna and aerial appear to have been conceived
at about the same time. Marconi. writing in the lEE Journal in 1899
said ' ... a vertical conductor wire which I shall call the aerial
conductor . .', whilst J. A. Fleming wrote a piece for
Encvclopaedia Brittanica in 1902 which said 'the great
improvement introduced by Marconi was the employment of this
vertical air- wire, aerial, antenna or elevated conductor'.
One other point of confusion among the semi-professionals is
the correct plural for antenna. On this point the dictionaries are
largely agreed, the plural of the biological antenna is ANTENNAE,
the plural of radio antenna is ANTENNAS ."

CONSTRUCTION RATING
Each constructi ona l project will in future be
given a rating, to guide readers as to its
complexi ty:
Beginner
A project that can be tackled by a beginner
who is able to identify components and
handle a soldering iron fairly competently.
Generally this category will be used for
simple projects, but sometimes for more
complicated ones of wide appeal. In this
case, construction and wiring will be dealt
with in some detail.
Intermediate
A project likely to appeal to a wide range of
constructors, and requiring only basic test
equipment to complete any tests and adjustments. A fair degree of experience in
building electronic or radio projects is
assumed
Advanced
A project likely to appeal to an experienced
constructor, and often requiring access to
workshop facilities and test equipment for
consiruction, testing and alignment. Constructional information will generally be
limited to the more critical aspects of the
project. Definitely not recommended for a
beginner to tackle on his own.
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SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions are available at £ 13 per annum to U K addresses and £ 14 overseas,
from "Practical Wiraless" Subscription
Department, Room 2816, King's Reach
Tower, Stamford ' Street, London SE1
9LS. Airmail rates for overseas subscriptions can be quoted on request.
BACK NUMBERS AND BINDERS
Limited stocks of some recent issues of PW
are available at £ 1 each, including post and
packing to addresses at home and
overseas.
Binders are available (Price £5.50 to UK
addresses, £5.75 overseas, including post
and packing) each accommodating one
volume of PW, Please state the year and
volume number for which the binder is
required.
Send your orders to Post Sales Department, I PC Magazines Ltd., Lavington
House, 25 Lavington Street, London
SE1 OPF. All prices include VAT where
appropriate,
Please make cheques, postal orders, etc.,
payable to IPC Magazines Limited.
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~~~~~~~lVelVS~~~~~~
Satellite News
OSCAR-10 News Schedule: Table
1 shows the broadcast times of the
GB2RS/AMSAT-UK news bulletins for
the next three months, transmitted on
Sundays, via OSCAR-l O.
The frequency of the news transmis sions is 145·962MHz at all times on
all dates.
Table 1
Date Times (Corrected to 51 ON OO°E;\N)
1985
GMTjUTC
El
Az
3 Mar
0630
29
123
10 Mar
1330
13
259
17 Mar
0830
42
182
24 Mar
0400
14
106
31 Mar
1030
26
238
7 Apr
157
0630
34
14 Apr
No transmission (NEe weekend)
21 Apr
0900
27
216
28 Apr
125
0130
33
5 May
1000
257
8
12 May
0600
32
188
19 May
2200
97
13
26 May
0830
12
238

OSCAR-10 Bandplan: Table 2
shows the OSCAR-10 transponder
band plan. To maximise use of
OSCAR-10, it is essential that the
bandplan is complied with . It is of particular importance that the frequencies
shown for the Special Services Channels (SS Cs) are left clear, as these are
used. amongst other things, by the
ground control stations to maintain the

OSCAR TEN UP / DOWN FREQUENCIES

Table 2

175MH:

I

2m
145

\4--

9B7M~ 1

EngineerIng
beacon

-

-

General user passband limitsi--

-

-

o

_

_

_ __

Special service channels -

- - -

-

-~

DOWN
LINK

14 5010Mrll

..:

j

Please do not transmit below 435 .044MHz or above 435 162MHz
L -_

General
beacon

-

AMSAT CALLING FREQUENCY 145.957
AMSAT· UK CALLING FREQUENCY 145.950

Congratulations

Arrow Electronics Ltd. announce that
they have been appointed official Trio
dealers.
The company are really delighted
with the co-operation they have
received from the Trio distributors who
were able to meet all of Arrow's stock
requirements off-the-shelf.
Adding Trio to their franchise list
gives Arrow a complete range of major
amateur radio manufacturers, all of
whose products can be seen at Arrow's
showrooms at: 5 The Street, Hatfield
Peverel, Near Chelmsford, Essex CM8
3YL. Tel: (0245) 381673/381626.

What do you give the amateur radio
couple who've everything - including
each other? When Brenda and Bernie
of Amateur Radio Exchange added a
marriage certificate to their other
qualifications (the happy day was 16
December 1984) even the wedding
cake entered into the spirit - featuring
a pair of Icom handheld transceivers in
place of the conventional 3-tiered
edifice .
The happy couple, now officially Mr
and Mrs Godfrey, will still be Brenda
G4VXL and Bernie G4AOG to their
many customers and friends!

Ant Products, manufacturers of the
well established Silver 70 and Tiger
range of amateur radio antennas, inform us that as from 7 January 1985.
they have opened a trade counter and
factory shop at their Pontefract
premises.
Besides being manufacturers of antennas and other specialist equipment.
Ant Products also carry products from
many other manufacturers, embracing
a wide range, from plugs and cables to
complete receivers, from nuts and bolts
to aluminium tubing.
Situated less than one mile east of
Pontefract town centre and within 3
kilometres of both the A 1 and M62
motorway, the premises offer ample
free parking adjacent to the factory,
and opening times 'are 10.00am to

43~

4351 00

436 ,02SMHz

Trio for Arrow

Ant Shop Open

satellite in correct orientation.
We thank Ron Broadbent G3AAJ for
the bandplan details, and advise
readers that all information concerning
amateur radio satellites may be obtained through membership of
AMSAT-UK. Full details are available,
in return for an sae, from: AMSAT-UK,
94 Herongate Road, Wanstead Park,
London E12 5EQ.

We at Practical Wireless would like
to send our congratulations to Brenda
and Bernie and wish them every hap piness for the future.
Readers living in the general area of
West London may like to know that the
company's offices are located at: 373
Uxbridge Road. Acton, London W3
9RH. Tel: 01-992 5765/6.

5 .00pm Tuesday to Friday and
1O.OOam to 12.00noon on Saturday.
Ant Products. All Saints Industrial
Estate, Baghill Lane, Pontefract, West
Yorkshire WF8 2HA. Tel: (0977)
700949.

CAST '85
The International Cable and Satellite
Television Exhibition and Conference,
returns to aUK venue this year.
CAST '85 will run from Tuesday 16
April to Thursday 18 April (inclusive).
at the National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, and Practical Wireless will
have a stand where we look forward to
meeting our readers and friends.
Fuller details will be published
nearer the date.
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Insurance
Readers who are interested in applying
to the PW Radio Users Insurance
Scheme are advised to use the coupon
published on page 18 of a previous
issue.
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FOR THE FASTEST AND
CHEAPEST& MAil ORDER
LONDON . 373 UXBRlDGE ROAD. AeTON.
LONDON W3 &RH.

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET. EARLESTOWN..l._
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSlUI:: WA12 fMlA.
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HF Packet Radio Tests
The Westmorland Packet Radio Group
are mounting a 3 month series of tests
to evaluate the requirements for a
revised version of the AMTEXT packet
system using the BBC microcomputer,
with receiver interface via the cassette
port. Tests are scheduled to commence
on Sunday 3 February, running from
1000 to 1100 hrs GMT and on each
subsequent Sunday at this time until
May using lower sideband on
3·655M'Hz :+: QRM.
it is hoped that this experiment will
provide valuable design information for
future updated AMTEXT software, by
determination of optimum protocol
parameters/packet size and at the
same time allow examination of the
feasibility of an h.f. Search and Tuning
routine utilising the BBC micro , in con junction with the Yaesu FT757GX and
similar transceivers equipped with
remote incremental tuning facilities . In
addition a prototype h.f. s.s.b . Tuning
Routine and 300 baud packet mailbox
will be examined, with a view to obtaining eventual approval from the DTI
to establish a store and forward
system.
Each packet frame will be composed
as shown in Fig . 1, terminating in a
listening period of 10 to 20 seconds
before repeat transmission .
Anyone with a 'BBC micro and
suitable h.f. receiver who would like to
take part in this experiment should
either load the AMTEXT protocol 1

Bye-bye CR-2021?
We were surprised to read , in the
December 1984 issue of the US
magazine Monitoring Times, a news
item claiming that stocks of the Uniden
CR - 2021 , in the USA at least. were
now depleted, and no replacement is
expected I

Arrangements have been made by
British Telecom lriternational, in cooperation with the RSGB, to carry out
Morse Tests for asp iring Class A Licen sees during the 1985 RSGB National
Convention at the Birmingham
National Exhibition Centre. Mr. G. H.
Williams G3YCP will represent BTI.
The tests will be available on a prebooking basis for the duration of the
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programme and select GENERAL RX
MODE or contact the group for a copy
of the simple listing. Interconnection
details are shown in Fig. 2.
Following reception of the test data
the group would like to hear from you
with details of: a) strength of signal and
details of any QRM/N and its level; b)
ease of tuning, i.e. ease of displaying
the TUN E data bursts after first
locating the AMTEXT signals via the
MCW ident prefix/suffix; c) The number
of error free packets received as a percentage of total detected; d) Problems
encountered with drift/tuning of
signals; e) Type of equipment used
together with method of sampling the
audio for the cassette interface.
All results will be welcomed by the
group and should be addressed to Paul
A. Brown G3WRI at 30 Applerigg,
Kendal, Cumbria LA9 6EA from whom
the listing is available by sending an
exhibition on Saturday 13 April and
Sunday 14 April . A limited number of
places will be reserved for RAI BC
members, should they wish to apply.
To book a test, please contact: Mr.
C. V. Astlev, BT! Radio Station,
Worston Road, Highbridge, Somerset
TA93JY Early application is advisable.

RMG Open MeetingScottish Borders
There will be an Open Meeting of the
Repeater Management Group, in the
Scottish Borders, ' on Sunday, 31
March 1985, starting at 1400hrs. The
venue is at Lilliardsedge Caravan Park,
which is on the A68 road between
Jedburgh and St. Boswells.
All repeater users and builders are
invited to attend, and further informa-

IWRM2531

Earth
Screened cable

Cassette por t
BBC microcompu ter

Fi ~l .

2

Earth

RXaudio
·signal

To RX phone patch
tape recorder or aux
audio output socket

s.a.e. and two 15p stamps to cover
duplication costs. The AMTEXT Packet
Radio Program is available on cassette,
price £2.50, from: Radio Amateur
Microcomputer Techniques Operations
and Programs Group (RAMTOP), Great
Billing Rectory, Northampton NN3
4E1).

This is your chance to directly con tribute to the ongoing experimentation
in this state of the art amateur mode.
tion is available from: Bruce McCartney·
GM4BDJ, OTHR, of the Scottish Borders R. G. or from Colin Dalziel G8LBe
and Chris Young G4CCC, both OTHR
or via RSGB HO.

Diary Date
Amateur TV enthusiasts are asked to
n01e that following last year's successful convention, the British Amateur
Television Club 's annual rally/ex hibition
will again be held at the Post House
Hotel , Crick , Northamptonshire , near
Rugby.
The date for the event is Sunday, 5
May 1985, and further details are
available from: Trevor Brown G8CJS,
tel: Leeds (0532) 670115. or Norrie
Macdonald GM4BVU, tel: Hamilton
(0698) 423/21.
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DIGITAL SPEECH
PROCESSING
by Brian Dance

Workers at the University College of Swansea in Wales
have claimed a novel breakthrough in the use of the
microprocessor controlled digital-sampling technique for
improving the intelligibility of speech signals. The new
technique offers many advantages over the simpler
analogue speech processing methods used previously.

Basic Requirements
The intelligibility of speech signals can vary greatly with
many factors, such as the orientation and distance of the
speaker's mouth relative to the microphone, the signal and
noise levels and the amount of noise added at various
points in the transmission link.
Speech circuits must be able to handle the peak
waveform levels without appreciable distortion, yet the
peak/r.m.s. signal power ratio is typically of the order of
15dB under adverse conditions. Intelligibility can thus be
improved by circuitry which compresses the speech levels
into a more limited range of amplitudes. This provides an
increase in the mean power level and a corresponding improvement in the signal -to-noise ratio without any need for
the power handling ability of the equipment to be raised.
The simplest type of speech processor merely clips the
waveform peaks; this not only introduces much distortion,
but also raises the background noise level. Another type of
speech processor uses part of a rectified output signal to
control the gain applied to the signal and in some such
"dynamic" speech processors the output voltage is proportional to the square root of the input voltage. Analogue circuits having a high degree of compression have also been
designed. (J) These generally suffer from the disadvantage
that the filter time constants prevent the gain from changing rapidly enough to avoid overloading during peak signal
transients. In addition, the signal-to-noise ratio is severely
degraded (e.g. from 20dS to 10dS in the case of the square
root circuit). An "expander" circuit may be used at the
receiving end to restore the original speech characteristics.

Digital Technique
In the digital system developed at Swansea, the signal is
delayed by Sms and is then fed through a gain control
circuit as shown in Fig. I Y ) The feedforward function
develops the gain controlling signal in the following way.
In each half-cycle of the input waveform between each
two zero cross-over points, the waveform is sampled and
the maximum value of the signal level used to determine
the gain factor by which every sample measurement taken
in that particular half-cycle is amplified. It can be seen
from Fig. 2 that in any half-cycle in which the peak value
of the input waveform exceeds a certain threshold value,
20
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the gain during that half-cycle is automatically adjusted so
that the instantaneous output voltage at that peak will be
increased to a specific value, V max , which is the same for
each half-cycle.
A unique advantage of this system is t~at the changes in
the gain occur only at the zero crossing points of the signal
waveform and therefore there is no possibility of any sharp
discontinuity in the output waveform arising as a result of
the gain changes. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the
waveform of the sampled and processed output sigr.al is
very similar to the input waveform, so it is not necessary
to use an amplitude expanding circuit at the receiving end
of the communications link.
Signals which do not reach a certain threshold level are
not amplified, since it is clearly undesirable that any small
noise peaks present in the signal between spoken words
should generate an output signal of the same amplitude as
that of the speech peaks. Signals of an amplitude less than
the threshold value are passed through the system with a
gain of unity.
The output signal is generated by taking the logarithms
of the sampled values, adding a gain factor followed by the
generation of the antilogarithm value. The process has
been implemented by the use of a compressing analogueto-digital converter (or "companding a.d.c.") to provide
the logarithmic signal and a complementary digital to analogue converter for the antilogarithms, the system being based on the Precision Monolithics DAD-76 device.
The operation of the system from a software viewpoint
is illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4.(2) Two RAMs are used to
store the sample values and the gain values in the form of
memory queues; the sample queue has fixed lengths, while
the gain-function queue forms a first in -first out memory
(f.i.f.o.), the contents of which depend on the number of
peaks in the sample queue. The sample queue is accessed
by a memory pointer with a read command being followed
directly by a write command at the same address. The
gain function queue has input and output memory pointers.
Sampled values from the a.d.c. are placed in the sample queue. The sign bit of each sample is tested to detect
zero crossings and is also compared with the value of the
previous sample to detect the peaks. When a zero crossing
is detected, the peak value for the past half-cycle is compared with the threshold value and, if greater than the latter, a gain value is selected and placed in the gain function
queue.
The processor of an ideal system should be capable of
self-recovery from noise from any register, port or RAM
location. In such a system every sample would have to be
labelled unambiguously with the appropriate gain function
value and would require considerable processing power.
The system used by the Swansea workers shown in Fig. 4
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Fig. 1: The feedforward/delay system used in the processor system
Fig. 2: The input signal is sampled at 16kHz, amplified by the appropriate factor so as to produce an
output signal of constant peak levels ..
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Fig. 3: Operational block diagram of feedforward level controller

does not have such a high level of security and relies upon
the correct start-up procedure for its continued operations.
However, no noise problems have been encountered with
the system which employs a power-on reset procedure.

Listening Tests
Careful informal listening tests carried out by the Swansea workers showed that the best performance was obtained when the peak of each half-cycle exceeding the
threshold level was brought up to a constant output level
as already described. Other systems tested included the
adjustment of the gain during each half-cycle "according to
the mean signal sample level during that half-cycle and the
adjustment of the gain according to the mean power level
during each input half-cycle. Tests were also carried out in
which the gain was kept constant for a number of halfcycles at a value which produced a constant peak output
level during that number of half-cycles.
The processed signal sounds subjectively louder than
similar un processed speech of the same peak amplitude, as
would be expected. Although the quality of the processed
speech is not quite the same as that of natural speech, it is
pleasant to the listener and no expanding circuit is needed
at the receiving end of the speech link. The peak/r.m.s.
ratio is reduced to about 6dB typical.
The processed speech has a constant peak amplitude
and thus enables the system to operate at the optimum
signal level as the input level changes. The waveform com-

pression of 9dB at the sending end provides a 9dB increase
ih the transmitted power level and a corresponding improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. As all speech
sounds are raised to the same peak amplitude level, the
consonant sounds in the speech are raised so that their
signal-to-noise ratio approaches that of the vowels.
Harmonic distortion tests at 500Hz showed a maximum of - 31 dB third harmonic and - 34dB fifth harmonic
at the maximum output level, other harmonics being at
lower levels. At a level of -20dB relative to the peak output, third harmonic distortion was - 26dB. Intermodulation distortion with test frequencies of 1kHz and 1· 2kHz
did not exceed -lOdB.
The - 3dB points in the frequency response characteristic of the system are at 300Hz and 3200Hz with a
maximum in -band ripple of ±O·3dB.

Applications
The digital processor was designed mainly as a precision modulator for high frequency radio systems, but it
can be employed to improve the transmission performance
of any speech system. Applications include public address
equipment and loud -hailers, intercomm systems, carrier
and inductive loop paging systems, etc. It is especially
useful when noise is a difficult problem. It will certainly be
very valuable when listening to lecturers who have a "bad
microphone technique".
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An interesting application currently under investigation
concerns its use to help partially deaf people to hear the
all-important low-level consonant sounds. If they increase
the gain of a hearing aid to the point where such sounds
are clearly heard, the vowel sounds can become unpleasantly loud.
The work was backed by Britain's National Research
and Development Council and is the subject of British
Patent No. 12050/77.
•
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FOR
EVERYTHING
IN

AMATEUR RADIO
RADIO SHACK
Performance and Value
Bearcar 200FB

SPECIACATIONS

Fnq••ncy range:
66-88 MHz Low Band
138-144 MHz Extended VHF
Range
144-148 MHz 2-Meler
Amateur
148-174 MHz High Band
400420 MHz Extended UHF
Range
420-45V MHz 7O-cm Amateur
4511-470 MHz UHF Band
471l-512 MHz UHF T Band
Size:

Weight:

'!W x 3"H x 9W'D
3lbs.

Power
Requi"""enIS: 12V DC
Audio OUlpul: 800 Milliwatts RMS

Antenna:
Sensitivity·

Telescoping
(supplied)
lOIN for 12 dB

SINAD

Sca. Rata:

Selectable. 5 or 15
channels per
second

Connectors:

Extemal speaker
card edge
connector (optlOnal

accessory Model

No. WH-lI

Single Antenna.

Single telescopic antenna
provides optimized reception
1 1 - - - - without the need for long low
band antenna.

16 channels.

YIUmit key.

Program 16 frequencies for
automatic scanning in any
combination of bands and
frequencies.

Sets lower and upper
frequency limits for
Automatic Search. Also

Patented Track Tuning
Electra-patented feature
allows scanner to peak on
each transmission
automatically for optimum

used to "step down"
through frequencies in
Manual Search.

Automatic lockout.
By-pass any channel not of
current interest for faster
scanning cycle.

n~ded.

Decimal display.
Bright vacuum
fluorescent display shows
frequency being received,

reception.
2 banks.
Activate or lockout groups
of channels quickly. Scan

One piece keyboard .
Sealed keyboard with
"key locator" ridges for
positive, easy operation .

channels ' -'0, 11 -16, or
both.
Priority.

S band coverage.

Lets you sample a - - - - - -_ _ _ I

~nC~U~~}~~ba~ia:' 2~HF

deSit~:~~e1r;:~:~~~~

metre and 70 centimetre
Amateur ("ham") bands.
extended Land-Mobile
bands.
8

seconds to prevent missing
important calls.

OnIOff Volume.
Power switch and
continuously variable

volume.
Automatic squelch control.
Factory set for easier
operation or manually
adjust to block out
unw81')ted noise.

Dual scan
Scan at either
channels e8ch second.

P8tented Selective

Scan DoIoIy.
Adds a two-second delay
on desired channels to

key.
Stops searching actIon to
hold on frequency of
interest. Also used to "step

transmissio~~e~~n";l·~.:i,~~

and "answers" are on the
same frequency,

£199.95

~

Crystal-free.
Program thousands of
frequencies with
push button, ease . .. and
without a single crystal

~~~~~oS:~~~~uencies

Securicor Delivery

in

Direct channel access.
Go directly to any
channel, without steppIng
through other channels,

Automatic search.
Seek and find new active
frequencies automatically
between frequency limits
you select,

£6.90

~~:DR~:~:~!~GARDENS.

RADIO SHACK LTD

(Just around the corner from West Hampstead Station on the Jubilee Lmel
Giro Account No. 588 7151 Telephone 01·&24 7174 Telex· 23718

FULL FEATURE MODEM KIT
A complete kit including case, leads, power supply, plug and
manual, based on AMD 7910 chip supplied. Easy to follow
instructions, all you need is a fine soldering iron, some super
glue and a steady hand. Full technical information included
for you to write your own software.

Dealer inquiries
ring Mark Simon
on019301612

*
*
*
***

Auto Answer - answers, then uploads or
down loads data into your micro.
Auto Baud Rate Scan - scans incoming data
and selects correct baud rate to receive.
Full and Half Duplex - one or two-way
simultaneous transmission.
Full UK, European and USA standards.
3001300, 1200/75, 75/1200, 1200/1200 baud rates.
Fits all RS232/423 interfaces. All components BT approved .

Software (on ROM) available for BBC micro at £20 (Electron,
Amstrad, Commodote, Sinclair and IBM PC to follow).
Software features include: Remote, enables you or your friends to dial and down load or upload your micro
from any other modem. * Prestel * Terminal for teletype and Prestel terminals * Password for bulletin
Credit cards ring 01-8393348 182 Royal College Street London NW1 9N N Please allow 28 days delivery
To: Demon Electronics Ltd., 182 Royal College Street London NWl 9NN

PW/l

Please send me __(qty) complete Modem kit(s) at £53 and __ (qty) BBC ROMS at £23 (prices include VAT and p&p).
I enclose cheque to the value of L-.... or debit my AccessNisalAmerican Express/Diners Card No.
Name
Signature _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'-Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
Postcode
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211 The Broadway, West Hendon, London NW9 7DE
Tel. No. 01-202 3638 Telex No. 298765 Unique G

!3t==J
Formerly:

400 EDGWARE ROAD,
LONDON W2

fWl

[\::rq [) t:t<fi le] Iftij
C110

01-7235521 Tlx 298765
Now open at both addresses

~

0\

Normally 24hr despatch
but please allow 7 days
for delivery

NORTHERN AGENTS:
JOE BELL, G4PMY
UNIT 3
THOMAS STREET
CREWE
Tel. No. 0270 582849

2M 2 Watt
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C5800 2M/FM/USB/LSBI
CW 25W Mobile @ £399
inc VAT (P + P £2.50)

Synthesized
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Hand Held
144-148 MHz
@ £169.95 inc
VAT (P + P £2.50)
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C58
2M/FM/USBI
LSB/CW 1W
Portable Mobile
@ £289.00
inc VAT
(P + P £2.50)

C8900
2M 10W Mobile @
£239.00 inc VAT
(P + P £2.50)
NEW All NCO ELH230D

70 cm 10W Mobile
@ £249.00 inc VAT
(P + P £2.50)

Ideal for all hand helds and for mobile use with
FT209R. It has 10db preamp and 30 watts output. It
is fully remote or R.F, switched and has 10 volt
regulated output to drive the rig!

ONLY £64.95 inc VAT
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by S. Niewiadomski
Part I

Direct Conversion Receiver
Since its appearance in its modern,
transistorised form, the directconversion receiver has enjoyed great
popularity as a beginner's project. It
may be this reason that has tended to
keep designs simple and somewhat
experimental in nature. The aim of the
PW Colne is to take the directconversion receiver a little further,
particularly by providing two-band
operation and audio a.g.c. (automatic
gain control), while keeping construction simple. This simplicity of construction is achieved by using four
printed circuit boards, which can be
etched at home, and by using only
pre-wound inductors.
The major features of this receiver
are:
1. Two-band operation (3· 5MHz
and 14MHz)
2. Audio a.g.c. system
3. High quality passive audio
bandpass filter
4. High stability v.f.o. design
5. Slow tuning rate, obviating the
need for a fine tuning control

6. One watt audio output
7. Construction on p.c.b.s in commercially available case
8. All inductors pre-wound, all
other components easily
available
9. Inter-board connections using
plugs and sockets (optional)
10. Output available for providing
digital readout
Interconnection and alignment
details for the PW Colne will be given
in the final part of the series.
Some details will also be given at
the end of the series as to how the
design can be adapted to other bands,
simplified and reduced in cost.

Direct Conversion
The principles of operation of
direct conversion receivers have been
explained many times in amateur
literature, and I do not intend to go
into them again here in great detail.
Briefly, a direct-conversion receiver

achieves in one signal conversion
. stage what a super het achieves in two
or more. By mixing an s.s.b. signal in
a non-linear device with its original
carrier frequency, one of the resulting
products is the audio modulating frequency. This audio signal is filtered
out from the other unwanted mixer
products and amplified, forming the
audio output of the receiver. Since
most of the amplification and filtering
takes place at audio frequencies, the
performance of a direct-conversion
receiver depends on high audio amplification and a selective audio filter.
To recover the modulating frequency exactly, the oscillator used 'for
detection must be at exactly the
original carrier frequency, otherwise,
the received audio will be shifted in
frequency, and may be completely
unintelligible. Shifts of a few tens of
hertz for s.s.b. are unimportant and
when receiving a C.w. signal, the
audio frequency can be set to
whatever the listener finds easiest to
read.

Fig. 1.1
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Shopping List
Items needed for the
complete project
Resistors

iW 5% Carbon film
2·70

1

510

1

loon
150n

8
1

Semiconductors
Diof/cs

(2)BA244
BZV88C9Vl
BZY88C6V2
(ZIKV1236
lN4l48

l (pair)
2

Red I.e.d. 0·2in

1

2
1
3

220n

1

transistors
(2)13JSF241
(:UBF245
(1 )(2)(3)406 7 3

3900
4700
6800

1
2
1

Integrated circuits
(1)(2)( 3J lM380N

8200

2

(31LM1496

2

16

(2)SL6270C
13/TL071

1

lkO
1·5kO
2·2kO
2·7kO
4 · 7kO
10kO
47kO

3

100kO

lMO

1

68k'~

Potentiometers
Min. horizontal preset
4700
47kO

68pF
82pF

Inductors
(2j(4)KALSA4520A
f2l(4)KANK3337R
(2H4)154FN8A6439

78S

1
1

2
1
2

(2)(4)33~H

1
1
2

78S
78S

10RB

1

(2)(4)470tnH 10RSH 2

Contrary to common belief, a
direct-conversion receiver can be used
for a.m. Amplitude modulation (a.m.)
differs from s.s.b. in that it has a
carrier and an extra sideband present.
If the oscillator at the receiver can be
set to exactly the signal carrier frequency, then a zero beat with the
carrier will be produced along with
equal frequencies from each sideband.
This will give intelligible speech. The
problem is of course that any slight
shift in frequency (at the receiver or
the transmitter) will result in a beat
from the carrier and different frequen cies -from the sidebands. Tuning a.m.

4

Variable
Air-spaced Jackson C804
50pF
'
1

Miscellaneous
9MHz HC18U crystal (1) ; s.p.c.o.
switch
(1);
0 · 25in
mono
headphones socket (1); 4mm insulated terminals-various colours
(4); chassis mounting 8NC socket
(1); Veropins; 6:1 Jackson reduction
drives-one must have dial flange
(21; brass bushes (2); 6BA studding
(approx 20); 6BA nuts (approx 55):
8-pin i.c. sockets (2); 14-pin Lc.
sockets (3); front panel knobs (4);
J 14
Instrument
Case
(Minffordd(5»); rubber feet (4);
RG174; connecting wire .

1

12
23

2
3
2
2
1
1
1

150pF
330pF

1

2
3

6BOpF

1

4.7nF

6

Polyester
lOnF
27nF

1

O·l~F
O·12~F
0 · 18~F
O·22~F

100rF 16V

1

100pF

470pF

7BS
(2)(4)2hIH 7BS
(2)(4)8 · 2~H

(2)( 41 47mH

15pF
33pF
47pF

Electrolytic p .c.b. mounting

Min. film dielectric trimmer
5-60pF
2

Sub-min. plate ceramic
5·6pF
1
8·2pF
1

10pF
1
2

Carbon track
10kO log
47kO lin
1 OOkH!in

(2)(4)39~H

Capacitors
Disc ceramic
10nF
O· lIl F

Bead
35V
16V
6·3V

1

3

2
1
10
1
1
7

(2)(4)6·8~H

5
3

Tantalum
2 ·2 f1F
4· 7~F
47flF

1

2
1
1

2

signals with a non-synthesised v.f.o. is
therefore extremely critical and is impossible to achieve over any
reasonable length of time. Possibilities
exist here for phase-locked loop
techniques to lock the receiver oscillator to the a.m. carrierexperimenters please note!

Block Diagram
The basic outline of the receiver is
shown in Fig. 1.1, the block diagram.
The antenna input is buffered and
amplified by an rJ. amplifier stage
which contains two tuned circuits giv-
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(1) Maplin Electronic Supplies Ltd.,
P.D. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6
BLR . Tel: 0702 554155.
(2) Cirkit Holdings plc., Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Hertfordshire
EN10 7NQ. Tel: 0992 444111.
(3) CrickleV}lood Electronics Ltd.,
40 Cricklewood Broadway,
London NW2 3ET. Tel : 01-450
0995.
(4) Bonex, 102 Churchfiefd Road,
London W3 6DH. Tel : 01 -992
7748 .

'(5) Minffordd Engineering, Sun
Street, Ffestiniog, Gwynedd
LL41 4NE. Tel: 076676 2572.

ing a degree of pre-selection. The required signal is mixed with the output
of a buffer amplifier in the product
detector stage. A low - noise
operational amplifier provides initial
audio amplification and drives a
passive (LC) audio bandpass filter.
Further amplification is obtained
from 3IC3 which also acts as the
audio a.g.c. system. The audio path is
completed by 3IC4, an LM380N,
which can be used to drive an external
loudspeaker or headphones.
The input to the buffer amplifier
which supplies the carrier insertion
signal to the product detector is selec-
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* components

BOARD 1 RF AMPLIFIER

Resistors

tw 5 % Carbon film
1000
2200
680n
68kn

1
1
1
1
3

100kO

R6
R5
R7
R2
R3,4,8

Capacitors
Disc ceramic
0·1 !IF

8 C2 , 3,
5-10

Sub-min. plate ceramic

470pF

2 C1,4

Inductors

154FN8A6439

Potentiometers
Carbon track

47kO Un
100kO lin

R1
R9

Miscellaneous
Veropins, p.c.b., 6BA
screws and nuts,
insulated terminals (2).

2 T1 , T2
(Toko)

Semiconductors
Diodes

BZY88C9V1
KV1236

1 03
1 01 , 2
(single package)

12.e

6

~~

~

Transistors

40673

7 8

e • e

<C£O
.

1 Trl

Fig. 1.2: Full-size p.c.b. track pattern and component placement of
the r.f. amplifier board, Board 1

,~
~ ..
Tt

.1.0-

R3

C

'
Trl

5 5

.'

.

.
9 10

~

The author's prototype of
Board 1, the r.f. amplifier

Constructors of this project should have no difficulty in obtaining components, a guide to suppliers is shown at the end of the shopping list

Fig. 1.3: Board 1
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119
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3/4
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lOOk

4
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lOOk

1/8
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112
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220
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* oompooel1.ts

BOARD 2

Resistors
fW 5% Carbon film
2 R2,S
1000
1 R3
1500
1 R5
2 R7,10
2 R4,6
1 Rl

470Q
lkO

10kO
100kQ ,

5- 5·5MHz VFO

Min, film dielectric trimmer

5-60pF

1 C2

Airsp~ced Jackson

50pF '

C804

1 Cl

Inductors
L1 (Toko)

KANK3337R

Potentiometers

Semiconductors

Mln, hOrizontal preset
47kO
1 R9

Diodes
,BZVSBC6V2
lN4148

D2
Dl

Capacitors
Transistors

Disc ceramic

2 C7,10

10nF
O·lf.1F

150pF

1 C3
1 CB

1 Trl

To2Cl

Miscellaneous
Veropins, p.c.b., 6BA screws and

SUb-min. plate ceramic
100pF
1 C4

4·7nF

2 Tr2,3

BF241
BF245

3 C5,6,,9

nuts, 6: 1 reduction drives-one with
dial flange (2). Insulated terminals (2).
To2Cl

To avoid confusion between the
four p.c.b.s making up the PW
Colne project, each has been numbered as follows:
RP amplifier
Board I
S-S·SMHz v.f.o.
Board 2
Product detector
and audio stages
Board 3
Crystal oscillator and
frequency converter
Board 4
Each drawing and components list
will state which board number it
refers to. In the text. component
references will be prefixed by the
board number. For example,
resistor RS' on the r.f. amplifier
board would be called IRS, while
RS on the v.f.o. board would be
2RS.

!

l

X

!

1/11

211

3112

4/3

1/12

212

3/13

4/4

Y

r r r

Fig, 1.4: Fu"-size p.c.b. track pattern and components placement of
the v.f.o. board, Board 2

The author's prototype of Board 2,
the S-S·SMHz v.f.o. board

Fig. 1.S: Circuit diagram of the
S-S·SMHz v.f.o. board, Board 2
IWAM0631

OSK3
+12V

+12V

R5470
C6
O>Jl
R2
100

OV
051<4

R7
lk

Power distribution

Tr2
BF241

C4
lOOp

Toko
KANK3337R
r-C'-'3

I
I
I

Tr3
BF241
b

c

C9
O>Jl

e

G

2/3

b

I
Cl
SOp

C2
5-60p

C3,
150p

Rl
lOOk

01
lN4148

R3
150

R6
10k

I

L_

Cl0
10n

R4
10k

C7
10n

ca 4n7

211

R8
100

02
6V2

Output
level

5- 5'5MHz
output
(pins 4/1,412)
214

Rl0
lk

212
OV
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FOR YAESU, ICOM
AND TRIO-KENWOOD
&

ted from either a 3-4·SMHz or a
13-ISMHz
bandpass
filter,
depending on the setting of the
bandswitch, 4S I. These filters are
driven by 4IC I, the frequency converter, which produces the sum and
difference frequencies of a 9MHz
crystal oscillator and a variable frequency oscillator tuning S-5·SMHz.
This frequency scneme is based on
one that was popular some years ago
for amateur receivers where an Lf. of
9MHz was derived from 3· SMHz and
14MHz signals by mixing with a v.f.o.
tuning S-5· SMHz. The scheme was
also used in s.s.b. transmitters where
s.s.b. ·was generated at 9MHz and
then converted to the 3· SMHz and
14MHz bands, again by a v.f.o. tuning S-S·5MHz. One advantage of this
method of deriving signals for the
3·SMHz and 14MHz bands is that
the v.f.o. tuned circuit does not have
to be bandswitched. This greatly aids
construction of a stable v.f.o.
A buffer is also provided for driving an external frequency counter to
indicate the tuned frequency. This
may be omitted if it is not required.

RF Amplifier (Fig. 1.3)
The antenna input is coupled into
the primary of transformer I T I
whose secondary is tuned to the
desired frequency by Varicap diode
ID 1. Capacitors 1C2 and I C4 prevent the d.c. tuning bias of IDI from
flowing through the secondary of 1T I
or affecting the bias on gate 1 of the
dual gate m.o.s.f.e.t. 1Tr I. Gate 2 of
lTrl has its d.c. bias point varied by
the r.f. gain control I R I and any
noise on the connecting lead from
lRl wiper to I Trl is eliminated by
IC3. The drain of lTrl drives the tap
on transformer 1T2 and again a tuned
circuit is formed by I T2 and Varicap
diode ID2. The d.c. blocking
capacitor in this case is IC7.
Tuning of the input and output circuits is achieved by varying I R9
which has a 9·1 V stabilised supply
connected across it. This supply is
generated by Zener diode I D3 and
I R 7. The Varicap diodes used

(K V 1236) require less than a 9V
variation in bias to give a capacitance
swing of almost 4S0pF. This allows
the 3·SMHz and 14MHz bands to be
tuned without the need for
bandswitching, considerably simplifying this part of the receiver. The amplified and pre-selected output from
the r.f. amplifier is taken from the low
impedance winding of I T2 to the
product detector stage.

5-5·5MHz VFO (Fig. 1.5)
The v.f.o. circuit is formed around
a j.f.e.t., 2Trl. This oscillator design
is based on E. Duncan's circuit in the
January 1983 issue of pw. It has
been found to be very stable even
when using a pre-wound coil and is
easy to adjust for the desired frequency coverage. The tuning
capacitor, 2C I, sets the frequency in
conjunction with trimmer 2C2 and
capacitor 2C3. No attempt was made
to compensate for temperature effects
as my receiver was int~nded to
operate under fairly constant temperature conditions. The p.c.b. for
this circuit has provision to fit a combination of two capacitors for 2C3.
These can be chosen for minimum
variation of frequency over the
operating temperature if desired. A
stabilised supply is generated for ,the
oscillator by 2RS and Zener diode
2D2.
Transistors 2Tr2 and 2Tr3 form a
buffer amplifier whose output level is
set by adjusting the feedback resistor
2R9. Transistor 2Tr3 is an emitter
follower which drives the input of
4ICI.

Construction
With the exception of the controls
IRI, lR9 and 2Cl, sockets ISKl
and ISK2 and the + 12V sockets, all
the components are mounted on printed circuit boards. The p.c.b. track
patterns and component placement
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drawings for each board are shown in
Figs. 1.2 and 1.4. The use of p.c.b.s
makes construction simple and
straightforward, but the circuits were
prototyped and developed on either
Veroboard or plain copper-clad
bo'ards. Although these other
methods are not very easy to use, especially when mounting transformers,
they are a viable alternative to the
p.c.b.s.
My p.c.b.s were made by drawing
the required layout on paper, full size,
and then sticking the completed
layout onto the correct size piece of
single-sided board. Each hole was
then marked onto the board with a
centre punch and hammer and the
paper layout removed. The board was
then cleaned of glue and the track
pattern drawn using an etch resist pen
(e.g. Dalo marker). Ferric chloride
solution was used for etching and the
pen marking removed with a suitable
solvent. Next, the holes were drilled
and the board tinned with a hot, clean
soldering iron. This tinning is well
worthwhile as it makes soldering the
components into the board easy and
prevents the boards from becoming
discoloured and tarnished with time.
Mounting the components on each
board should be done methodically,
starting at one corner of each board
and working to the opposite corner
mounting each component as it occurs. This is to be preferred to
mounting all ' the resistors first, then
all the capacitors, and so on as it
results in less errors. Take the normal
handling precautions with the f.e.t.s,
ensuring that your soldering iron is
earthed.
If plug and socket interconnections
between boards are to be used, the
correct size plugs will need to be cut
down from the rows of 10 or 12 as
supplied, as can be seen from the
photographs of the prototype.

In part two of this project we
will deal with Board 3, the
product detector and audio
stages
and
Board
S,
the crystal oscillator and frequency converter.
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and as they are untried by this magazine, we cannot accept
responsibility for any rewltant damage. however caused. Before
alterations are attempted, care should be taken to ensure that any
guarantee is not invalidated, and it should also be borne in mind
that modifications uwalty have an adverse effect on resale prices.
In cases where specialist skills or equipment are needed, most
dealers will undertake the work for a reasonable fee.

H a11
R oder
0'
G4TNT (SaIn)
This month's first mod was supplied by Peter G3ZVI of
Garex Electronics, distributors of the SX-400. It's not
really a mod, more of a useful tip. He has had potential
customers who have said that it's all very well the SX-400
having switchable a.m./f.m. across its range, but what
about receiving those sideband transmissions that appear
from time to time?
The answer is so very simple that I am ashamed at not
having thought of it for myself. The SX-400 has two i.f.
outputs on the rear of the case, one of 455kHz and one of
J O· 7MHz and, as most avid listeners also own an h.f.
receiver, it is the work of a few moments to make up a
patch lead to connect the two radios together. The h.f. set
can then be tuned to 10· 7MHz and whatever the frequency of the signal that is being picked up by the SX400, it will be fed to the h.f. set at 10· 7MHz where it can
be resolved in a.m., f.m. or s.s.b. Isn't that a neat little
trick? Thanks for passing it on, Peter.
Steve G4MSV has written in from Cornwall with a
useful mod for the Trio TR2300. He has found a simple
way of having the option of low power on this model.
The normal output power is about 1 watt with a
resulting NiCad life of approximately 1 hour at 33 per cent
duty cycle. This mod gives an output of roughly 200mW,
reduces the current drawn by about 40 per cent and
should give a corresponding increase in battery life.
The modification is based on a change to the bias
resistor in the base of Q8 which is in the driver stage. This
is achieved by attaching a switchable resistor in parallel
with the earthy side of the slid er of VR2. Switching is
achieved by making use of the connections to the two-pole
three-way lamp switch. When the modification has been
carried out, the options available are: high power with
lamps on, high power with lamps ofT or low power with the
lamps ofT.
The very first step is to remove the cover that contains
the speaker-taking care not to break the speaker leads.
Then find the rear of the lamp switch. Disconnect the
orange wire from the top of the switch, insulate its end and
then tape it down somewhere out of the way.
Next, reconnect the purple, white and blue wires as
shown in the diagram (note that if the spare l.e.d. is used
as a TONE BURST ON indicator, then the blue wire will be
absent).

-;1=±

_2k_2_ _

~" ,lid..

L9-i~
Purple

IWRM2521

While

Blue

Now find VR2. It's a vertical 5kO skeleton potentiometer that is adjacent to the p.a. transistor that has the
heat sink. Turn this pot. fully clockwise. This pot. will
eventually be used to set the low power level. Very
carefully and quickly using a very hot soldering Iron,
solder one end of a lead to the slider of VR2. The other
end of this piece of wire should then be connected to the
two joined switch connections as shown in the diagram.
Now solder a 2·2kO 1/8 watt resistor between the
centre pole of the switch and the earth contact that is
just to its right. The mod is now complete.
Steve says that he has used VR2 to set his own radio for
approximately 200m W output and this corresponds to a
battery drain of just 273mA. The normal (high power)
setting of 1 watt draws 455mA from a 13· 8V supply so
the output powers and voltages will be slightly less when
the internal NiCads are used.
Thanks, Steve.

Wanted
This column was originally intended to appear every
month, but unfortunately it has not worked out that way.
Space is always at a premium in this magazine and we
always have more editorial than there is room for. This
has meant that "Mods" tends to appear intermittently and
this has caused a massive backlog of letters. If you have
written in with a mod, or a request for one, please be
patient. As you can see, there IS only enough space for two
or three mods a month. Even if this column were to appear
every month, then I would still only be able to publish less
than forty mods a year. When that is compared to the
enormous number of letters that I receive, you can see
why some letters take more than a year to be published.
As for requests for mods, this tail-end section of the
column is where I pass on requests that I have received.
Please do not enclose a stamped addressed envelope or
any other form of pre-paid reply when writing in as it is
unlikely that I will be able to reply personally, all
correspondence will usually be carried out through these
pages.
I often receive requests from readers who would like me
to send them a photo-copy of a previous "Mods" page.
The way that it should be done is for the reader to contact
our Post Sales Department-their address is on page 17
of this magazine-and they will, for the sum of £1, send
you the entire issue. It is, however, necessary to tell them
which issue it is that you want. It's no good saying "The
one with the mods for the 2E".
Kris G8AUU has given me several mods in the past,
now he has asked me to pass on a request for help. He has
found that Icom equipment has three tuning speeds, 5kHz
and 1kHz on f.m. and 1kHz and 100Hz on s.s.b. Kris
would like to be able to use all of the tuning rates on both
bands, i.e. 5kHz, 1kHz and 100Hz on both s.s.b. and f.m.
Does anyone know if this is possible, and if so, how?
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Direct Entry a·Channel
Programmable Scanner

1e-Channel
Portable
Programmable
Scanner
Covers 68-88 MHz VHF-Lo,
144-148 MHz Ham,
108-136 MHz AM Aircraft,
138-144 MHz, 148-174
MHz VHF Hi, 380-450 MHz
Ham, 450-470 MHz UHFLo, 470-512 MHz UHF-Hi

Monitoring Your Favourite
Frequency Couldn't Be Easier

£199

95

• Memory Back-Up
• Features Auto-Scan

Realistic PRO-2009. Direct keyboard entry, with atuoscan and 'Search" to find new channels. Two-second scandelay, channel lockout, monitoring of your favourite
frequency, squelch control. Bands: VHF-Lo 68-88 MHz;
Ham 144-148 MHz; VHF-Hi 148-174 MHz; Ham 410-450
MHz; UHF-Lo 450-470 MHz; UHF-Hi 470-512 MHz. Built-in
speaker, whIp antenna, external antenna jack. 23/4 x 10112
X 8". Mains operation. Memory backup requires 9V battery.
20-9109 ............................................................ £199.95

• Now You Can Usten To
Aircraft, Hams and More Wherever You Go No Crystals
To Buy!
Realistic PR0-30. Scan up to 16 of your favourite channels
continuously, or search a selected frequency range for new
or unpublicised channels. Scan and Search in two speeds.
Two-second Scan Delay, selectable for each channel
prevents missed replies. Has jacks for external antenna and
earphones. Requires six "AA" batteries or mains or DC
adapter. Memory backup requires four silver-oxide
batteries.20-9131 .............................................. £239.95

... And A eO·Channel
Programmable Scanner
~~~

£299

Ust~n to Aircraft, Hams, VHF
95 • Manne
and More - Even Your

Favourite Standard FM'Stations

Realistic PRO-2003. No crystals to buy - direct keyboard
entry of 20,584 frequencies! Use the search circuit to find
new channels. Has 2-speed scan and search, Scan
Delay, individual channel lockout, priority function and
variable squelch control. Bands: VHF-Lo 68-87 MHz; FM
Broadcast 88-107 MHz; VHF-Air AM 108-136 MHz; Ham
138-148 MHz; VHF-Hi 148-174 MHz; 410-450 MHz;
UHF-Lo 450-470 MHz; UHF-Hi 470-512 MHz. Mains
operation or 12V DC negative ground. Memory requires
9V battery. 20-9117 ....... ... " .,',.,' ",." .,',., .. .. ,. £299.95

Take A Look At Tandy, Todayl
Visit your local store or dealer and see these and many
more bargains. We service what we sell over 2,800 exclusive lines!
See Yellow Pages For Address Of Store Nearest You
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RSGB
BOOIS
RSGB PUBLICATIONS
A guide 10 Amateur Radio (191t> edn) .
AmateurRadioAwards(2ndedn) . '
Amateur Radio Call Book (1984 edn )
HF Antennas lor All Locations . . .
..
Microwave Newsletter TechnicaJ Collection
Morse Code for Radio Amateurs .
Radio Amateurs ' Examination Manual .
Radio Communication Handboo!< (paperbaci< ) .
TeleprinterHandbook(2ndedn) .
Te!evisoon Interference Manual
World at their Rngertips
VHF/uHFManual(4/IJedn) .
Meteor Scatter Data .

.. .. .... . ... ... £3.111
· £3.88
£7.14
.. . £7.35
£e.83
£1.64

£3.84
£11.71
. ...... ... .... £12.72
£2.31
· £7.75
.. .. £10.58
£3.51

~

,

Amateur Radio Logbook .
Mobile Logbook
Receiving Station Logbook ...

£2.77
.. £1.23
... £2.87

Maps
Great Circle DX Map .
Locator Map of Europe (wall)
World Prefix Map in full colour (wall) .

.. .. £2.43
£1.95
£2.53

6Mt020~

,I

~ • Um". ,,11,

I

•
11
I1 •

I

•
•

Logbooks

TOWERS, MASTS. AERIALS
AQ 6-20 4 BAND (2EL+3 EL)
* SPACE SAVER *

2 Element £714.50

.. . .... £12.71
.. .. £5.83
E5.A6
· £&.00
£4.47
£e.83
£e.83

E8.5O

£4.30

.. £4.52
Guode to Oscar Operating (AMSAT) . .. .
. . £1.78
Hints and Kinks for the Radio Amateur (ARRL ) . .
. ... £4.47
£10.47
How To Troubleshootand Repair A. A. Equipment
IC Op-amp CooI<book (Sams )
· £11.78
International VHF FM Guide
£2.A5
Newcomer's Guide to S4m~ and Repeater.; on 2M
£1.24
Radio Amateurs Handbook 1985 (hardback) (ARRL) .
· £22.90
Radio Amateurs Handbook' 985 (paperbaci<) (ARRL )
.. £15.80
Radio Amateurs Handboo!< , 984 (ARRL) ..
£6..
Radio Frequency Interference .(ARRL )
.. £4.18
Sa1eII~e Experimenters Handboo!< (ARRL ) .. . ... . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . £10.11
£4.47
Sa1eII~e Tracking Software for \he Radio Amateur (AMSA T-UK) .
Sectets of Ham Radio DXing (Tab) .
. .. . .. ... . ... . . . . . . . · £7.12
Semiconductor Data Book (Newnes) .
£7JT1
Shortwave Propagation Handbook (Cowan )
£7.71
Simple low Cost Wire Antennas (RP/) .
... £e.83
Solid State Design for the Radio Amateur (ARRL )
£7JT1
Television for Amateurs (BA TC)
· £2.23
UHF~umPMtst&2

· £14.13
· £4.73
£3.75
.. .. .....

.. .. ..

£4.115
. E3.35

OTHER ITEMS
Morse Cassette Stage t ·(to 5wpm) .
DX Edge (HF propagation prediction aid)

.. £3.84
£13.18

Membership of the Radio SoCIety of GI98/ Britain is open to all Radio Amateurs and
Listenets. For detaIls 01 subscriptions and /he benefits of rnemb8tship, please contact
the Membership senrices Depsf1ment. All iIsms in /his ~ include post and
pad<ing. Membets 01 /he Society are entitled to discounts on these prices. f'erscn8J
callers may obtain goods minus postage and padring cha!ges. PI8ase allow up to 28

+

days /or delivery.

CD
-::

UK p&p £4.50

3 Element £769.00

Send SAE (9 x 6) for full details of these and many

other Altron Products. - Callers welcome. Open
Mon·Fri 9am-5pm. Sat 9am-12.45pm.
WE DESIGN - WE MAIIE - WE SUPPlY. DIRECT.
YOU GET BEST VAlUE AND SERVICE - SAVE rrr.
Prices include VAT & UK carr. C.w.O.
THE ONLY MANUFACTURERS OF ALTRON PRODUCTS

I I

ALLWELD ENGINEERING
UNIT 6, 232 SELSDON ROAD.

+ SOUTH CROYDON. SURREY CR2 6PL
..
Telephone: 01_ 2lI95 (24hrI01.w1 6734
Normally d espatched withm 7 days

\' -ID~"" .)
~

')
-

.. .. £6.99
.. £13.07
· £7.77
· £12.21

FM and Repeaters for the Radio Amateur (ARRL )
G-ORP Club Circuit Handbook .

Understanding Amateur Radio (ARRL )
VHF Propagation Handboo4< (Nampa)
W_end Projects for the Radio Amateur (ARRL )
World Mas (RACI )

Resonant length
reflector and
driven elements
for improved
VSWR 11 :1 min .)
• Maximised FIB
performance by
selective detuning
(no gimmick " quad"
needed)
• Minimized wind load
and weight (only
Bib wt.)

LOOKS FAMIUAR? WEll ITS NOT!
ITS OUR OWN UNIQUE DESIGN - THAT WORKS!

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
Active Rtter CooI<book (Sams) .
Alt About Cubical Quad Antannas (RPI) .
Amateur Single Sideband (Ham Radio )
Antenna Anthology (ARRL) .
ARRL ElectroniCS Data Book . ...
Beam Antenna Handbook (RPI)
Better Short Wave Reception (RPI) . .
Care and Feeding of Power Grid Tubes (Varisn ) . .
CMOSCookbook (Sams)
Complete DX'er (W9KNI) .
.. ..
Complete Shortwave Ustener's Handbook (Tab) .
Design of VMOS Circuits with Experiments (Sams )

•

sealed coils for
max . stability
Double insulated
elements
Easy trim alloy
spokes with lock nuts
(spares incl.)
Only 1.9M turning
redius
Engineered to B.S.1.
standards

RSGB Publications

Cranborne Road, Potters Bar,
Hertfordshire EN6 3JW

COMMUNICATION CENTRE
OF THE NORTH
The largest range of communications equipment
available in the North. Full range of receivers,
transceivers, antennas, power supplies, meters.
Ali tubing - wall brackets etc.
We are the original amateur radio suppliers in the
North West with 20 years experience in all types of
equipment.
We are the only official TRIO stockists in the North
West. Full range of equipment on display. Guaranteed
after sales service.
RECEIVERS
£285.00
TRIO R600 Solid State Receiver
TRIO R2000 Solid State Receiver
£456.00
£965.00
JRC NRD515 Receiver
Wide Band Scanning Receiver AR2001,
25-550 MHz AM-FM
£365.00
R532 Airband Receiver
£186.00
Yaesu FRG8800 Receiver
£525.00
£49.00
Global AT1000 SWL Tuning Unit
VC10 VHF Convertor for R2000
£122.00
Please send SAE for full information and up-to-date
prices as these fluctuate to change in sterling rates.
For the caller a wide range of Aluminium Tubing, Clamps.
etc. at competitive prices. i.e. 12' x 2" Ali Tubing £9.00.
Full range of RSGB and ARRL publications in stock.
Part Exchanges welcome. Second hand lists daily.
Send S.A.E. for details of any equipment.
HP terms. AccesslBarclaycard faCilities.
Open 6 days a week. 24 Hour Mail Order Service.
Phone 0942-676790.

STEPHENS
JAMES LTD.
47 WARRINGTON ROAD,
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Part 3 by Charles Molloy
It was in the year 1901, as Marconi sent a radio signal
from Poldhu in Cornwall to St John's in Newfoundland,
that the ionosphere made its debut. This transatlantic
signal presented a problem. How did it get to Newfoundland? Radio waves travel in straight lines. Even those going off at a low angle to the horizon should leave our
planet unless of course there is some mechanism to turn
them back.
Scientists of the day suggested that rarified gas surrounding the earth and maintained in an electrified state
(ionised) by radiation from the sun, would do the trick.
The ionosphere was the name given to this region but it
was not until 6 December 1924 that Sir Edward Appleton
demonstrated its existence. He used the BBC transmitter
at Bournemouth on 780kHz, after the programmes had
finished for the evening, and a receiver equipped with a
signal strength meter located at Oxford. The frequency of
the transmitter was slowly changed and the reading on the
signal strength meter at Oxford changed in sympathy with
it. The signal was travelling over two paths. One followed
the ground while the other took a longer one via the
ionosphere (Fig. I). At the receiver the two signals moved
in and out of step (phase) as the wavelength changed.
The height of the reflecting region was about 120km
above the surface of the earth. It was the Heavyside or E
layer, beloved of medium wave DXers, that was reflecting
the signal from Bournemouth. The Appleton or F layer
was soon discovered. This is the region that enables longdistance reception on the short waves to take place. In
winter the F layer is at 200km. To complete the picture the
o layer at 80km which exists during the daytime only,
absorbs signals at the low frequency end of the spectrum.
. Ionosphere

A",
//
/

Sky wave

/
/ /

/

"

"

"" /
'"
120 km

Oxford

Fig. 1: Appleton's original experiment to demonstrate
the presence of the ionosphere used the BBC Bournemouth transmitter and a receiver sited at Oxford

Sky Wave
Without the ionosphere long-distance communication
on the short waves would be impossible. The range of the
ground wave depends on the frequency. Low frequency
equates with long distance, high frequency, short distance.
A long wave transmitter has a larger service area than a
medium wave equivalent, while at the high frequency end
of the short waves the range is reduced, literally, to single
figures in kilometres.
Since the ionosphere is maintained by radiation from
the sun then clearly the propagation of radio waves will
depend on the direction and strength of that radiation.
Propagation on the sunlit side of the earth will be different
from that on the dark side; it will be different in summer
than in winter. These daily (diurnal) and seasonal changes
are of great interest to broacaster and listener alike. Even
when using the best equipment available you will not get
perfect reception at all times.

Diurnal Changes
The daily change is more noticeable to the listener but
fortunately there is a simple way to deal with it. Listen on
the 18MHz band at midday. It should be full of strong
signals. Listen again at midnight. The band will be dead.
There is nothing wrong with your set. 18MHz has closed
down for the night so try IlMHz (25m) or 9MHz (3Im)
instead. On any particular path, move to a lower frequency at night.
The 6MHz band can be a puzzle to newcomers. During
the day it is full of short range signals from Belgium,
Holland, West Germany, Sweden, at my QTH. After dark
they will have disappeared or declined while OX such as
Radio Australia on 6·05MHz and HCJB in Ecuador on
6·130MHz will appear. Apply the same rule. After dark
move down to the medium waves for Western Europe.
During the day Radio Australia will be found on the
9MHz band.

Seasonal Changes
Seasonal changes are looked after by the broadcaster
who will use different frequencies as appropriate. In summer a broadcaster may use 15MHz (19m), 18MHz (16m)
and 21MHz (13m) to Europe but in the winter the highest
frequency will be dropped and the station will now be
found on IlMHz, 15MHz and 18MHz. You choose the
one that comes in best and a modern push-button receiver
with a memory will be useful here.
The propagation seasons start in March, May, September and November. Publications like the International
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Typical frequency schedules published by the broadcasters. Only a small
part of the schedules are reproduced here to give an idea of their contents

Listening Guide also come out four times a year to keep
up with the changes. Not every station changes on these
dates and there is a move to reduce the number of seasons
to two, which would simplify matters a lot. Your favourite
station on the long, medium v.h.f. bands will be found at
the same spot on the dial, day and night throughout the
year. On the short waves your station will move about. It
has to in order to keep up with changes in propagation.
Consequently broadcasters supply listeners with a frequency schedule which indicates where and when they can
be heard.

On The Spot
There is another change, less obvious in the short term
than the diurnal and seasonal changes. This one follows
the eleven year sunspot cycle. Over a period of approximately eleven years the number of sunspots increases to a
maximum and then decreases to a minimum. The amount
of radiation reaching the ionosphere from the sun follows
a similar cycle the highest level of radiation occurring at
sunspot maximum. Sunspots have been counted since the
year 1749. The minimum of cycle number 1, the first to be
counted, occurred in 1754. That cycle ended in 1765.
Cycle number 21 began in 1976 and is expected to end with
a minimum in 1986. Higher frequencies can be used at a
maximum, so the highest frequency band 26MHz is only
used for part of the cycle and even the 2 I MHz band is not
available near sunspot minimum. As sunspot minimum
approaches and higher frequencies become unusable,
severe overcrowding occurs at the I.f. end of the spectrum
on 6MHz and 7MHz.

Fading
Radio waves have peaks and troughs just like waves in
the sea. When signals from a transmitter arrive by two different paths through the ionosphere, they will add when
the peaks coincide and subtract when they do not. The
relationship between the two signals will constantly change
owing to movement, and changes in density in the
ionosphere. The result is fading.

Modern receivers are equipped with automatic gain
control (a.g.c.) which adjusts the gain of the receiver in
sympathy with the incoming signal in order to obtain a
constant, fade-free output to the loudspeaker. It does
work, so it is only during disturbed conditions when fading
is severe that the listener will be troubled. If you have two
receivers and the station you are listening to is on two different bands then tune one receiver to one band and the
second to the other band. Hopefully the fading pattern on
the two bands will be different and at any instant the signal
will be heard from one of the two sets. Frequency diversity
reception of a sort is what we are attempting and if you
really want to listen to a favourite programme you can just
about manage in this way.

Disturbed Conditions
There are two quite different types of disturbance in the
ionosphere that affect reception, and it may help if the
listener can identify them.
The sudden ionospheric disturbance (s.i.d.), sometimes
called the Oellinger Effect, is caused by a sudden increase
in radiation from the sun, which travels at the speed of
light and penetrates right through the ionosphere to the
bottom or 0 layer. Absorption increases and fadeouts occur, principally at the low frequency end of the spectrum.
There were several s.i.cj.s in 1983. During one, I had been
lining up my receiver with a signal generator. When I tried
it out on 6MHz the band was dead and at first I thought
my receiver was faulty. Tht!re was only one station on
9MHz, the BBC on 9· 760MHz, there were a few stations
on 15MHz and 2IMHz.
A s.i.d. only occurs on the side of the earth facing the
sun, i.e. during the day. It lasts for a short time only,
perhaps an hour or so and you may get some reception if
you try the highest frequency bands. Failing that take the
dog for a walk and the trouble will have cleared up by the
time you get back.
The Ionospheric Storm is caused by the arrival of
charged particles from the sun and travelling slower than
radiation, so if you have a s.i.d. one day you may have a
storm a day or two later. On arrival at the earth the par-
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ticles are trapped by the magnetic field and travel towards
the magnetic poles, disturbing the upper part of tbe
ionosphere on the way. The higher frequency bands are affected more than the lower ones, though a severe storm
may affect reception right down to the medium waves. A
storm can occur day or night and may even last several
days before conditions come back to normal. It is always
worth listening around the bands when conditions are poor
as you never know what may turn up. Normally, reception
is blocked, or poor, on tracks that pass over the magnetic
poles but during a storm signals may get through.

R-elay Stations

ENGLISH

o~

The propagation of radio waves through the ionosphere
is an interesting and, dare 1 say it, absorbing subject. It
can a~so become quite complicated over long mixed paths
of daylight and darkness. It isn't necessary for the listener
to dig into these difficulties, nor to understand terms such
as the critical frequency, maximum usable frequency, etc.
The purpose of this article is to show what effect propagation has on reception rather than to explain how it is done.
The modern trend in international broadcasting is to
employ relay stations to provide more reliable reception
over short distances. If this trend continues then broadcasting on these frequencies can only benefit, and it will be
left to the DXer to ponder over what happens to longdistance radio waves as they pass through that unstable
medium called the ionosphere.
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BzAmatell
This report is concerned mainly with the, now so-called,
shared amateur radio band 3·5 to 3· 8MHz (80m), the
"sharing" of which has amounted to almost total occupation by high powered Commercial and/or Services stadons. This has created a serious situation for all amateurs
who operate on this band. Occupation of the 7·0 to
7·1 MHz (40m) band by high-powered broadcast stations
is of course well known, but note(l) that neither band is
exclusive to radio amateurs.

A

The 3·5MHz Band

3'5 MHz

+

3·8MHz

B

UP
3'5MHz

+

3'8MHz

c

In view of the increasing invasion by high powered
Commercial and Services transmissions into the 3·5MHz
band it was decided to analyse the amount of the band being used by them and the bandwidths and signal levels of
these transmissions, by comparison with normal amateur
s.s.b. and c.w. transmissions with average signal levels between S7 and S9+. The S9+ refers to reports given as
S9+ 10, or S9+20dB etc, normally taken from typical Smeter readouts. These are not accurate enough to allow
pure measurement because of the usual meter nonlinearity and inertia. The "decibel" part of the calibration
on S-meters can be totally misleading.
For the purpose of this analysis therefore, all measurements were made with independent linear-reading meters
used in conjunction with a Gould Advance double-beam
oscilloscope accurately calibrated in terms of millivolts to
volts and special signal integrating circuitry used in conjunction with a pen chart recorder. All measurements are
related to a given reference signal and any errors in
readouts are not more than ±2 Rer cent in a total dynamic
amplitude range of 0 to lOOdB< ). The most used reference
signal is an r J. carrier of III V at the antenna terminal of a
specially modified communication receiver with facilities
for continuously scanning the whole of each of the two
bands. The scan time of IOms allowed high-speed Polaroid
photos to be taken of band occupation in terms of the
number of stations operating and the amplitude of each
related to the reference signal of 111V from a Gould Advance signal generator. Also used in conjunction with the
analysis was a digital readout frequency meter and a
separate frequency market generator for identifying any
signal within the scan which could be marked and received
as normal on another receiver. The marker generator was
also used to identify the beginning and end frequencies of
the band to within 10Hz during band scan.

General Assessment of Conditions

UP

+

3'5MHz

3·8MHz

Fig. 1: Band scans taken at different times of the day
showing the high-power Commercial and Services
stations in the 3·5MHz band. The scans are described
fully in the text

The 3·5MHz Band. October-November '84
General opinions were obtained from numerous
amateur stations in the UK as a whole and from amateurs
in a number of continental and Scandinavian countries.
All the stations questioned reported not only the excessive
QRM from high powered Commercial and Service stations sending RTTY, C.w. and transmissions with unidentifiable forms of modulation but the fact that it is often
extremely difficult to maintain a QSO, even if one was
started on what was considered a clear frequency. The offending stations are not the least bit concerned about
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r Band Occupancy
transmitting on a frequency already being used by
amateur stations.
It is estimated that many of these stations are using
power in excess of SOkW and possibly as high as 100kW
or more. Some may be using lower power, around 10 to
20kW, but these also make it difficult to maintain
reasonable amateur QSOs. There is less occupation by
these stations at the low end of the band, near the C.w. end.
The times of peak levels from such stations are of course
effected by ionospheric conditions and many may well
have come into the 3·SMHz band because low critical
frequencies prevent them from operating in the higher frequency portion of the radio spectrum. Low critical frequencies are the result of the near end of the present
sunspot cycle No. 21. The latter condition has also caused
an influx of radio amateurs to the 3· SMHz band from the
higher frequency bands, e.g. 21 and 28MHz, and there are
many newly-licenced Class A amateurs coming onto the
band as well, although this would not greatly effect
operating generally as the band is 300kHz wide. However,
the occupation of the band by high powered Commercial
and Services stations has resulted in some Class A
licenced amateurs operating outside the band with more
power than they are licenced for. Between 1 and 3kW is
not unusual. Operation by these stations is mainly outside
the upper end of the band (above 3 ·8MHz) in
order to attract OX contacts with USA stations whose
3·SMHz band allocation extends to 4MHz.

Band Occupation Analysis
One needs only to study the oscillograph photos of
band scan to realise the enormous signal levels and
amount of occupation by Commercial and Service stations. Fig. I(a) shows a typical early morning condition
and at the time the photo was taken only two amateur stations could be identified. These are marked A 1 and A2
and their signals were well over S9! The enormous amplitude of the non -amateur stations is painfully obvious.
The next oscillogram Fig. l(b) was taken during a quiet
period, around midday, when most of the high powered invaders had disappeared, probably due to ionospheric conditions. The smallest signals (about S9) are radio
amateurs, whilst the three larger ones are non-amateur.
Next we come to Fig. l(c) taken in the early evening when
conditions have allowed the Commercial and Service stations to appear again at their usual high amplitudes, this
time with the added QRM due to harmonics from nearby
TV line timebase oscillators. A couple of amateur stations
are just visible marked A I and A2. These were S9 C.w.
signals. The large signal at the beginning of the trace
marks the beginning of the band at 3· SMHz.
The two separate graphs of Fig. 2 shows (A) the
average level of amateur signals in the 3·SMHz band between the lines marked S7-8 to S9+, the levels being with
reference to an r.f. potential of 1~ V at the antenna terminal of the receiver. The next graph (B) is extended to
cover the USA section up to 4MHz and shows the
average levels of Commercial and Services stations at
peak times. Only the C.w. end of the band remains
reasonably clear. It should be noted that the various signal

levels are average but result from hundreds of observations and careful measurements carried out continuously
during the daytime over the range of hours to be seen in
Fig. 2 and for a total period of over two months. On many
occasions the signal levels of some of the Commercial or
Services stations were much higher than 60dB above the
reference level of l~V.
Actual band occupation by these non -amateur stations
can be clearly seen in the oscillogram Fig. l(a). The estimate of occupation is at least 60 per cent and some of
these stations have bandwidths of more than 20kHz. On
occasions, during the two months or so of continuous
daily observations, band occupation by these stations has
been as high as 80 per <tent.
Further analysis was ,carried out to verify the periods of
maximum and minimum occupation as can be seen in
Fig. 3. Readouts of all the signals within the band scan
were integrated to provide a varying d.c. level according to
the number and amplitude of all the signals. Readings were
taken every hour for IS minutes at the times stated on the
lower portion of the graph. The lowest section of this
graph represents the approximate integrated signal level
that would be attained if the whole band was being
simultaneously used only by amateur stations each occupying 10kHz, using the allowed maximum power and
producing received signal levels in the region 0[S9 to S9+.
The level shown is approximately SOm V.
As can be seen the quietest period is around 1100 to
1300 hours GMT, although ionospheric conditions
prevailing at any time would of course determine the signal
levels of all transmitting stations and distances worked. It
must therefore be emphasised once more that the analysis
as a whole is based on average conditions. Although there
may be occasional quiet days free from high powered station QRM and with conditions otherwise good for
amateur operation, there will be some when conditions will
be quite the opposite.
.
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Fig. 4: (Below) Band scans taken for the
7MHz band (7·0 to 7·1MHz) showing the
wide bandwidth of the foreign broadcast
stations. The large amplitude carrier at the
end of the band is Radio Moscow

The 7MHz Band
We have of course grown accustomed to the QRM
from broadcast stations operating on this band which a
long time ago was narrowed down to its present 7·0 to
7· 1MHz, or a total bandwidth of 100kHz. Some of the
high powered broadcasters spread to 20kHz or more.
However, there are periods when amateur operation is
reasonable and at times, usually early mornings, some
good DX can be worked. The oscilloscope photos
Fig. 4(a) show peak occupation, generally toward the end
of daylight hours, when it becomes virtually impossible for
radio amateurs to operate.
The signal amplitude from most of these broadcast stations is extremely high. Again the reference level is IIlV at
the receiver antenna terminal. The lower oscillogram Fig.
4(b) shows the band during a quiet period, i.e. when most
of the broadcasters are not audible because of ionospheric
conditions, although in this case one broadcast station
remains at the top of the band at very high level and was
identified as Radio Moscow on 7 ·lOOMHz. The small
carriers marked AI, 2, 3, 4 and 5 are amateur stations,
these signals being S9 to S9+.
Analysis by integration of the . scanned signals for
periods of 15 minutes and taken every hour as shown in
the graph (Fig. 5), indicate that the band is most usable
from about 0800, or earlier, up to about 1300 to 1400
hours GMT. As long as ionospheric conditions are
suitable, good QSOs are possible around the UK and
Europe. In the early morning the writer has worked VK,
ZL, VE and stations at similar distances whilst running
normal power of 120 to 130 watts to a half-wave antenna
on both 3·5 and 7MHz.

I

7MHz

7'1MHz

Summary
It is unlikely that the broadcast stations can be shifted
from the 7MHz band, despite the fact that this band was
originally designated as exclusive to amateur radio as was
the 3· 5MHz band at one time. As far as the 7MHz band is
concerned, it is doubtful whether the Department of Trade
and Industry, the IARU or the RSGB can do anything
about the broadcast stations that have invaded this band.
Although we have accepted "sharing" the 3· 5MHz
band, this is now tantamount to almost total occupation
by Commercial and Services stations for the greater part
of every day, thus denying radio amateurs even a
reasonable sharing. Quite obviously this was never the real
object when the new Amateur Radio Licence Schedule
(Ref 481) was issued in August 1984 by the Department
of Trade and Industry and became mandatory on 16 September 1984. In the footnotes attached to the new
schedule is a.paragraph designated "H".

"PRIMAR Y PERMITTED AND SECONDAR Y
SER VICES 'For the purpose of this licence bands are
allocated to the amateur service and the amateur satellite
service on a primary basis on the understanding that they
cannot claim protection from harmful interference from
any other authorised services. This applies equally to
bands allocated on a secondary basis where stations of the
amateur service and the amateur satellite service are also
required not to cause harmful interference to stations of a
primary or permitted service to which frequencies are
already assigned or to which frequencies may be assigned
at a later date'."
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Fig. 5: Readout of integrated signal
level of total number of high-powered
broadcast stations occupying the
7M Hz band during the hours shown.
Sampling is on the same basis as Fig. 3.
The band at the bottom of the graph
represents the average integrated
signal level if the whole band was occupied only by amateur stations at
levels of 58 to '59+
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Under the schedule, the status of allocations in the UK
for the 3·5 to 3· 8MHz band in the UK amateur service is
classified as Primary and shared with other Primary services. The 7 to 7· I MHz band is designated only as
Primary, i.e. it is not shared, but the above note clearly
states that we have no protection from interference from
other authorised services. It would appear that as far as
the 7MHz band is concerned, there is no protection from
interference by unauthorised services either.
Finally, it would not be deemed impertinent to remind
the Department of Trade and 'Industry, the IARU, the
RSGB and in fact all Authorities concerned with frequency allocation, that radio amateurs have to pass two
exams for a Class A licence, at their cost, and pay a
licence fee for the "privilege" of using our very small

allocated bands. A privilege that seems to be nullified
because of the occupation of amateur bands by any
Broadcast, Commercial or Services Stations who choose

.

~dow.

All the measurements. construction of special equipment, oscillogram photography of band scans and the
compilation of the foregoing analysis was carried out by
F. C. Judd G2BCX. Many other radio amateurs in the
UK and on the continent have contributed valuable information concerned with the present state of affairs as outlined in this analysis.
•
(I) Notice by the Department of Trade and Industry, 16 August 1984, New

Amateur Radio Licence Schedule. Re! 481
(2) Decibels quoted in this report are dBV derived from voltage ratios by

20Log 11I (V,lV J Each oscillogram photo is amplitude related.
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fp

Have Sinclair 48K Spectrum home computer, Data recorder and
over £ 1 50 worth of software and books on machine code all under
4 months old! Cost over £300 would exchange for Yaesu
FRG-7700M Trio R-2000 or Yaesu FT-730 or FT-790 430MHz
Transceivers. lan G 1 HOK. Tel: 01-385 2373 after 8 pm.
W869
Have Hitachi hi-fi unit I.w .. m .w ., f.m . plus sensitive s.w . band, uses
f .e.t .s with pair of Wharfedale 25W speakers. Would exchange for
Yaesu FRG-7 or Racal RA 17/117E with possible cash adjustment.
Mr Jones, 45 Barrington Court, Cheltenham Place, London
W3
W847
Have Marconi TF373D universal bridge c. 1940. perfect order.
Would exchange for Wobbulator. Also have 2 OY2-100's (new!.
Would exchange for 2 TY2-125's. Also have Pye TV22 TV and
manual c. 1 952 needs work. Would exchange for 35MHz radio control gear, or kits. Tel: Burgess Hill 42766 (Sussex).
W846
Have MobyleUe moped L reg complete in good running order
mechanically sound, needs rear brake shoes for MoT. Would exchange for general coverage receiver or Centronics compatible
printer or w .h.y. Dave. Tel: 0865 67165 (Oxford).
W840
Have CWR610E RTTY/ c.w. converter. Baudot ASCII and c.w. into
v.d .u. or TV. As new with instruction, value f 120. Would exchange
for w .h .y. Tel : Bacup 874928 after 7 pm .
W833
Have Datong low noise pre-amplifier 5-200MHz transmit thru'
when still in line, also Drae three way antenna switch . Both used
very little as new. Would exchange for ZX Spectrum interface one,
or ZX microdrive. Sid. Tel: 051-334 6859 after 5 pm .
W826
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PRACTICAL ATV TECHN~QUES

J

msnc

Part 2 by Allan Latham G8CMQ

Thees'ience of t h i ~ se ries is getting yo u o nto the [. 3G Hz
hand and so t hi s ~econd pa rt of the series is going to
de.<.,er ihe how to ,t art with a low-cost ATV receivi ng
sy,te lll . O h vi ou ~ l y such a system wi ll no t perform as well
; I ~ a Illore elahorate one but I have take n carc that you can
relain the cOlllronents of this simple systcm. You add to it
l<lter rather than sc rarr ing it and starting again . T he costs
involved will he about £55. includi ng the an ten na and
Solent Scient ific receive down · converter in kit form .
To show you how the converter works I will describe it
in some detail. A Ithough you co uld try to build one from
th i, descrip tion I wouldn't advocate it. So much depends
on the r.c.b. layout and the exact make of components
that you risk fail ur e and disappointment. T he ki t price is
not greatly more tha n the cost of buy ing the components
from manufacturers (not s urplus ones, it is n't worth the
risk at 1·3G Hz) plus the p.e.b. a nd desig n costs. At the
time of writing about 20 have been bui lt by people of
various co nstr uctional sk ill and they all work well. Ready
bui lt co nverters a re of course available at somewhat higher
prices from various supp liers . .

Antennas and Feeders
There are two possibilities for inexpensive antennas .
There is the o ne described in the UHF Compendium on
page 358 and one designed by the Worthing Repeater
Group and described in CQ-TV No. 127 page 15. This
latter is available as a kit .of parts from the group for about
£ 10 and at this price it isn 't worth the trouble of hunting
around for the bit s and piece s. The proceeds go to a good
home , i.e. the Worthing A TV Repeater. Full details from
the club secrctary G6WOR , who is QTHR (s .a.e. please).
Whichever antenna you use mount it for horizontal
polarisation and get it as high as possible.
You will need a cable run from the antenna to the
shack . When I was experimenting on ]·3GHz I used
the 430MHz band run , temporarily disconnecting the
430MHz antenn a. At this stage in your 1·3GHz ATV activities it's probably wise not to spend too much on the
cable. There are two ways of doing things- most of the
equipment at masthead . or most in the shack. If you
decide to go " masthead" you will need two separate runs
of TV type co axial cable. If you go the "in the shack"
route you will want at least on e run of the best coaxial
cable you can afford-morc about this later. A good com
promise for now would be URM67 or preferably H · 100.
A word about these two cables wouldn't be out of place
here . URM67 is rather more lossy at ]·3GHz than is H 100. The latter however is fairly rigid and doesn 't like being f1exed about too much . You should treat it as a rigid
cable and secure it well to the mast, terminating it short of
the rotator and using URM67 for the last bit. If you think
you will make the cable run permanent use H - 100. If you
think you will get something better later on use URM67then YOU can use the little antenna and its URM67 feeder
for portable use later on. H -I 00 is simply not f1exible
enough for repeated 'coiling and uncoiling. Cables with
poorer performance are definitely out, even for short runs.

Whatever cable vou use do NOT use PL259 connectors at
any point in the 'system. BNC's are only just good enough
at ,. 3G H z and should be confined to stages where a little
loss can be tolerated . High power amplifiers and the
masthead low noise pre-amp should have N-types. Where
small si ze is important SMA connectors are suitable.

The Converter
This explanation of the workings of the receive downconverter is intended as background information to help
you learn something of the techniques employed. You
could try to make a board from this information but you
may well be disappointed with the results for the simple
reason that " parasitic" components affect things at these
frequencies .
For example, every capacitor has inductance associated
with it by virtue of the fact that it has connecting wires;
every resistor has capacitance and inductance, too.
Ideally the designer starts with the graphs of impedance
against frequency for each component-in practice a
good deal of experimentation is required. Active components have very complicated input and output impedance
which depend on collector current as well as frequency .
This should not deter anyone from building a well tried
design using designer approved components, but it does go
some way to explaining why apparently similar home
made/designed converters and amplifiers do not behave in
the same way.
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Stripline Components
At these frequencies it is common practice to make certain components from the shape and size of the copper
pattern etched in the p.c.b. Double-sided p.c.b. is used and
the dielectric material selected depends on the losses which
can be tolerated. Paxolin is out df the running at anything
above 30MHz ; g.r.p. is satisfactory for medium performance at 1·3GHz (i.e. noise figures in the I to 2dB region
and power amplifiers less than IOW) and is even useful up
to 4GHz in non -critical circuits (i.e. after the low noise
pre-amp in receivers). For very high performance at
1·3GHz and above only ptfe is suitable.
What components can be made on the p.c.b. and how
are their shapes and sizes determined? First we will take a
transmission line, as this is the basis of all other components. The primary characteristic of a transmission line is
its impedance. I hope all readers are familiar with coaxial
cable transmission lines, which are the most common type
in everyday use.
You will probably recall that the impedance of a coaxial
cable is determined by the ratio of diameters of inner and
outer conductors and by the dielectric constant of the insulating material between them. Similarly for a stripline
transmission line on a p.c.b. the impedance depends on the
ratio of the track width to the board thickness and also the
dielectric constant of the p.c.b. material. The usual g.r.p.
material used for p.c.b.s has a dielectric constant of about
five and for a nominal board thickness of 1·6mm the track
width for 50n impedance is approximately 3mm. For 75n
impedance the track width is 1·25mm. In the case of coaxial cable the available impedances are set by the
manufacturer-on a p.c.b. the designer can use any im pedance he wishes, although high impedance results in
very narrow tracks and low impedances in unmanageably
wide ones.
The secondary characteristic of a transmission line is its
velocity factor, i.e. the ratio between the velocity of
propagation of a signal along the line compared to free
space. The main factor here is the dielectric constant
(although there is a mirror dependence on the impedance,
too-just to complicate things!). Velocity factor is important in p.c.b. design because it determines the wavelength
on the board at the frequency of interest. The transmission
line can be used to move rJ. from one part of the board to
another, but often it is used to make other components.

The structure shown in Fig. 2.1 can be used to provide
a d.c. bias to the transmission line. The r.f. ground (i.e.
decoupling capacitor) has no effect on the transmission
line. Compare this with a A/4 short circuited coaxial
stub, which is electrically the same thing.
The arrangement of Fig. 2.2 behaves just like an open
circuit coaxial stub and will have the effect of shorting out
the rJ. at the design frequency-i.e. it is a notch ftIter.
Looking now at Fig. 2.3 we have an impedance transformer which behaves in exactly the same way as a
coaxial transformer.
The structure shown in Fig. 2.4 appears as an inductance between the transmission line and ground whilst Fig.
2.5 appears to be a capacitor between the line and ground
with Fig. 2.6 functioning as a series inductance element.
At the 1·3GHz region it is possible to mix discrete components and stripline components; Fig. 2.7 shows a T
network high pass filter as used in the receive converter.
There are many other components that can be fabricated
in this way-bandpass filters, power dividers, balanced
mixers, directional couplers to name but a few.
Before going much further a few words of caution are
required: what applies at "-/4 generally applies at 3 A/4
also-care must be taken that these unwanted resonances
do not cause problems. Secondly, I have used the expression "r.f. ground" as if it were obvious what it means! By
definition the etched back of the p.c.b. is the rJ. ground
plane. You cannot assume that anything on the front of
the p.c.b. is at r.f. ground unless you've gone to some
trouble to ensure that it has a very low inductance path to
the back-the true r.f. ground. The most effective way to
do this is with plated through holes in the right places;
rivets and Harwin pins if done well are OK-thin bits of
wire, e.g. resistor lead clippings, are too inductive. Beware
of dry joints!
To illustrate this, the 1· 3GHz lines on the converter are
approximately 15mm long and 3mm wide-if they were
grounded at one end by a 1·6mm (the board thickness)
piece of 26 s.w.g. wire this would be quite different from
using a I mm diameter rivet or plated through hole. To
make matters worse the grounding point is at a current
maximum and the inductance really does matter.
I hope that this explanation of some of the techniques
has not deterred anyone from building good kits at these
frequencies. I am only trying to emphasise that if you
depart from a tried and tested design you have entered the
R & D business in an Alice in Wonderland World, where
nothing is quite what it seems at first sight! If you are an
expert rJ. designer you don't need my advice.

The Converter Design
r.f, ground

WAM@,

Stripline bandpass filter and r.f. stage components
used in the Wood and Douglas 1250 DC50 receive
converter
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The design of any piece of electronics involves setting
out what you are trying to achieve. Often the initial goals
are self contradictory and some compromise has to be
reached. Let's look at what we want from a 1·3GHz
receive converter:
I. Capable of being built by amateur constructors with
average ability and reasonable care.
2. Capable of easy testing and alignment with the
minimum of experience and test gear.
3. Performance, in respect of all reasonable conditions
to be found on the band, which can only be bettered
by laboratory test gear and/or much more expensive
components.
4. Capable of being used as a "starter" system using only
a domestic TV set and 1·3GHz antenna.
5. Reasonable Price.
The first two points involve making sure that as much
as possible is done on the p.c.b. and so is determined by
the designer and not the constructor, also ensuring that
41
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reasonable vanatlons in construction technique are
tolerable. The third point involves consideration of the
likely reception problems; it is worth looking at these in
more detail.
First there are low signal levels-we must design for a
fairly g~od system noise figure. Although the specification
sheet for the converter says better than 3dB, typical noise
figures of 1· 5 to 2dB are usually obtained.
Second, there is the presence of very high field strengths
from u.h .f. TV transmitters; this is important in two areas.
If they reach the mixer via the front-end they can appear
in the output as a result of quite complex mixer products,
involving harmonics of the local oscillator and harmonics
of the u.h .f. TV signal. If they break-in after the mixer the
unwanted TV signal can be seen directly because we are
using a u.hJ. output frequency from the converter to feed
directly into the domestic TV set.
Having now covered the background design philosophy
we are ready to look at the converter stage by stage.
3 stages of

r f. input
from
antenna

~

1·3GHz

r.f. amplification
_ _A,-_ __

tl0V

~~~~~--~--~

r.f.
input

Fig . 2.9

mixer gain. The noise match into the first stage could
really only be improved at the expense of making alignment much more difficult and necessitating laboratory
equipment. The two front-end stages use NEC transistors,
the 2SC3358 and the NE21936. This combination should
be able to achieve noise figures in the 1· 3 to I· 4dB region
with laboratory equipment~the converter with "simple
alignment" as described will achieve typically 1· 5 to 2dB.
In my opinion it is much better to have a simple to align
converter, that can be home constructed (preceding it at a
later date with a sub-ldB masthead amplifier), than be
~tuck with something needing laboratory equipment to set
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Fig. 2.8: Down-converter block schematic diagram
and layout
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The Mixer

r.f. amplifiers

i.f. amplifier

RF Amplifier
The rJ. amplifier consists of three stages each with
basically the same circuit as shown in Fig. 2.9.
Both the r.f.c. and the inductor LI are printed stripline
components. The basic tuned elements form a high-pass
circuit and there are a total of four of these in the converter. The net result is that the converter is extremely
simple to align, Fig . .2.1 O.
.
.
Provided the initial settings of the four variable
capacitors is such that the high-pass cut-off point is less
than 1·3GHz there will be enough gain to see some signals
through the converter-the capacitors are simply peaked
on a received signal, tuning being very smooth and noncritical. There is of course a price to pay for this; it is not
possible to achieve a perfect match between stages for
power transfer, or at the antenna for optimum noise figure.
The first problem is simply overc.ome by using an extra
f.f. stage u&ing an inexpensive BFR91 to add to the pre-

The mixer device selected is a Schottky diode, the
HP2835 . The conventional circuit for this stage. is as
shown in Fig. 2.11.
The capacitive feed for the d. and the inductive feed for
the 1.0. provide isolation between the oscillator and .the r.Famplifier. Isolation from . th~ outp~t. of th~ ml~er IS
achieved by the output cIrcuIt selectivIty. ThIs deSIgn is
only possible because of the large frequency differences:
e.g. 1300M H z-800MHz= 500MHz
or
1300MHz-500MHz= 800MHz
There is a range of output frequencies where this cannot
be achieved:
e.g. 1300MHz-645MHz= 655MHz
or
1300MHz-655MHz= 645MHz
The result is that local oscillator frequencies in the mid
600MHz region cannot be used. The practical con se-

~~~~~~~~~

Lt. output

\·3GHz
input
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quence is that the output u.h.f. i.f. cannot be in the region
of the mid 40's in u.hJ. channel numbers. This is however
a small compromise to make in order to achieve the design
objectives.

Local Oscillator
This is fairly straightforward and a suitable circuit is
shown in Fig. 2.12. We are fortunate that for TV purposes
we can use a free running oscillator, without any further
means of stabilisation. TV is a broadband mode, a drift of
I MHz in the local oscillator is not serious in the TV context, where bandwidths of 15 MHz are typical. Satisfactory
stability and reproducible performance are ensured by
using a strip line for the frequency determining collector
inductor.
WAMo54J
-+IOV

voltage is stabilised at 7· 6V also. The d.c. supply to the
transistor is via resistor R2 from a stabilised + JOV supply.
Resistor R2 therefore determines the sum of collector and
base currents. The base current can effectively be ignored
in relation to the much larger collector current so we have:
_JOV-7·6V
I cR2
- 2400 mA (if R2 is in ohms)
R2
Stabilising the collector current in this way removes a
potentially "tweak able" item and contributes to making
the circuit more reproducible, without laboratory test gear.
Capacitor Cl and resistor RI provide the r.f. decoupling
at the base.

Power Supply
Lastly, there is the + JOV stabilised supply. This is very
straightforward and generally works well down to about
11·5V input. The whole unit is protected by a series
"idiot" diode to prevent damage if the supply is reversed.

Results
Local
oscillator
output
Fig. 2.12

The oscillator can be required to run in one of two
ranges approx 500 to 600MHz (giving i.f.s in the 700 to
800MHz region) or 700 to 800MHz (giving iJ.s of approximately 500 to 600MHz). The reason for this is to
give the user the chance to avoid strong local u.hJ. TV
signals in the i.f. range. This choice of two oscillator
ranges means that the value of C 1 must be selected as appropriate for the range being used, in order to ensure adequate tuning range and 1.0. output power.

UHF Amplifier
The output from the mixer is amplified by a BFR91
transistor in order to give some added protection against
direct u.h.f. breakthrough, Fig. 2.13.
The bias network is probably worth a few words; it is
also used on the rJ. amplifier transistor. The transistor
must be operated with the emitter very firmly grounded to
r.f. and the only way to do this properly is to d.c. ground it
as well. Collector current is therefore controlled by using
the transistor as a d.c. amplifier. The base current passes
through the Zener diode D I, resistor RI and the base
emitter junction of the transistor. The base voltage will be
at about O· 7V; voltage drop across R I is very small,
typically O·IV, and the Zener will have 6·8V across it in
our case. This makes a total voltage drop across this
network of 7 ·6V. Because there is a d.c. short through the
collector load inductance (actually a stripline) the collector
WAM (iS3

Cl
I.f. input

You will now have a simple antenna and an easily constructed high performance converter. How do you use it
and what results can you expect? You will be feeding the
output of the converter directly into the antenna socket of
your domestic TV set and using "slope detection" for f.m.
Domestic TV sets have a shaped i.f. response, Fig. 2.14.
If an fm. signal is being received instead of the usual
a.m. one a picture can still be obtained by off-tuning
slightly either to x or y. The slope of the i.f. response converts the f.m. into a.m. which is detected by the a.m. detector of the TV set. Exactly how good this will be depends
on the shape of your particular TV receiver's Lf. response
curve. Note also that the slope is opposite at x and y and
therefore a negative picture will be seen at one point and a
positive one at the other.
This arrangement will certainly let you see the locals on
1·30Hz. Call in on 144· 750MHz and ask the transmitting
station to align his beam on you. Picture reports from
receive only stations are very welcome.
y
I

I

Gain

WAMOS7J

Fig. 2.14

There is of course room for a lot of improvement in
your receive set up. By using a good f.m. receiver instead
of slope detecting you can expect two picture grades improvement (up to the P5 maximum of course). By using a
really good masthead pre ·amplifier a further picture grade
improvement can be expected (or more, depending on how
long your cable run is). Changing to a high gain antenna
should bring another picture grade improvement.
Cumulatively it means that pictures that are just detectable on your simple set up can be received completely
noise free by implementing all the improvements.
Next month picture grades, f.m. theory and signal
processing.
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Which Dry Battery?
Almost 500 million dry batteries, worth
over £150 million, are sold in Great
Britain every year, yet many people will
probably admit that choosing a dry battery for a particular job is not as
straight forward as it may seem. Extensive market research has confirmed
that the British public is becoming
more and more confused with the
complexity of battery types currently
on sale.
Exide, a subsidiary of the Chloride
Group, has launched a new, simplified
range of three types or grades,
specifically to reduce the mounting
confusion.
Their new approach to battery buying is called the "Good-Better-Best"
policy and explains the merits (and
demerits) of the different kinds of
batteries available.
First, the "Good" is Exide's Power
range, a low-priced, zinc-carbon,
standard-power type, specifically for
light current applications where use is
intermittent, and can be easily
recognised by its SP or pp type numbers and blue colour-code.
Second, the "Better, the High
Power Plus range is a high-powered,
zinc-carbon type for equipment that
consumes comparatively heavy current
for short periods, and is identified by its
red colour-code and HP type markings.
Finally, the "Best", the Gold range is
a heavy-duty, long-life, alkaliDe

Battery
Name
Exide
Power

Exide
'Code'
"Good"

Exide
High
Power
Plus

"Better

Exide
Gold

"Best"

,.

Type
No.
SP
or
PP

Colour
Blue

HP

Red

MN

Gold
&
Black

Description Suitable Applications
ZincIntermittent or light
current applications
carbon
such as torches,
bicycle lamps, bells,
electric fences,
warning signals, etc.
ZincEquipment taking
carbon
comparatively heavy
current for short
periods such as
shavers, cassette
recorders, toys and
radios
Alkaline
Top performance and
Manganese life characteristics.
Suitable for heavy
and continuous use
of electrical
equipment.

manganese type, that is higher priced,
but has a life of up to five times that of
traditional zinc-carbon types. It is particularly suited to equipment that requires either heavy and continuous
use. Additionally, it is recommended
for expensive equipment. like cameras,
where its leak-resistant qualities are
vital.
Exide point out that those people
who buy heavy-duty types for light application, are often wasting their
money. In intermittent use, they say,
these batteries will often give only a
little more life than a cheaper conventional type.

The chart indicates suitable applications for all three types in Exide's
"Good-Better-Best" policy.
Chloride Group PLC, Chequers Lane,
Dagenham, Essex RM9 6PX. Tel: 015924560.

front-end (incorporating separate
Schottky receive mixer and Gunn local
oscillator diodes), horn or parabolic
dish antenna, power source of 12V
d.c., microphone/speaker, diecast case
and a few low-cost potentiometers.
The printed circuit board contains all
the essential processing elements from
signal frequency to audio and back.
Outputs are available to drive both
signal strength and centre zero in-

dicators, together with a.f.c. applied to
the Gunn diode supply, resulting in
very stable "locked" QSOs. A limited
Gunn voltge shift facility is available for
fine frequency variation, and with the
recently adopted 10·37 to 1O·40GHz
w.b.f.m . portion of the band, this
should negate the need for a means of
continuously mechanically tuning the
local oscillator.
Priced at £49,65 including VAT, plus
£1.50 p&p, the GOlF 107ub is supplied complete as a ready-assembled,
aligned and tested printed circuit
board, backed-up with very full instructions and helpful hints on how to get
the whole system together. Available
from muTek agents and national distributors, or direct from the manufacturers: muTek Ltd., Bradworthy,
Holsworthy, Devon EX22 7 TU. Tel:
(040924) 543.

~...

~' . '
I

I

<

10GHz Transceiver
Module
Interest in the 10GHz band has been
fairly consistent over recent years with
the bulk of activity being wide-band
f.m .
Several home construction designs
have been published, including the
Practical Wireless "Exe" microwave
transceiver (June 1981), which
provided complete receive/transmit
functions within a single enclosure.
Traditionally, 30 and 1OOM Hz i.f s
have been used, but with the ready
availability of ceramic filtering/signal
processing at 10·7MHz together with
reduced sideband noise performance
from Gunn diodes, this latter choice of
i.f. is gaining popularity.
Now with muTek's introduction of
the GOI F 107ub back-end processing
system, a comprehensive w.b.f.m.
transceiver can be easily realised, con'sisting of a .commercial burglar alarm
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FOR RELIABLE
AFTER SALES SERVICE
WA12tIBA.

~~~Prodllcts~~~
Zinc Coating Process
Beats r. f.i.

applies-r.f.i. radiating from equipment
thus treated shoulC\ be exceptionally
low. Additional advantages include
permanent attachment of the screen
coating without deforming. discolouring, or weakening of the base material.
The photograph shows a typical
selection of enclosures suitable for
processing. We understand the company will process individual items,
home computer cases being an obvious example, provided all the electronics and hardware are removed and
only the plastics case is sent.
For further information, contact:
Deccospray Ltd., Eastmore Street,
Woolwich Road, Charlton, London SE7
8NA. Tel:01-8585128.

A new zinc coating process which
eliminates radio frequency interference
(r.f.i.) has been developed by Deccospray Ltd., a part of the Eltron group
of companies.
The patented process involves the
spraying of a molten pure zinc coating
onto almost any type of plastics housing, effecting a complete screen to
electromagnetic radiation.
Sensitive electronic circuits housed
in enclosures treated by the process
should, therefore, be unaffected by
such things as: vehicle ignition, fluorescent lights, radio transmitters or welding equipment. Also, the converse

If you please

Crystals Galore

Please mention this column when
applying to manufacturers or suppliers
featured on this page.

Readers will be interested to know
that, de&pite the vagaries of the pound
sterling on the foreign exchange

Low-Cost Multimeter
TMK Test Instruments announce the
availability of a new, low-cost, pocketsize analogue multimeter called the NK
VF-3.
The instrument includes in its range
of functions d.c. and a.c. volts, d.c.
current, ohms and decibels. Sensitivity
is 2000 ohms/volt on d.c. and a.c.
ranges.
Housed in a modern high-impact
resistant case, measuring 90 x 60 x
29mm and weighing in total 90g, the
measurement ranges are selected via a
single rotary switch and displayed on a
mirror arc scale to reduce parallax
error, and the meter movement is
protected against accIdental overload.
Supplied through electrical/electronic dealers, shops or departments,
the NK VF-3 comes complete with test
leads and battery, and costs less than
£8.00.
For details of suppliers in any area,
contact: TMK Test Instruments, 138
Gray's Inn Road, London WC1 X 8AX.
Tel: 01-8377937.

markets, IQD Ltd. are able to offer a
wide range of standard crystal
products at greatly reduced prices.
Utilising their expert knowledge of
market requirements and sources has
enabled them to anticipate trends in
usage, and purchase in very large
quantities to effect economies of cost.
Whilst keeping in touch with the
rapid changes in technology, it is the
company's policy to offer new types of
crystal products as soon as they are
available. They believe that they can
offer not only the largest stocks of
standard items, but also the widest
range of modern crystals, oscillators
and filters.
For a copy of the new price list and
further details, contact: IQD Ltd., North
Street, Crewkerne, Somerset TA 18
7AR. Tel: (0460) 74433.

Please Note!
A number of our advertisers have
asked us to advise readers that the
prices of imported products are likely
to change from month to month.
The reason behind these changes is
fluctuating international exchange
rates. So, readers are therefore advised
that they would do well to check prices
with suppliers· prior to sending off
orders.
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Let us add our congratulations to those
already showered upon Frances W oolley
G3LWY for the honour bestowed on her in
the New Year's Honours List. namely the
British Empire Medal, for herputstanding services as secretary of the RAISC (R<tdio
Amateur Invalid and Blind Club) with which
she has been associated for ',Try Illany years,
Once agllin may I ask club committees to
avoid giving'll!ee~ing times as "every other
Wednesday" pr" Alternate Thqrsdays" which
are meaningless on' their own unless some
reference date is given.
308 ARC Dave Davis G6YQD, 13 Maple
Road, Surbiton, Surrey, for the time being
until a sec is appointed , The club meets every
Tuesday at 8pm, the Coach House, St Marks
Church, Surbitan, On March 26 a surplus
equipment sale is to b(l;.held,so now's the time
to,ciear out the shack,
Acton, Brentford & Chiswiek ARC G3I1U
W. G. Dyer G3GEH, 188 Gunnersbury
AveIlUl>\Lom!on W3. The Chiswick Town
Hall, High Road •. Chiswick, London W4, will
be the venue, as usual, for a talk on v,m.o.s,
Nwer m.o.s.f:e.(.s by G4GRM on Tuesday
March 19. New members and visitors most
welcome.
Antrim & District RC GI4SIW David
Hutcbinson GI4FU!'dGn (08494) 64672.
Afraid J have no information on where the
cl,ub meets so you will have to contact Dave
on this but the AGM will be held on Monday
March 11.
Axe Vale ARC G8CA Bob Newland
G3VW, on Lyme Regis 5282, acting as PRO
for the I'lloment. First Friday of the month at
the k@valier Inn, W~st Street, Axminster, with
a talk ,by G4CFY of Spectrum Communications on March I.
Aycliffe &, SllU40n ARC E, W. Bate on
(03'88) 174466 Gf (0325) 314638. Meets Tuc"
days at 8pm at the Sunnydale Leisure Centre,
Middridge Lane, ShildQn, Co. Durham, with
activities that include RAE and code classesBII?8or & District ARS Stewart Ma~kay
GI40CK on l1angpr 454049. First Friday of
the month at the Sands Hotel, Ban[!or. at 8pm,
Biggin lfil.1 ARC G4RQT G6TilH Ian
Mitehe!1 G4NSD avaUablr on (09598~ 376.
On March 19 a talk on the RAYNET set-up
will be given by G4TAW. Normally m~etson
third Tuesday at the St Marks Church Hall,
corner of Church Road and .Main Road,
jliggin HUl, Kent, at 8.30,
.
HllIc~nlOre Vale ARS Bill. BaUey GIGRG
on (
) 70969. Second Tuesdays for main
:meetiugswith talk,s, lectures. demos etc. with
fourth TUesdays for general chl'l.t and constructional projects evening. AU at the BeU&
Crown at Zeals, Somerset. An RAE course is
going on at the moment.
Bra1ntree & District ARS G4JXC G6BRH
.J ell'ltobertsG60JX on (0376) 47525
daytime. 44857, evelli"gs. A talk -in is available
for the meetings on first and third Wednesdays at St Peter~ Church Hall, St Peters
Close, Brlj.intree. Essex, at 8pm, with
programlJles to suiteverYQuj::.
Bri~hlon & District. ARS Peter Turner
G411L on Brighton 607737 evenings. Meets at
the Seven Furlong Bar, Brighton Race Course
"eve?y other Wednesday" at 8pm so contact
Pettr for precise dates,
Bristol ARC G3TAD D. Gully G4YOC on
Bitton 4116. Every Tuesday at the YMCA. 6
Park Road, Kingswood, Bristol, wiUI RAE

'CLUB

NEWS]
Compiled' by Eric Dowdeswell G4AR
Reports to: Eric Dowdeswell.
57 The Kingsway. Ewell Village.
Epsom. Surrey KT17 1NA
PLEASE MARK "CLUB NEWS"

and Morse code tuition in addition to usual ac"
tivities. 0t1'" March 5 G8GFZ will deal with
p.I.I.5 and on the 12th G4TRN talks on a CBta-I Om rm. conversion project, while the 19th
, is devoted to constructional work. A computer
ilIght is tp be held on the 26th.
North Bristol ARC G4GCT Ted Bidmead
G4EUV, 4 Pine Grove, Northville, Bristol. A
competition 0n homeb"ew equipment is ,~ lat".d
for March 29. The club meets at the SHE,
7 Braemar Crescent, N orthville, Bristol, on
Fridays.
South Bristol ARC G4W A W Len Baker
G4RZY on (0272) 834282. At nOpm every
Wednesday at the Whitchurch Folk House,
East Dundry Road, Wbitchurch, Bristol. An
h.r. activity night is down for March 13 with
the accent on RTTY on the 27th. I forgot
March 6 which has a lecture on air traffic con
trol by G3HKA. Make a note of April 3 when
G8MWR will lecture on IOGHz equipment
Bromsgrove ARS G4TUI John Rowlands
G40JS on 021-445 3207. It's the second and
fourth Tuesdays at 8pm. the British Legion
Club, Birmingham Road. Bromsgrove, Worcs.
The club has a wide range of AR interests
with new members and visitors welcomed.
Bury RS GJBRS Brian Tyldsley G4TBT
Gn ilurnley 24254. Tuesday evenings at 8, the
Mosses Centre, Cecil Street. ilury, Lanes,
with the principal gathering on the second
Tllesday. An interesting article by G4JAG in
the latest issue of the club mag Feedback
shows how the conventional 3·5MHz band
trapped multi band dipole can be easily ej{tended for use on Top Band.
Carmarthen ARS Milly Meredith, 50
Caecoed, Llandybie, Ammanford, Dyfed. Still
meets at the Hospital Club, The Quay,Car-

I
I

marthen, second and fourth Fridays,
Hopefully, MiUy should be a newly-fledged
GWI by now.
South Cheshire ARS G6TW G6TWB Nick
Gutten G61GW on Crewe 60062. Second and
fourth Mondays of the month in the Victoria
Club, Gatefield Street, Crewe, at 8pm. All
amateur radio interests are covered lncl uding
RTTY and ATV , Club net Sunday at 8pm on
SI4 (145·350MHz).
Cheshunt & District ARC G4ECT
G6CRC Roger Frisby. G40AA on Hoddesdon 464795. On March 6 G4IJE will
deliver a talk on meteor .scatter operation, with
a junk sale on the 20th, otherwise it's natter
nights. Every Wednesday at 8pm, Church
Room, Church Lane, Wormley, near
Cheshunt. Herts, Diary note. in large letters,
Jim Bacon G3YLA of the BBC's met team, on
"A bit of a lift on", on April 3.
Chichester &. District ARC C. Bryan
G4EHG on Chichester 789587. It's the Fernleigh Centre, 40 North Street, C'chester, on
first Tuesday' and thitd Thursdays at 7.30pm.
Club net is on SII (I45·275MHz) Wednesdays at 7pm. March 21 sees AGM plus the
conlest for homebrew equipment. April 2 note,
G4BUE of the QRP Club will be holding forth
on his favourite subject. A club dinner is being
mooted for March, details from G4EHG,
Colchester Radio Amateurs F. R. Howe
G3FIJ on (0206) 851189. The Colchester In
stitute, Sheepen Road, Colchester,Essex, at
7.30. On March 7 G3DPW deals with QRM
matters and an Qfficial of the RNLI gives a
talk on the 21 st.
Cornish Radio AC N. Pascoe G4USB on
FalmGuth 40367. Meeting spot IS the Church
Hall, Treleigh, on the old Redruth bypass, at
7.30. On March 7 G48TB will deal with absorption wavemelers. rhe Computer Section
has G30CB speaking on graphics on the
1I th. The main club meets for its AGM on
April 4.
North Cornwall RC JGhn West G61CW on
Bude 4976. It's the first W.ednesday of the
month at the RAOB Club, Camelford, at
7.30pm.
CoulsdGn ATS G4FUR Alan ilartle G6HC
on 01-684 0610. Second Monday and last
Thursday of the month at St Swlthins Church
Hall, Grovelands Road. Purtey, Surrey, at
8pm. A surplus equipment sale is scheduled
for Much 11 and on the 28th it's Morse code
tuition time, Interesting club mag CA TS
Whispers shows how the Romans managed to
multiply XLIV by CLXXVII, as if binary,
duodecimal and hexadecimal were not
enough!
Co~entry AR8 Robin Tew G4JDO on
Coventry' 73999. Fridays at 8, Badeh rowel!
House, 121 St. Nicholas Street, Radford,
Coventry, with visitprs always welcome.
March 15 sees a ialk on 28MHz f.m. activity
and there is a jUnk sale on March 29.
Otherwise itls nights on the air from the club
station. Note that there is no meeting on April
5. Morse code tuition and practice facilities
afe available.
Derwentside ARC (Consett) June Wallis
GIAAJ, 10 Middlewood Road, Lanchester,
Durham. Every MOndllY at 7pm. the Consett
AFC, Belle Vue Park, C(lnsett.
North Devon RC George Hughes G4CG,
"Crinnis", Highwall, Barnstaple, Devon. The
Micro Chips, Castle Street, Ba~nstaple, first
Wednesday of the month at 7,30pm.
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Droitwiclt ARC Gordon Taylor G4HFP
on Stourport-on-Sevem 3818. Second and
fourth Mondays at 8pm, the Scout HQ, Union
Lane. Droitwich. G3HDQ will talk on
weather forecasting using a computer, on
March 11, while on the 25th the club will be
hosting a Microwave Society open evening.
Those attending are asked to notify G4HFP.
A talk in on S22 will be operational.
Dudley ARC G4DAR John Tisdale
G4NRA on Kingswinford 2783(10. Mondays
at 7.45pm. the Allied Centre, Greenman
Alley, off Tower Street, Dudley.

Glossop & District AR Group Geoff Sims
G4GNQ, 85 Surrey Street, Glossop. On
March 28 there will be a lecture on fibre optics
for transmission purpose5, at 8pm . Normally
meetings on last Thursday of the month at the
Nags Head, Charlestown Road, Glossop.
Grimsby ARS G3CNX George Smith
G4EBK on Grimsbv 887720. Members will
be bringing along their slides for a show on
March 7 and there will be a video show.
Packet radio should attract attention on the
21st. First and third Thursdays of the month
at the Cromwell Social Club, Grimsby.
starting at 8pm. For the computer fans there is
a meeting on the first Monday of the month.

Dunfermline RS GM3IDS Ray Mackie on
D'fermline 73640 l. Thursday evenings at
RS of Harrow G3EFX Dave Atkins
7.30pm at Outh Wireless Station, Knockhill,
G8XBZ on Rickmansworth 779942. On
by Dunfermline. with possibility of transport
March 1 it's multi-channel networks described
from the town centre. but the last Thursday of
by G3YXZ, with John Nelson of the RSGB
the month is at Abott House, Maygate,
attending on the 15th. Every Friday at
Dunfermline. Club net S21 at 9pm Mondays.
8.15pm, Harrow Arts Centre, High Road.
Dunstable Downs RC G4DDC G8DDC
Harrow Weald, Middx. which is opposite the
Phi! Morris G6EES on Dunstable 607623.
Alma pub if that is more informative. Other
Highlight for March is the talk by BBC
nights are usually devoted to operation on the
weatherman Jim Bacon G3YLA on the 15th.
h.f. bands.
and computer networks is the subject by
Hilderstone RS Ken Smith G3JIX, Staple
G8AHS on the 29th. All at Chews House,
Farmhouse, Staple, Canterbury, Kent.
High Street South. Dunstable. with gatherings
Gatherings Fridays at 7.30pm, H'stone Adult
every Friday.
Education Centre. St Peters. Broadstairs.
Echelford ARS Bob Crane G4PHS on 01Kent, with all the usual activities.
977 4157. Nice to hear from this club again.
Ipswich RC G4IRC Jack Tootm G41FF on
Second Mondays and last Thursdays at
7.30pm, The Hall, St Martin's Court,
(0473) 44047. The club is issuing a special
Kingston Crescent, AShford, Middx . Club
award certificate for contacts with its memnets are on 1920kHz Sundays at lOam and
bers during 1985 to celebrate the club's
Golden Jubilee. The award will also be
Wednesdays at 8pm on 144·575MHz f.m.
with non-members welcome to join in. For I available to s.w.l.s. Meetings second and last
Wednesdays at 8pm. the Rose & Crown, 77
March there is a talk on synthesisers by
Norwich Road, Ipswich. On March 13 a conG4A WZ. on the 11 th .and a talk and demo on
radio control on the 28th.
structional contest wiII be judged and on the
27th J. Stanley- Wood of the Marconi corn
Edgware & District RS G3ASR John
pany will talk on the history of Marconi him
Cobley G4RMD on Hatfield 64342. Counter
self. Early warning now of the AGM on April
poise systems form the subject for G4UaB on
24.
March 14 with transceivers the provisional
West Kent ARS Brian Guinnesy G4MXL
subject for the 28th. Second and fourth Thurson (0892) 32877. Club meetings every Friday
days at 8pm, 145 Orange Hill Road, Burnt
Oak, Edgware. Middx. Slow Morse on the air
at 8pm. the Adult Centre Annex, Quarry
is transmitted by G3ASR with code practice
Road, Tunbridge Wells.
at the club meetings.
East Lancashire ARC G3NTJ GIELC
Exeter ARS Roger Tipper G4KXR on
Stuart Westall G6LXU on Great Harwood
(0392) 68065. At the Community Centre, St
887385. The Conservative Club, Cliffe Street,
Davids Hill, Exeter. the talk on March 11 will
Rishton, on the first Tuesday of the month,
be by G4BZE on the subject of weather
which is a formal occasion, and the last Tues~atellites dealing with the equipment needed to
day considered informal, both at 7.30pm. On
receive and print weather maps.
other Tuesdays there is a club net on
145·4MHz at the same time. Feature for
Fareham & District ARC Brian Davey
March is a junk sale on the 5th while on
G4ITG on Fareham 234904. March 6/20 are
April 2 there will be talk on crime prevention
on the -air and natter nights with a talk by
by the local police.
G3GVM on TVI and rJ.i. on the 13th. Ajunk
sale takes place on the 27th. So it's each WedLeighton Linslade RC G4LLR G6LRC (an
nesday at the Portchester Community Centre
Jardine GIACQ on (0525) 376741. First and
at 7 for Morse code classes with main meeting
third Mondays from 7.30pm in Room A64,
starting at 7.30pm.
Vandyke Community College, Vandyke
Road, Leighton Buzzard, Beds. Monday
Farnborough & District RS Peter Taylor
March 18 is Community College week with
G4MBZ on Farnborough 837581. The subthe probability of a special event station
ject is QRP operating for G4BUE on Wednes
operating to demonstrate AR to the public.
day March 13 followed by meteor scatter
operation by G8VR on the 27th. All this at the
Loughborough ARC G3RAL Jim Smith
Railway Enthusiasts Club, Access Road, off
G4DZL at the club. Located on the top /loor
Hawley Lane, F'boro, Hants, starting at 7.30,
of the Brush Sports & Social Club, 18 Fennel
with talk-in oh 144· 775 f.m.
Street, L'boro, Leics. The constructor's group
Fylde ARS H, Fenton G8GG on Lytham
meets at 7pm on Tuesdays and the main
meeting IS on Fridays at 8pm with talks, visits
St Annes 725717. Homebrew transceivers will
be dealt with by G3KEN on March 5 while
and demonstrations. On March 8 the conthe 19th is more informal' with Morse code
structor's group will be modifying old m.w.
practice classes. The HQ is the Kite Club, , portables for Top Band d.f. use. The club will
Blackpool Airport, meeting on the first and
be visiting Leicester for a lecture on March 15.
third Tuesdays at 7.45pm.
with the 22nd being a v.h.f. night-on-the-air.
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Lough Erne ARC Cliff Corderoy
GI4CZW; 9 Tarmon Brae, Enniskillen,
Northern Ireland. A mobile rally will be held
at Killyhevlin Hotel, near Enniskillen, on April
21 with full hote.l facilities, scenic trips plus
talk-in on 144 and 430MHz. Cliff can be
reached on (0365) 24500.~
Loughton & District ARS G4NOP Clive
Knowles G6FWT on 01-508 7190. Meets in
Loughton Hall. Rectory Lane, Lougbton,
Essex "every other Friday" so contact Clive
for precise details.
Mansfield ARS Keith Lawson G4AAH.
233 Southwell Road West, Mansfield, Notts.
Meeting spot is the Victoria Social Club,
Princess Street. M'field, first Friday and third
Tuesday. Radio data transmissiop; theory by
G4LQP is on March 19. Note in the diary that
Jack Hum G5UM will be a guest at the club
on April 5 and he will judge the construction
competition.
Maxwelltown ARC GMOAEE Trig
Rodgers GM4NNC, 5 Elder Avenue, Lin~
eluden, Dumfries. Twice a month, usually on a
Wednesday is all I can tell you of the ineetiQg
times. held at the Tarn O'Shanter [nn, Dum~
fries, at 8pm. A permanent site could be in use
by now, so contact Trig for latest info.
Midland RS Norman Gutteridge G8B.HE
on 021-422 9787. Owing to iJI·health "post
boy" Tom G8GAZ has had to stand down.
Thanks Tom for your excellent cooperation in
the past years and get well soon. The club at
294a Broad Street, Birmingham, meets on
every night of the week with contest operation
over weekends so there are construction
nights, RA E classes, Morse and natter evenings and nights on the air. RA YNET activity
is also at a high level in the club.
ARC of Nottingham G3EKW G6CW
G8IUT Jim Towle G4PJZ on N'ham 624764.
On March 7 there will be a Forum evening,
with G4SG U dealing with computers on, the
14th. It's Constructor's Cup time on the 21st
ending the month with a visit by a Lowe Electronics rep on the 28th. So, every Thursday at
7.30. the Sherwood Community Centre,
Mansfield Road. N'ham. A timely warning of
the AGM on April 4.
OIdham ARC Fiona B.utterworth G4SPX
on 061-6528862. Foregathers on Mondays at
830 in the Wheatsheaf, Derker Street,
Oldham.
Oswestry & District ARC Brian Goldsmith
GW6YIY on (0691) 831023. The Bell Hotetis
opposite the Parish Church, Oswestry, where
the lads and lassies gather on the first Tuesday
of the month, at 8pm.
Reading & District ARC Cltris Young
G4CCC, 18 Wincroft Road, Caversham,
Reading, Berks. "Alternate Tuesdays" seems
to be the 5th and 19th of March, in ~ (he
clubroom of the White Horse, peppard Road,
Emmer Green, Reading, starting around 8pm.
Rhyl & District A.RCGW4ARC
GWIARC Melfyn AllingtoD GW1AKT on
Nantglyn 469. Venue is opposite the Town
Hall in the Mona Hotel, Market Street, Rhyl,
first and third Mondays and on March-4
G3LEQ wiII deliver Part 3 of his \fl.lk on an tennas and propagation. He will also he
demonstrating equipment on April I. March
18 will be an activity night with the club's rig§.
St Helens & District ARC Alan Riley
G6MXT on 051-430 9227. A junk sale will
enliven the evening of March 14. with a nighton-the"air on the 21 sI. Eve,y Thursday evening at the Conservative Rooms. Boundary
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Road, St Helens, a~ 7.30 with morse code
class before the main fe.a ture at 8pm.
Salop ARS G3SRT John Orrens G6DQY,
Perry Willows, Yeaton, Baschureh,
Shrewsbury. Meetings every Thursday at
8pm .. the Olde Bucks Head, Frankwell,
Shrewsbury . G3IMP wil! be demonstrating
Yaesu equipment on March 14 and the first
dJ. fox-hunt of the year takes place on the
28th.
Sefton ARC G4RAQ Jlm Hanratty
G6PVQ on 051-523 3971.1n March it will be
the 6th ~nd 20th of the month, at the Liver·
pool Prison Officers Club, Hornby Place.
Walton, L'pool. with the Rice Lane railway
station a cOL!ple of minutes away. Coming up
are computer and R TTY demos plus con structional projects . and quiz games.
Sk~lmersdale Radio, Electronics and Computer Club Joo Singleton G4WJR, 3 Willow
Drive, Skelmersdale, Lancs. Still very wet
behind the ears the club meets every Wednesday at 8pm, the Royal British Legion, Liverpool ROad, S'dlile. Visiting lecturers are very
welcome.
Southdown ARS GIKAR G3WQK Pet':r
Henley G8IQQ on Eastbourne 763173. Considered to be one of the best nights of the year.
a junk sale wiII be held on Monday March 4 at
the Chaseley Home, South Cliff. Eastbourne,
at 8pm. New club rooms of the society will be
in the Wealden District Council Offices,
Vicarage Field, Hailsham. opened by the
RSGB's President Mrs 10al1 Heathershaw
G4CHH in February.
Soutbend & District RS The club will be
organising a. mobile rally on Sunday April 28,
at tbe Rocheway Centre, Essex, with talkin
on S22 f.m. (145·550MHz). Disabled visitors
will he specially catered for inCluding parking
facilities on site. Bring-and-buY sale, refresh·
ments and bar. More from Brian Wood
G4RDS on (03745) 50494.
South Tyneside ARS Tony Adamson on
(0632) 567305. Formed last S~ptember the
society is looking for new members. It meets
. every Monday evening at the Martec Club in
the grounds of the S. Tyneside CoUege with
Bece·ss by the Grosvenor Road entrance.
Spen Valley ARS G3SVC; Tim Clough
G4PHR on Mirfield 499397. HQ is at the Old
Bank WMC. Mirfield, with gatherings every
Thl,lrsday at Spm. Maths and the amateur is
the subject of talk by G4MLW and G4KGS
on March 7 with the "preliminary AGM" on
the 21st. The AGM proper is on April 11.
SbttTord & District ARS Tony Bairstow
G4RSW on Stafford 4.6 306. Every Tuesday
night with ~ talk or demo most weeks. at the
Coach & Horses Motel, Weston on the A51.
at 8pm.
Stantey ARC Ran Piper G6XCO on
(0207) 235930. This is. a new club so obviously new members will be very welcome as
will be visitors. They meet every Tuesday at
7prn at the Kings Head Hotel, Stanley, Co
DUrham. with constructional projects and
RAE tuition classes on the agenda.
Stowmarket & District ARS M. Goodrum
G~ZQU on Stowmarket 676288. Don't forget
the AGM on Monday March 4. All meetmgs
now at the Maltings Entertainment Complex,
opposi~e the railway station, first M onday of
the month.
Stratford-upon-Avon & District ARC
Da.vid Ooocock G8QVC on S-upon -A
750584. The venue is tbeControl Tower,

a

Bearley Radio Station, Bearley. near Stratford, second and fourth Mondays at 7.3Opm.
Things like s.w.r., a.l.u.s allt,! matching form
the subject for G3PGQ on March 11. The
AGM on the 25th will be followed by an
RSGB film. Highlight in April will be a visit to
the Rugby Radio Station.
Sutton & Cbeam RS Alan Keech G4BOX,
26 St Albans Road, Cheam, Surrey. The
club's 36th annual dinner takes place at the
Woodstock, Stonecot Hill. Morden, on Saturday March 30. The popular constructional
contest judging is on March 15. Meetings
third Friday of the month at the Downs
Tennis Club. Holland Avenue, Cheam.
Swindon & District ARC Dave Ineson
G4ZAZ on (0793) 37489. It's 7.30pm every
Thursday at Oak field School. Marlowe
Avenue, Swindon. March 21 has a lecture by
G3RZP on a.1.u.5 and the 14/28th are natter
and RAE course nights.
Taunton & District ARC G3XZW L. S. J.
ford G4ZLf, 23 Laburnum Road,
Wellington, Somerset. Each Friday at 7.30, in
the basement of the County Hall. The Cres·
cent, Taunton, with new members and visitors
most welcome.
Thornton Cleveleys ARS Jack Duddington
G4BfH on (0253) 853554. RSGB Region 1
rep G3XSN visits the club on March 4. An
advanced Morse class and activity evening is
scheduled for the I Ith and on the 18th
G3AOW has further thoughts on antennas
and a.t.u.s. The 25th is informal. So, Mondays
at 7.45, at the 1st Norbreck Scout HQ, Carr
Road, Bispham, Blackpool.
Tiverton (SW) RC G4TSW G. W. Draper
G4ZNV on (03634) 235. Don't forget the new
venue is the Half Moon Inn, Fore Street,
Tiverto~, Devon, at 7.30 every Tuesday.
Todmorden & District RS E. Tipping, 3
Cliffe Villas, Longfield Road, Todmorden,
Lancs. Regular meetings first Monday of the
month lit the Queens Hotel, Todmorden, at
Spm with new members being sought.
Trowhridge & District ARC Gerry
Callaghan G4SPE on (0373) 823584. The
spot is' Southwick Village Hall near Trowbridge, Wilts, on the tllird Thursday of the
month. starting at 8pm.
Vale of Wbite Horse ARS lan White
G3SEKon Abingdon 31559. New meeting
spot is the upstairs meeting room of the
Waterwitch, Cockroft Road, Didcot. Oxon, at
7.30pm . first and third Tuesdays of the month.
Verulam ARC orian Pickford G4DUS on
(0923) 720616. In memory of the club's late
founder the G3PAO memorial lecture on
March 26 will this year be given by lim Bacon
G3YLA of the London Weather Centre, entitled "There's a bit of a lift on". All visitors
most welcome at 7.30 for an 8pm start. There
will Qe a talk-in on S 14 from 7pm.
Wakefield & District RS G3WRS W.
Parkin G8PBE on W'tield 378727. Gathers at
the Community Centre, Prospect Road, Ossett, near Wakefield, on "alternate Tuesdays".
There is a members' own project night on
March 5 and a discussion of future club projects. The 19th is a natter occasion and on ·
the-air activity. Book Tuesday April 2 for the
AGM.
Nortb Wakelield RC G4NOK G6WRS
Steve Tbompson G4RCH on (0532) 536633.
It's on-the-air time on March 7 with a question
and answer session on the 14th with John
Nelson of the RSG B in attendance. Quiz time

on the 21st is a return match with the White
Rose RC . Meetings every Thursday at 8pm,
the Carr Gate WM C.
Mid-Warwickshire ARS Carol Finnis
G4TIL on South am 4765. Second and fourth
Tuesdavs at Spm, 61 Emscote Road,
W,uwick . On March 12 it's junk sale time
again and on the 26th members will be
demo,Jlstrating their own computers.
West Bromwich Central RC John Bates
G6ZLW on 021-5530531. Don't forget the·
cluh has moved to the Hop & Barleycorn,
Dartmouth Street, W. Bromwich, meeting
every Sunday evening at 8pm with usual
features plus RAE and Morse code tuition.
Wigtownshire ARC GM4RJV Gerry Maxwell GM4BAE on (0776) 2876. Classes for
the RAE. code tuition. operating guidance, are
among the activities of this club which meets
every Thursday at 7.30pm at the Stranraer
Community Centre and a warm welcome
assured for visitors.
WilIenhall & District ARS John Perkins
G4LWr on WolVerhampton 782036. It's the
Saracen's Head, Bloxwich Road South,
Willenhall. W. MidlandS, at 8pm every
Wednesday.
Wimbledon & District ARS G3WIM
G8WIM George Cripps G3DWW on 01-540
2180. Second and last Fridays of the month at
8pm and refreshments provided later in the
evemng. Venue is the St John Ambulance HQ.
124 Kingston Road. Wimbledon , London
SW 19. March 8 is devoted to a ba~aar which
could turn out to be a surplus equipmem sale.
On the 29th G3SJX will talk on the perfor·
mance and measurement of h.f. receivers.
Wirral ARS G3NWR Cedric Cawthorne
G4KPY on 051-625 7311. First and third
Wednesdays at the Parish Hail, Heswall.
which is hehind the church, at 7.45pm. March
6 sees a slide show of past DX-peditions, by
G3EGX . and il·s problems night on the 20th.
Time to tell you of the junk sale on April 3,
and a reminder that the Rev. George Dobbs
G3R1V talk s on QRP matters on Aprill7.
Wirral & District ARC G4MGR G8WDC
Gerry Seot! G8TR Y on 051-630 1393. 1 he
!rby Cricket Club, Irby, Wirral, second and
fourth Wedne~ days of the month and a
welcome for visitors and new members.
Wolverhampton ARS Keith Jenkinson
BRS84269 on (0902) 24870. Frequency synthesis will be discussed by G6UDX on March
5 and on Sunday 17 a l44MHz d.f. hunt is
planned. G4 W AS is due to talk on the principles of s.s.b. on the 26th. The seldom used
third method of generating an s.s.b. signal will
be dealt with by G6UDX on April 2. Meetings
every Tuesday at 8pm, the W'hampton. Electricity Sports and Social Club, St Marks
Road, Chapel Ash , W'hampton.
Worcester & District ARC Derek
Batchelor G4RBD on W'cester64J733. For·
mal meetings at the Oddfellows Club, New
Street, Worcester, at 8pm, as on March 4. and
informally at the Old Pheasa.nt. also in New
Street as on March 18. The construction con test will be judged there on April I.
Yeovil ARC G3CMH G8YEO Eric Godfrey G3GC on (0935) 75533. Thursdays at
7.30pm. the Recreation Centre, Chilton
Grove, Yeovil. On March 7 and 21 G3MYM
deals with antenna radiation patterns while it's
back to 1938/39 when G3GC demonstrates a
transmitter of that era. April 4 will be
dedicated to a junk sale.
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TS 711E - The TS 711 E is a dedicated 2m multi -mode base station that has its own
built-in power supply, speech processor and IF shift. Power output is at least 25
watts, often more. There are also two VFOs and forty memory channels. The
VFOs have been designed specifically for use in a multi-mode rig . On SSB and
CW you can have a free running VFO but the touch of a switch converts it to 5 or
12.5 kHz click steps. The memories will remember which VFO operation has been
selected and whether repeater shift has been selected, or even if it is required.
Various scan options are available. The TS 711 E will scan the band or the
memories, holding for a few moments on occupied frequencies. It can also scan
the memories looking at only those frequencies entered in a particular mode.
There is also a programmable scan with memo ry channels 39 and 40 setting th e
upper and lower limits.
esizer that gives full voice announcement of frequency and whether the rig is set to repeater
The optional VS1 board provides a voice
shift. The mode of operation is indicated by the Morse code for the letters (F for FM, U for USB etcl being generated whenever the appropriate
button is pushed.
Another major feature is the DIGITAL CODE SQUELCH . This is a built-in selective tone call system. An alarm is incorporated to let you know if
you ~ere called while out of the shack. SIX letters or numbers can be sent as part of the selective call. This can be used to activate the optional
call. sign display and log that will keep a record of everyone who called you with DCS. This is probably the finest 2m base station
£831:n
available........ ..... ..... ......... ........ ...... .. .. ... ..... ... ... ... ......... .. ..... .. ..... ..... .... ......... .. ... ..... .... ..... .... ... .... ..... ... . ..... ........... ...
TS811E
70cms version . Has all ofthe facilities ofthe 711E, including DeS
.. .... .............

£188.46
70cms version .
Same size, same
facilities.
Just £214:50

FRG8800

R2000

TH 21E
This tiny 2m
handheld
measures just
2.24ins wide by
4.72ins high by
1.1 ins deep yet still
gives a full one
watt output.

Trio's sophisticated general
coverage (150kHz-30MHz) receiver.
FM, AM, CW and SSB modes - 10
memories - memory scan programmable band scan between
user defined limits - VHF (118 to
174MHz) available.
£479:47

All mode HF (150kHz-30MHzl receiver.
Keyboard frequency entry and dual speed
VFO. 12 memory channels (stores
frequency and model. programmable
memory scan, selectable band scan,
superb l.C.D. display that includes an
SlSINPO meter. Optional VHF (118174MHzI converter available.
£525:00

N.E.C. EXHIBmON
Please note that you do not have to go to the N.E.C. to buy or look at equipment. To prove
the point, we will be open for your convenience on Saturday the 13th April from 9:30am to
5:30pm. Remember, we are only 2 miles from junction 14 on the M1 and only 10 minutes
drive from the famous Milton Keynes shopping centre, so pop in and have a browse.

SX400

This is the professional one! It covers 26 to 520MHz without gaps and any frequency can be listened to on
either AM or FM. These can be switched manually, automatically or the set can be programmed to choose for
itself. Channel spacing is user selactable, as is the I.F. bandwidth. Outputs from the two t.F.s (455kHz and
10.7MHzl are fed to sockets on the rear of the case so that they can be used in conjunction with other receivers.
A computer interface is now available (S)(2321.
fP.O.A.

R.F. CONVERTERS
A range of RF converters Is now i1V8i1ab1e for the SX400. They give uninterrupted coverage from 100kHz all
the way up to 1.4GHz.
RF8014 (SOOMHz-1.4GHzI
This down converter has I.e.d. indicators for the individual band switches (BOOMHz--1.0GHz, 1.0GHz--l .2GHz,
fP.OA.
1.2GHz-1 .4GHzI. Current drain is approximately 250mA.
RP.i08O (5OCI-«IOMHzI
This down converter also has individuall.e.d. displays for the bands that it covers (500-600MHz, 600-700MHz,
fP.OA.
700-800MHz). Current drain is approximately 250mA

RF1030 1100kHz-30MHzI

£598:00

This up converter has band switches for 100kHz--1MHz, 1-2MHz, 2-4MHz, 4-8MHz, 8-17MHz, 17-30MHz and
I.e.d. indicators to show which band is in use. Individual mode switches, with I.e.d . indicators, are fitted
because the RF1030 can receive AM, USB, LSB and CW (optional CW filter needed for CW reception). This
converter also features a Squelch control, an RF attenuator, an AF gain control, Delta tuning, an IF On/Off
switch and a Noise Blanker switch. Current drain is approximately 1 Amp.
fP.O.A.
n - ~ tum the SX400 into one 01 the fIMst receivers aY. . . . todooy. Come in and try it for yourself.

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD - APPLY FOR DETAILS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY, ANDY OR ROY
~1

[.-.1
~

Monday-Friday 9 .30-5.30 - Saturday 9.30-4.30

~
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"THE FASTEST GROWING AMATEUR RADIO
THE UK" FULL RANGE OF YAESU,
~"'II
ICOM, TRIO ETC. SOME
~
AT
PRE-INCREASE
PRICES - PHONE FOR
LATEST STOCK LEVELS.

R WITHERS
COMMUNICATIONS
584 HAGLEY ROAD WEST, OLDBURY, WARLEY
B68 OBS (QUINTON, BIRMINGHAM)
T"~ 021-421 8201/2 (24 HR ANSWERPHONE)

cJW.1Jc.omJ.imited
Made to measure R.F. amplifiers - off the peg! For the
first time a choice of linear or class 'c' designed to match
your hand-held or pdrtable radio.

TO 5 WATT - ALL AMPS
SET FOR 1-3 WATTS.

* ALL UNrrs HAVE RF

~~~: +
HANGllME.

* AND
FUU. 12 MONTH'PARTS~'
•
lABOUR WARRANTY.
.,.. •
*

STATUS LE.D.s.

•

Quality British

constJuction.

Real Value for money.

UHF UNITS (430--44OMHz
25WFMlCW
1SW FMlCW/SS8IAM
1SW FMlCW

* OR
MODS ANY CB WITH lltE SANYO LC7136
7137 SYNTH. CHIP TO TEN MTRS FM
INCLUplNG REPEATER SHIFT.

* MEASURES ONLY 51f2"X3/.."
* SIMPLE TO INSTALL - REQUIRES
*

~!,~!i;,;:wl~

ORDER

V25F
V16L
V15F

VHF UNITS (144-~~
45 FMlCW
35 FMlCW/SS8IAM
25 FMlCW

V45F
V35l
V25F

15 FMlCW/SS8IAM
15 FMlCW

V1SF
V15F

PRICE

£79.50
£89.50
£59.50

PRICE
fli2.30
£59.50
£48.50
£49.50
£39.50

IF YOU REOUIRE A

DRIVE LEVEL OTHER
THAN 1-3 WATTS
Pl£ASE STATE AT TIME

OF ORDERING.
\
Pl£ASE ADD £2.50 POST
+ PACKING.
TELEPHONE ORDERS ON
VISA + ACCESS
CARDS. Pl£ASE MAKE
CHEQUES PAYABLE
TO R wrTlfERS COMMS.

FUN TO BUILD KITS BY MAIL ORDER

Have YOU ever fell your signal could do with being a little more audible? Add some
extra "punch- to your modulation wilh a HOWES AP3 Speech Processor. The AP3
boosts the average power level of your modulation to make the signal more readable
under noisy or weak signal conditions. II really can make the difference between
working a station and failing to get through.
The AP3 features a Plessey VOGAD chip for automatic voice level compensation. You
can shout or whisper and the transmitter is still fully modulated. There are four levels of
clipping. selectable in approx 6dB steps and the unit automatically tums itself on and
off from your microphones' PTT line, so saving battery drain. Active filtering is
employed to give good clean. clear audio. We have sold over a thousand AP3s and they
have built up a very good reputation on the air. You can read about building the AP3 in
.
a 5 pe!!e article in the Sept. 83 issue of "Ham Radio Today" .
AP3 Kit £15.90. Aaambled PCB module £21.40.
EM1 ELECTRET MICROPHONE CAPSULE
Not really a kit as such, the EMl ia the microphone capsule included in the CM2 kit. We
sell it separately so that you can use it with our AP3 to build a sophisticated. speech
processed desk mic. Usefui for many other projects too.
EM1 C8l*l1e and Instructions for ..... with AP3 £1.90.
ST2 CW SIDE·TONElPRACTICE OSCIUATOR
The S12 provides a nice sounding sinewave nole of approx 800Hz at up to lW. It can
work from your key, or by RF sensing. In use by many Morse classes. and suitable for
the CTX80. Read about it in "Beginners' Workshop" in the Jan. 85 issue of "Amateur
Radio-.
ST2 KIt £1.30. Aaembled PCB module £10.80.

VALUE FOR

MONEY

JUST A SOLDERING IRON,
SIGNAL SOURCE PLUS
SIMPLE TEST GEAR.
IDEAL
SWLs
ONLY EIGHT WIRES
AND BEGINNERS!
TO SOLDER.
FROM A PROVEN
EVERY BOARD
DESIGN BY BILL SPARKS
FACTORY
GSFBX AND COUN HORRIBIN G3SBI
TESTED

* MOSTCBS)
COVERS 29.3-29.690MHz (WILL COVER BEYOND 30MHz ON
* PLANET,
SUITABLE FOR AMSTRAD, BINATONE. LOWE TX40, COLT,
COLT, LCL ADELrTY, COBRA, HARRIER, MIDLAND,

MUSTANG, UNIDEN + DOZENS MORE.
WE CAN AT THE BOARD FOR £19.50 BUT
IT YOURSELF.
ENCOURAGE YOU TO
MAIL ORDER - PLEASE INCLUDE £1 FOR POST/PACKING +
AllOW 7-10 DAYS FOR DEUVERY. TWO OR MORE - POST
FREE. BOTH PRODUCTS COPYRIGHT FBX-RWC 1984.
PATENT APPUED FOR. SHOP CALLERS WELCOME. LATE
NIGHTS THURS + FRI TlU 7.

*.NOn:

m

139 HIGHVIEW
VIGO, MEOPHAM,
KENT, DA13 OUT.
FAIRSEAT (0732) 823129

C. M. HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
Make a useful addition to your station, and at the same time enjoy the satisfaction of
building your own equipment. with a kil from C. M. HOWES COMMUNICATIONS. Our
kits use good quelity parts, a glass·fibre printed circuit board. and come with good,
clear instructions and all board mounted components. Our circuit boards have the
component locations screen-printed on them for easy assembly. The instructions are
written with the first lime builder in mind. You do not have to be an "old hand" at
con"'ruction to build a worthwhile, interesting project. Enhance your station for a
modest outlay I

~

WE'VE DONE IT! 10FM FROM
OVER 90% OF LEGAL FM C_B:s_

All units ...
Toshiba Of Mibubishi RF power
modu.... as used in
ell new VHF/UHF 1'IICIIo..

* ADJUSTABLE
INPUTS FACTORY
FROM 500Ma

@

HAVE
R.W.C.
AS lltEIR SOLE [)ISTRIBUTORS
FOR lltESE FANTASTIC NEW
PRODUCTS FOR 1985

Dc:Rx DIRECT CONVERSION COMMUNICATlONS RECEIVER
The HOWES DcRx is a low cost. easy to build, amaleur band receiver. II has been
designed with the newcomer to the hobby in mind. Single band versions are available
10 cover 160. 80 or 20130 meter bands. The receiver runs off a nominal 12V DC supply
and will deliver up to a watt into a 'speaker or headphones. The kil comes complete
with ready-wound coil.s and requires very little ali!jnment. Read the review of this kit by
GJRJV In the May 84 Issue of "Shortwave Magazine". The DcRx is used by many QRP
(Iow power) operators as well as Short Wave Listeners.
Don't be put off by the low price, this receiver works well and is capable of world·wide
receptIon. Modes SSB and CW. A case and two tuning capacitors are the only major
parts to add to finish vour receiver. We have suitable tuning capacitors for all but the
lOOM version. at £1 .50 each while stocks last.
Dc:Rx Kit £14.80. Aaembled PCB £19. 90. PLEASE STATE WHICH BAND YOU REQUIRE.
CTX80 LOW POWER CW TRANSMITTER FOR &OM
The CTX80 has adjustable output power up 10 about 5W RF. ij runs from a nominal
13.5V DC supply and has built in key-click suppression and a 5 element low·pass OUlput
filler. The transmitter is crystal controlled (one crystal included). but can be used with
our CTX80 VFO for full band coverage. This kit is proving very popular - easy to build.
and the outpullransistor will survive ~ you forget 10 plug in the antennal Build yourself
a QRP station for holiday, portable or home station use Several cuslomers have told us
they have worked over 20 counlries with their CTX80s in just a few weeks.
CTX80 Kit £12.95. "-bled PCB module £18.95.
CVRIO 80M VFO KIT FOR USE WITH CTX80 and Dc:Rx
A stable FEr VFO with two independently buffered outputs. Will drive a CTXcao and if
you like. a DcRx. for Irensceive o~ration . IRT (clarifier) conlrol for ~ffsetting Ihe receive
frequency. On·board voltage stabllosatlon. The CirCUIt uses 9 transIstors and 3 diodes.
Cm be FM modulated if required, and you can hook up your frequency counter for full
d'll'tal readout. 10 to 15V Dc operation. You will require a tuning capacitor to go with
thIS Item. The same type as used for the DcRx is fine. Now you can build yourself a
really nice little CW transceiver for 80 Meters using the DcRx/CTXlCFV combination.
CVRIO Kit £9.30. Assembled PCB module £14.90.
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If you would like any further information on any
product, simply drop us a line, enclosing an
SAE. We have an information sheet on each k.it.
PLEASE ADO 60p PM to your total order value.
Delivery normally within 7 days.
73 from Pave, G4KOH Technical Manager.
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Naturally, there is a lot of excitement at
the news that Class B licensees will be
able to use the Morse code on the
v.hJ./u.h.f. bands, at least for a year, in
the first instance. This will tend to take
away the pressure for a Novice licence
which frequently demands c.w. facilities
on the h.f. bands with low power. The
new facility will be available as from
April I. The RSGB is to issue a leaflet entitled Guidelines for Class B licensees us
ing Morse, but it was not available at the
time this copy was being written.
Opinions differ about the way to learn
Morse code, and methods vary student to
student. For those learning the Morse
code, whether over the air or with an
audio oscillator (more of which later), a
few hints and tips and do's and don'ts
from my own experience would not come
amiss at this time. For the youngster,
learning the code sufficiently well to pass
the test can be a piece of cake but the
process get~ harder as we get older. The
International Morse code can be found in
a wide variety of books, so it is not
proposed to show it again here.
One writer, who should know better,
recently suggested that the Class B bods
will now be able to work each other in or
dei to learn and use the code, but this is
very bad advice. This is a case of the
blind leading the blind and there is
nothing worse. Always practice with a
competent operator-remember that a
recently licensed G4 or GO may them
selves still be in the process of learning.
Unfortunately, the code test does not
require any knowledge of operating
procedures or of the several punctuations
that are used when on the air. The inexperienced operator usually sends
everything in plain language instead of
using the many commonly accepted ab breviations.

by Efle Oowdeswell G4AR

Think of the Morse code as just
another language and learn the letters a
few at a time; and numbers, by simply
saying out loud the various dits and dahs.
Like "didah" for A (. -) and not "dit
dah". The "didah" gives the right spacing
between the elements of the character
automatically. When out in the street,
send the registration of any vehicle in
sight, it's wonderful practice. Some people may think you're mad, but who cares!
DO NOT under any circumstances learn
the letters as "opposites" like A (. -) and
N (-.) or you will for ever be wondering
which letter it should be when copying
code.
Get your competent operator friend to
send each letter at, say, 10 words per
minute (don't be frightened!) BUT with a
big space between letters to enable you to
identify the letters. Then, as you improve,
the space between the letters is reduced
until you are copying at a proper
IOw.p.m. Easy, isn't it? Then go on to,
say, 15w.p.m. using the same idea. It will
not be long before your realise that you
are hearing the letters not as dots and
dashes but as individual sounds, and this
is really the basic idea and once cultivated
will not be forgotten.
Initially, short words like "and", "for",
"the", "that" will be learned as sounds
and later on longer common words will
be assimilated the same way. Now for the
real secret of learning the code the easy
way! When copying DO NOT write
down the letters as soon as you hear
them. Initially, keep one in the memory

~

L-_ _ _

" •• )

and only write it rlown after the next letter
is sent. In this way it is possible to hold
short words in the memory even after
only a short time learning. How do you
think that experienced ops take down the
code at high speeds straight on to a
typewriter? They hear it just as though
someone was speaking to them and that
is the ultimate aim in learning the code.
They hear words, not dots and dashes.
One more tip. Forget about writing the
code down but close your eyes instead or,
better still, put on a blindfold and read the
code sent to you in your mind. The idea
behind this is that the temporary loss of
vision enhances the hearing, an ex perience usually found in blind people.
This form of practice is particularly
helpful if you have one of those Morse
tutor devices grinding out endless random
code groups.
When writing down the code do use
"joined-up" writing and not block letters.
If you keep one or more letters in your
memory it is very easy to join one letter
to the next. If you lose a letter FORGET
IT! Get on with the next and fill in later.
If you worry about it you will never get
anywhere.
Now for a simple code practice os cillator, shown in Fig. I, which is easily
built on a piece of Veroboard which can
fit into a simple plastics or metal box
together with the 6-F22 9V battery, a
small low impedance speaker, not
forgetting to cut out a hole about the
same size as the speaker cone. An alternative is to fit a jack so that a speaker or
a pair of headphones can be plugged in.

General
Seeing the QSL card of G4GNQ,
member of the British Railways ARS, in
the January issue, Martin Michaelis
DKIMM/G5BXV/FOXT wrote to say
that he is a member of the German
equivalent to the BRARS and that there
are many such groups all belonging to the

-H :~;;rf{ie,

I_Am_p_lif_ie_,....

144MHz - - - .

E Hc.__ _:---------.J
out

"

RX

Mixe,

"f_'

amplifier

IWRM24S1

Fig. 2: Block diagram of the basic stages, comprising a
transverter using a 28M Hz input transverting to
144M Hz output
Fig. 1: Circuit of a simple audio
oscillator using an NE555 IC

Well-known visitor to the Echelford ARS was
Jim Bacon G3VLA of the London Weather
Centre. His subject? Weather and propagation. Jim is holding a radio-sonde transmitter
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Federation lnternationale des Radio
A maleurs Cheminots (F1RA C). Martin
also kindly sent me a copy, in German, of
a list of Russian oblasts and maps and
other very useful information for anyone
interested in collecting Russian awards
and certificates. Martin can arrange to
supply copies of the guide in English for
three IRCs. His QTH is Birkenstrasse 6,
D-841 I Waldetzenberg bei Laaber, West
Germany.
From the RSGB's Council Letter it is
noted that the DTI has found some con ·
fusion to exist over the issue of the
Amateur Radio Validation document
which is sent by the PO to all amateurs
who have renewed their licence since I
October 1984. The document provides a
wallet-sized proof of current validity of
the licence itself and provides a standard
format for notifying changes of name or
address. It is not made clear whether the
document can be obtained on request
ahead of renewal of the licence.
The Blackwood & District ARS
celebrates its 25tl1 anniversary this year
. and is offering a cup plus gold, silver and
bronze awards to those working the
greatest number of club members from
April I to March 31, 1986. Full details
trom GW4VVX POB 21, Blackwood,
Gwent. Considering that there are more
than 60 members in the club there is
every incentive to go for these awards.
Any mode or band can be used and QSLs
are not required.

OX Bands
According to Roger Edwards G lIWZ
of Barnes, London SW 13, the 14,21 and
28MHz bands have been dead of late
with much activity on the 7, 3·5 and
1·8MHz bands. He is busy swotting for
the Morse code test in order to get his
"A" licence. He heard C3IYA, CN8CC,
- FM7WE, TK5BF, TLSCK, VU2GI,
3X4EX, 6Y5IC, J37AH and JA2RR, all
between about 3·78 and 3·8MHz, on a
~RG- 7700 and Amtech 300 a.t.u. and a
long wire. Catches of note on 7MHz were
VK5VP, YV4DPO and 9M2DO, all
around 7·09MHz.
Melwyn Dunn in Grimsby has a
Realistic DX 160 and an antenna 40m
long. The short log, it seems, is due to
studying for the RAE so we wish you
well, OM. On or about 3·8MHz 7X2AX,
VU2GO, TI5FRP, FM7WE and
TI8ZWW were noted on s.s.b., with
SV2XR and 9H I GP of interest on the
'7MHz band.
From Gloucester, Bill Williams writes
in to say that he has come back into
s.w.l.ing after an absence of some 30
years! He now sports an FRG-7700 with
FRT-7700 matching a.t.u. driven by a
IOm-long antenna wire. His first log for
)·5MHz includes 9K2JF, 9K2SA,
A7IAD, VEIHF and YB3KK. Up to
14MHz with A4XYR, C31 YF,
VK3BCY, VK6LC, VQ9YR and
YB7KY. On 2IMHz, Bill logged EC9IO,
HC I SK, LU I ACC and plenty of Russians.
A 20m-Iong wire in the attic serves
Marcus Walden BRS86996, of

DK1MM-& 5IXV -FBXT

Martin Michaelis DK1 MM is
another railway enthusiast and his
QSL card shows a German electric
type 118 locomotive

H arrogate, feeding into a Realistic
DX302 receiver. A good catch around
3·8MHz was VK6LK, plus JFlIST and
XLlFG. Of interest on 7MHz was
UAIOT in Franz Josef Land. On to
21MHz and A61AA, A4XND, C53FG,
KP4ERJ (POB 3000, Isabella, PR
00662), VQ9DG, YC2BGZ, ZS60B,
Z2IGN, 5L2AK (Liberia) and 6WIAE.
The only beacon heard by Marcus on the
28MHz band was LA5TEN around
1030Z.
A short log from Dennis Norton BRS
87100, of Lo,ndon W6, shows FM7CD
on 3·5MHz, then S83H (Transkei),
VQ9YR and 9Q5RX on 14MHz. The
21MHz band came alive with CX4HS,
PY5NW (QSL POB 232, Curitiba South,
Brazil), ZP5JAL (QSLs to KOZA), and
6WINQ with cards to DLlHH. All this
on an FRDX500 plus a.t.u. and 20mlong wire antenna plus a 14A VQ vertical
antenna. ..
John Hartin GIIDWM normally of
Limavady, Co. Derry, writes in from his
work location at Zueitina on the east
coast of Libya where he has an old
AR88, probably a relic of the last war, he
surmises. The makeshift antenna is a
25m-Iong wire. As far as Top Band is
concerned it is totally dead out there. On
14MHz John logged G4PUD, G4VPC,
G4GKQ plus VE8RCS, XT2BU,
9K2BE and ZS6UL. The G's on 21MHz
included G3AAE, G3KLL, GJ3MQR
and YIlBGB, 6W8BG and a couple of
VKs. Sole occupants of 28MHz were
A92DZ and 3B8FP. We look forward to
more logs from you in the future, OM.
Keep an ear open for GB2SWR/MM
(maritime mobile) which will be the call of
the amateur station aboard the Sir
Waiter Raieigh, the ship carrying a
world-wide self-training expedition for
young people, scheduled to take some
four years. It is hoped that some rare
spots-and islands will be activated during
the voyage.
Little activity on Top Band for Bob
Parsey (New Maiden, Sy) who only
found T77V of any note, with his FRG7700, homebrew a.t.u. and 40m-Iong antenna. A different story on and around
3·8MHz with CN2AQ, HI8IH, VU2GI
(QSL to POB 6674, Bombay 50),
ZB2HM, ZS6WD, 3A2HB, 3X4EX,
7X2LS and a cumbersome one in
9LlCISV at the Children's International
Summer Village in Liberia. Only worth
logging on 14MHz was JY5RBM ofPOB

7698 Amman. On 2IMHz, Bob dug out
5X5GK with cards to JAIHGY, and
6WICK with QSLs to DLlHH.
Preparation for exams has taken
precedence over listening for Dave
Richardson, of Oadby, Leics, where he
has an FRG- 7 and 20m of wire strung
round the room. Nevertheless, he did
copy J88AQ, KP4HC and YV5EF on
3·5MHz plus, on 14MHz, CN8NJ,
XT2BR (QSL POB 56, Ouagadogou,
Upper Volta) and 6Y5NR. On 21MHz
only V2AS was mentioned, with cards via
OE3ALW.
Several readers have been questioning
the new prefixes emanating from France.
There are now five classes of licence
which are reflected in the callsign. The
first leter is F followed by a letter from A
to E (class of licence), a number from 0 to
9 with 7 being reserved for special event
stations, followed by a suffix of two or
three letters. French overseas territories
will have a two letter prefix, a number
from 1 to 5, and two or three letter suffix.
Corsica, for example, has been using TK
for a while now, and Antarctic territories
are FT.
Readers are cordially invited to send in
logs of the best of DX IJeard on the
amateur bands with copy to me direct by
the 15th of the month. Specimen log
sheets are available for an SAE.

QRP Corner
Regular writer Bill Stevenson G4KKI
of Swinton, Manchester, says he has been
playing around with antennas and now
has a half-size G5RV in the narrow confines of his garden with the coaxial feeder
running to his shack under the stairs! He
has worked YU3DXX on 7MHz and
CTlAIZ on )·5MHz using just 3W input
on c.w. On Top Band he uses his PW
Dart d.s.b. and c.w. rig giving about 2W
output. However, he has now added a
linear producing IPW p.e.p. from
I ·8-14 MHz and 8W on 21 and 28MHz,
using a couple of 2SC 1307 transistors.
Best DX so far on c.w. has been DJ3AS
on 1·8MHz.
On 1·8MHz the feeders of the G5RV
are shorted together and the central
heating system acts as earth. Bill has now
started building the PW Teme QRP
system, etching the p.c.b.s. himself. An
electronic keyer is also planned, so our
Bill is quite a busy lad! He has also sent
off for a digital readout to add to his
Lowe SRX30 receiver.
Phil Dykes G4XYX in Poole, Dorset,
has kept busy with his 28MHz band f.m.
modified CB rig used with a dipole antenna. Recent catches are CT 1UP,
DL6FF, EA4CEN, EA 7EBA, F6BXQ,
RA3DHW and YU3GL who came back
to a CQ call. Domestic problem is the
r.f.i. being generated by his eldest boy's
computer Christmas present! Gotaways,
heard but not worked, on 28MHz included 9H I AJ, FM7CL, IT9BEL,
CT2DG, TAl AIC and ZS5ZD, so as
Phi I says, perhaps the band isn't so dead
as it seems.
Phi! has been working on 7MHz with
-his SB 102 turned down for QRP use and
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finds the c .w. contacts a bit more personal than on 'fone. Catch of note here
was Y03RT.
If you want to hear what can be done
with QRP, why not listen to . or indeed
operate, in the QRP Club's Spring c.w.
Activity Weekend, March 16/ 17 .
Times/frequencies are as follows :(GMT/ kHz) 0900/ 1100 and 1400/1700
on 14060, 2 1060 and 28060, I 100/ 1300
and 2100/2300 on 3560 and 7030,
1300/1400 on 10 I06, and 1900/ 2100 on
14060. You'll be surprised at what you
can hear! All this courtesy of the Winter
edition of the QRP Club's mag SPRAT.
Incidentally, QRP in this instance means
stations having an input of 5W d.c . or
less.

VHF Forum
For the amateur who already has an
h.f. bands transmitter or transceiver.
getting on to the 144MHz band can be
fairly cheap, compared to buying a
transceiver for that band. A transverter
takes the output of the h.f. rig and con
verts it to the v.h.f. band. generally a
28/144MHz conversion but other combinations are possible. The transverter
also has an r.f. amplifier for 144MHz and
a local conversion oscillator common to
receive and transmit. Transverters for the
higher frequency bands such as 432 and
l296MHz (70 and 23cm) are usually
driven by 144MHz transceivers.
Changing from the receive mode to
transmit can be achieved by r.f. sensing
methods when the tran s verter
automatically switches over when r.r.
from the h.f. rig is sensed, or a normal
p.t.t. facility may be provided, or both.

In the early days of wireless, broadcasting was confined to the medium and
long waves. There were few stations on
the air in Europe so interference was light
and it was possible, even with the unselective receivers of the day to pull in OX
from the other side of the Atlantic. Think
what could have been done with a
modern receiver! OXers are inclined to
shy away from the medium waves partly
on account of the large number of high
power broadcasters in Europe and partly
because of the number of channels tied up
with local broadcasting in the UK and
Ireland.

NORnfERN: 38 BRIDGE. STREET. EARLESTOWN.
NEWTON Le WILLOWS. MERSEYSIDE WA12 88A.
TeI : 092 52 29811

For ease of operation, the p.t.t. connections of both units may be commoned.
The transverter may appear to be a
simple solution to the problem of getting
on to the v.h .f./u.hJ. bands, but there is
more to it than that. The 28MHz input
from the h.f. rig will contain harmonics
and other spurii from the mixing
processes involving at the very least two
local oscillators. usually more. These harmonics will further mix with the local
oscillator and mixing circuits ' of the
transverter and can cause unacceptably
high spurii in the output of the transverter.
Designers of transverters are well
aware of these problems and every efTort
is made to reduce these spurii to a
minimum by the use of suitable filters at
various stages in the transverter.
Nevertheless, transverters do have the
reputation of having relatively high level
harmonics and spurii in their output com ·
pared to conventional transceivers. In the
end it all comes down to the old adageyou get what you pay for! I do not intend
to stick my neck out and make recommendations on transverters, but just listen
around the l44MHz band and you will
soon get some ideas on the subject.
The very basic stages comprising a
28/ 144 transverter are shown in Fig. 2. In
practice there would be a bandpass filter
at the 28MHz output and further filtering
plus a buffer stage after the local oscillator. Another filter at the output of the
power amplifier stage would also be of
the band pass type with rapid attenuation
at each end of the 144MHz band, thus
assisting the attenuation of unwanted output signals. The mixer stages usually employ balanced devices with the inputs

connected in parallel and the outputs in
push-pull, an arrangement that reduces
harmonic output quite considerably. Adequate screening between stages is another
important factor.
It is essential that some form of drive
level control be fitted to the 28MHz
transmitter as over · driving of the
transverter input beyond the recommended level will prove disastrous as far as
spurii and unwanted harmonics are con cerned. This practice is not entirely un known in an effort to . increase the output
of the transverter. .
A note from Kevin Keane EI8FI of
Ballybunion, Co. Kerry, says that his call
is being pirated on the 144MHz band and
he has QSL cards to prove it. He has no
144MHz gear and, at the moment, has no
intention of using 144MHz. I should be
delighted to work an El at any time from
way down here in darkest Surrey, but it
would be very annoying if it turned out to
be a pirate.
As well as reporting on the h.f. bands,
Roger Edwards G IIWZ of Barnes, London SW 13, has been active on the
430MHz band with, I think, an FT 790R
giving about IW output. He managed to
work DK2KBB and ON4AQO apart
from some O 's. The trouble with such low
power levels is that unless top-class coax ·
ial feeder is used not much of the I W of
r.f. reaches the antenna. Hence the reason
for keeping the feeder as short as
possible.
Readers of this column, s.w.1. or licensed, are cordially invited to write in with
details of their activities on the \
v.h.f./u .h.f. bands, together with a
description of their gear, preferably with a
good, clear photograph if possible.

Loop and Ferrite Rod
Antennas

Try turning (rotating) a portable when
listening to nearly any broadcast. If you
are careful you will find a position when
the signal strength is either reduced in
strength dramatically or it disappears
altogether. This occurs when the null ,
which is the direction of minimum pick
up of the antenna, is pointing towards the
station. The OXer's m.w. loop has the
same properties as the ferrite rod antenna
with the added advantage that it picks up
weaker stations, but the loop cannot be
used with a receiver that has an internal
antenna, so it is only of use with a communications receiver, car radio or old
valved receiver.

There is one tool though that the
medium wave DXer possesses that can ·
not be used on the short waves. This is
the highly directional antenna contained
inside almost every domestic or portable
receiver-the internal ferrite rod antenna.

North African OX
Let's tryout the directional effect of
the antenna inside our portable or
domestic table radio. Locate Radio
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Eireann (RTE I at Tullamore) on
567kHz (529m) which is near the low frequency or high wavelength end of the
band. Once you have located it. then tune
slowly up-band, past the German station
on 576kHz to 585kHz. You w.ill probably
hear two stations at the same time. Turn
the receiver slowly and you will find you
are able to make either of the two stations
disappear. In one position Paris will be on
its own, in the other Madrid in Spain will
be in the clear. We can only do this
because the two stations lie in different
directions, one to the south east and the
other to the south. A lot of European
broadcasting does lie to the east so if we
can suppress or reduce it we should be
able to pick up stations to the south on
the same frequency. DX from Spain, Por
tugal, Morocco, Algeria, Canary Islands,
Madeira should then be a possibility.
Reader Stewart Hinsley of Coventry,
who uses a Sony ICF 7600D with internal ferrite rod antenna, has sent an in
tcresting log of DX from North Africa.
On the long waves Azilal in Morocco was
picked up on 209kHz and Tipaza in
Algiers on 254kHz. The medium waves
brought Ain Beida in Algiers on 531kHz
and 1422kHz, Sidi Benoon in Morocco
on 540. Les Trembles Algeria on 549,
Bechar Algeria 576, Sebba Aioun
Morocco on 612 and 1044, Tunis 630,
Rabat Morocco 819. Algiers 891 and
981, El Beida on 1125 and Tripoli 1251
both in Libva. Some of these stations are
easy while others are not. Tipaza on 254
is the dominant station on this channel
with European style programming in
French. It has a daily feature in English
at 2000UTC. Algiers on 891 is generally
a good signal too.

DXing with a Ferrite Rod
Antenna
"Is it possible for me to hear these on a
receiver with an internal antenna," writes
reader G. Powell of Pontypridd who has
been DXing on the medium waves with
his Grundig Satellit 1400. Stations
received were Dubai on 1481kHz, leddah
in Saudi Arabia on 1512 and an unidentified English speaking broadcast on
) 510kHz which may well have been
WMRE in Boston USA. The latter
usually comes in well in the UK.
Yes, it can be done, especially with a
powerful set like the Satellit 1400. I have

occasionally picked up CJYQ in St
10hn's Newfoundland on 930kHz with
my Vega 204 using the internal antenna
but I knew where to look for it and the
signal was strong at the time. Do not be
deterred from trying the medium waves
just because your receiver is unsuitable,
as most portables are, for use with a
medium wave loop antenna, and you cannot put up an outdoor antenna. Tune
carefully over the band, search for weak
signals and stay on the frequency for a
minute or two on account of fading. You
may get a surprise. Has anyone pulled in
DX when using a receiver with an internal antenna?

local Radio DXing After
Dark

Plymouth has been replaced by Norwich.
Redruth by Vigra in Norway." Our
reader continues "my favourite time for
local radio DXing is after dawn when
most continental stations have faded out
but sky wave propagation is still taking
place north-south. Each time of the day
has its advantage. Daytime allows reception of relatively close stations free of interference. Dusk is similar to dawn, late
evening reception is limited by co-channel
interference."
To sum up. Local radio DXing has a
different face for different times of day
and seasons of the year. You never know
what you will hear and your domestic
portable is quite adequate for most of this
type of DXing.

OX Heard

As darkness approaches and the D
layer of the ionosphere which absorbs
m.w. signals disappears, the sky waves
appcar. They come from the E layer
higher up, which is still near its daytime
level of ionisation, so a strong sky wave
arrives to mix with the ground wave not
too far from the transmitter. Deep fading
occurs and the service area of the station
is reduced as a result. The E layer now
starts a slow decline towards its nighttime level of ionisation when more stable
conditions occur. At sunset, QRM from
distant stations including local radio stations from other parts of the UK puts in
an appearance and this is the time when
some interesting DX may be heard.
Some years ago the BBC produced interesting data including curves that one
could use to calculate the time lapse
before stable conditions at any particular
frequency/distance are reached. They appeared in a booklet, now out of print,
called LW and MW Propagation by
Farrow. I have mislaid my copy and
would be grateful if any reader could lend
me one so that I can refresh my memory
on the subject.
Tune to a semi-local station, one that
you can hear well during the day but is
not intended for reception in your area.
As sunset approaches the signal will
deteriorate. There will be deep fading as
the ground and sky waves move in and
out of step with each other. QRM from
distant stations now appears. As the
evening progresses more stable conditions
occur and in the small hours you may be
able to hear relatively strong signals,
some local and others distant.
Reader Stew art Hinsley of Coventry
remarks "stations heard during the summer but not since (in October) are
Redruth 630kHz, Plymouth 1152,
Portsmouth 1) 70, Teeside 1170 .

An interesting and varied log has come
from reader Steve Whitt of Ipswich
whose North American DX included
CBGY at Bonavista in Newfoundland
with classical music at 0054 on 750kHz,
WHDH in Boston with news at 0100 on
850kHz, CJYQ in St 10hn's with a fair
signal at 0044, WHN in New York City
with country music at 0 I) 5, WMRE
Boston with identification and commercials at 0135 on 1510kHz. The Caribbean produced ZDK in Antigua with the
identification Magic Radio at 0030 on
1100. and out-of-band Caribbean Beacon
in Anguilla was heard with identification
at 0045 on 1610kHz. Steve reckons the
best time for this one is between 0100 and
0115 when local news and commercials
are aired . Two outlets in Brasil, Radio
Globo in Sao Paulo on 1100 (loop needed
to separate fr~m ZDK) and Radio Gloho
in Rio de Janeiro on 1220 at 0100 with
news, plus Radio Senegal on the west
coast of Africa with news in French at
midnight on 760kHz, completed the bag.
Chasing low power continentals can be
an interesting and rewarding diversion.
Stewart HinsJey picked up Augsburg
(AFN) in West Germany with I kW on
1485kHz. Trapani in Italy with 5kW on
936 and Lamego in Portugal with I kW
on 926 which is 1kHz off channel. which
should help with identification. Steve
Whitt reports hearing the 5kW transmitter of Radio Vatican on 526 while from
my own log . piano music was heard on
out of-band 520kHz at 2133. This was
the same programme that was going out
on 801 kHz so I !TIust have been listening
to either Hof (200 watts) or Wiirzburg
(200 watts) located in Bavaria in West
Germany.

....
KOA QS L card. A fine catch by
PW reader David Kenny

~

Back in 1966 Charles Molloy sent
the first report to KEX from the UK
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TIME STEP ELECTRONICSLTD
FRG7 O""NERS ARE GOING DIGITAL AND SIDEVVAVS

And you can join them by using our custom designed
DFC70 digital frequency counter. The DFC70 is specifically designed for the FRG7 and gives rock steady read
out on all bands with 100Hz resolution. Signal frequency is computed and displayed unambiguously on a
state of art LCD display specially made for us in Japan. It
is not necessary to drill any holes and only one wire has
to be connected to a well marked test point in the
receiver.
OFC70 Kit £29.50 Built and tested module £34.50

Witl> our new FM7 adaptor module, you will be able to receive sideways
modulatIon IFM as it is otherwise known). Our superb state of art FM detector
uses the very latest 3359 chip from Motorols, and has a built in IF filter and a
variable squelch control for noise free monitoring. Although specially designed
with the FAG7 in mind, it will happ1ly work with other receivers or transceivers
with a 455KHz IF amplifier. The FM7 will add a whole new dimension to your
listening actiVIties. You will of course be able to follow legal CB contacts but you
will also hear the exciting DX being worked by amateurs on 10 metre FM. Used in
conjunction with our DFC7 counter, you can accurately tune to a specific CB or
amateur channel and so be sure that you will not miss whatever goes on. Kit
Price £12,95. Tested Module £15.95 For FM reception on receivers with
any IF up to 5OMHz, the FM 42 is the answer to all your 2roblems. Plel/..S8 state
frequency required when ordering. Kit Price £16.95. Tested Module

£21.95. 10.7MHz version FM107 £13.95. Built and tested module £16.95.

TIMOTHY EDVVARDS MK2 .,44 MHz PRE-AMP
HEAR IT LIKE YOU NEVER HEARD IT BEFORE
We are proud to announce that the well known RF consultant Timothy Edwards has given us the exclusive marketing
rights to his new 2 metre pre-amp. Timothy Edwards RF designs are used by British Telecom amongst others and so
you can be sure that this pre-amp will perform to perfection. It employs the incomparable BF981 which has a better
noise figure at 2M than the often used 361<88. Spec. Size (tiny) 34mm x 9mm x 15mm (same as Mk1) Noise figure
1.0db Gain 26db. 2M PRE kit £4.95. Built and tested module £9.95. For Commercial use on 60 to 200MHz Built only
\I~'_'I'~~ for 156 or 137MHz
tested module £1

AR2001 MODS" SAE for -=
8=
I I-=d=8:..::.:
t8="_ __ _ __ _ ____
NEW LCD COUNTERS
At last a new range of 5 digit LCD counters that will cover up to 200MHz and give 1KHz resolution to 39MHz. Ideal for
upgrading short wave receivers with common IFs. This module is the industry standard FC177 counter as supplied by
all other major component distributors, only the price is different!
DFC40 0·4MHz £22.50 built DFC41 O·32MHz £28.95 kit DFC42 0 ·200MHz £32.95 kit DFC43 30-200MHz £28.95

TONE BURST Probably the smallest crystal con
trolled unit available. 1750Hz ±O.1Hz. Supply
5-15V. Will fit in the tiniest of rigs or even
microphones.

LNA144. OUR ace RF designer Timothy Edwards has done it again I In line 144MHz
RF switched pr. amp which needs no modification to any rig. Just put it in the c o - a x ·
feed,supply 12Vand your deaf rxwill have ear ache. UsestheBF981 wnhatota 1014
tunedcircuils forthebestoutofbandreleC!ion. The roleysare500hm gas filled with
earthed metal cans and are good to over BOOMHz. This was originally designed for
'British Telecom Satellite Division' hence the provision for gold 140Hz SMC
connectors. 1dB noise figure and 18dB gain is guaranteed to improve all standard
rigs on 144-146MHz. Will fit in standard diecast box Inot supplied). Try one in the car
under a wing mounted aerial and be surprised. LNA144 kIt £16.815. Built and tested
module £26.95.

TBI Kit £8.50.
Built and tested module £12.95.

2M CONVERTER. At last a cheap design to allow you to listen
to the fascinating world of two metres. Use with any HF
receiver that covers 2-4MHz (the FRG7 is ideal) to cover the
complete band including SSB-DX, FM simplex and, of course,
the love them or hate them Repeaters. The sensitivity is O,5uV
and can be upgraded later to the ultimate of 0.1uV by the use of
either of our Pre-Amps.
DCC144 kit £9.95
Built and tested module
2M MONITOR RECEIVER. A superb design featuring crystal
and ceramic filters coupled with the MC3359 and BF981 results
in an almost bomb proof monitor. Single channel with squelch
and 500mW audio amplifier. No coils to wind and little alignment required. Uses standard crystals from 'PM Electronics'.
MON2M Kit £28.50. Built and tested module £37.50. Versions for 4 Metres (70MHz) or Marine (156MHz), or on any
single frequency in the 40-200MHz range, kit £29.95. Built
and tested module £39.95. (State frequency required). Crystals for all versions £4.60. Quote frequency or channel
number.

GAS FILLED RF RELAY. New Japanese 50 ohm low
loss gas filled RF relay, Only 0.3dB loss at 433MHz with
up to 35 watts input. Ideal for switching pre-amps and
aerials. VSWR 1.5:1 at 1GHz. 12 volt coil.
DR12V £4.95.

WEATHER SATELUTE RECEIVER. The hard work
taken out of a Weather Satellite Station. Based on the
enormously successful 2M monitor but specially designed to allow satellite reception with . only a small
aerial. Supplied with a crystal for 137.5MHz for immediate use. Be ahead of everybody with weather reports,
already in use by progressive farmers,
WSAT Kit £29.95.
Built and tested module £39.95
BBC software and interface together with aerials available.

934MHz PERSONAL COMMUNICA110N TRANSCEIVER
We now have the incomparable Cybernet Delta 1 934MHz transceiver in stock now. After a few false starts we now can supply this
transceiver completely modified for us by Cybernet to the full UK specification, The RX squelch will open at O.12uV and gives 12dB
SINAD at an incredible O.25uV. We used our £5500.00 Marconi 2019 signal generator for these results and every set is checked by us
before delivery. We know of no other supplier that has our level of technical support on their premises. This is the most sensitive
receiver of them all. This set has full scan facilities that work properly. If you want the best write and ask us why we were one of the
first suppliers to BRITISH TELECOM of 941MHz equipment.
Delta 1 £355.00. Aerials and .cceuo..... av.ilable.
All prices include postage and VAT Send 35p for individual data on any of the above.
~
Mail order only. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery.
~
TIMESTEP ELECTRONICS L TO, WICK HAM BROOK, NEWMARKET, SUFFOLK.
TELEPHONE NO. 0440 820040 (TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES 3.00 TO 4,00 PM ONLY) TELEX 817015 TIMEST G
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Could this be a sign that the lower frequencies are opening up as we approa~h
the sunspot minimum, expected in mid
1986?

World DX News
While listening to the Swiss Radio International (SRI) at the turn of the year I
was surprised to learn that 1985 will be
their 50th anniversary year. The
programme I heard is called Swiss Short
Wave Merrygoround and they dre"Y attention to Radio Canada International
(RCI) who would be celebrating their
40th anniversary this year. There was a
brief link up between the two broadcasters to mark the double event.
Perhaps I should not have been surprised as it was in the mid-1930s that
short wave broadcasting made its first appearance and enjoyed a brief spell of popularity before the outbreak of war and the
subsequent spread of television. Domestic
receivers at that time had a single short
wave band, many countries started up a
short wave service, while the BBC
produced its weekly World Radio. a S~)ft
of international Radio Times that carned
details of programmes from continental
Europe on the medium wave and further
afield on the short wave bands. International broadcasting is having a revival
today with some 200 million listeners in
the developing countries and perhaps a
million or two in United States.

Tropical Bands DXing
"I've been DXing for about a year now
... I've never really DXed the Tropical
Bands before, so when Christmas came
and I had my holidays I decided to give it
a bash, '" says Eamon Crowe of Stanstead
Abbotts. Using a DX400 reciever along
with a 13 metre random wire antenna ourreader pulled in 34 different stations, the
highlights being Windhoek in Namibia on
3·270MHz at 2315UTC, All India Radio
in Delhi on 3·365 at 0100, Radio
Mozambique 3·370 at 0345. Radio
Malawi 3·380 at 03 16, all in the 90m
band which extends from 3· 2MHz to
3·4MHz. The 5MHz band (60m)
produced from Africa, Radio Benin on
4·870 at 0400, Radio Senegal 4.890 at

2300 Chad 4·905 at 0500, Republic of

Guin~a 4·910 at 0600, Radio Guinea

Equatorial 4·925 at 0500, Radio Uganda
5 ·028 at 2100. Latin American DX included Venezuela with Radio Tachira on
4·830 at 0000, Radio Juventud 4·900 at
0300, Ecos del Torbes 4·980 at 0000,
Colombia with Radio Neiva on 4·945 at
0130, Radio Sutatenza 5 ·095 at 0230,
Brasil with Radio Nacional Manaus on
4·845 at 01000.
A useful log of DX comes from Pontypridd in Wales where Graham ~owe"
connected a I 0 metre random wire antenna to his Grundig Satellit 1400SL. Stations, pulled in with this rig included
Liberia with news at 2304UTC on
3 ·255MHz m the 90m band, All India
Radio in English on 3·925 at 1759 and
the BBC relay (World Service) in
Singapore on 3·915 at 1745 (sign off at
1800), both stations being in the nonEuropean part of the 4MHz (75m) band.
The 5MHz (60m) band produced EL W A
in Liberia with religious programming on
4·760MHz at 2237, I\.aduna in Nigeria
on 4·770 at 2215, the Ghana Broadcasting Corporation on 4·915 at 0614
and Garoua in Cameroon on 5·010 at
2100. All these were in English but a
French speaking outlet heard at 0556 on
4· 783 turned out to be Radiodiffusion
National du Mali which has an interval
signal of a local harp fol.low~d b~ the
national anthem and statIOn Identlfica
tion, SINPO rating was 34433.
Acting on a tip from Late DX News on
Sunday December 30 that 5MHz (60m)
was open well after sunrise I picked up
Ecos del Torbes in San Crist6bal
Venezuela' with a strong signal on 4·980
at 0927UTC. The station was still audible
at 1000 though obviously deteriorating.

This is the title of a I 5 minute broadcast in English by the Danish Short Wave
Clubs International (DSWCI) that can be
heard every Sunday at 0915 . on
9·670MHz in the 31m band. The tIme
may change after the introduction ~f
summer time on March 31. Last year It
was 0815UTC throughout the summer.
The first part of this feature is usually a
talk on a subject of interest to DXers.
Then comes Late DX News which is
phoned in by Club Member F,inn ~rone.
You can sometimes hear the time pIpS so
he must use a pay phone on occasion.
Late DX News must be the most up-todate source of DX information available
so it is well worth the effort to drag
oneself out of bed on a Sunday morning
to hear it. The DSWCI of course
publishes annually the well. kno~n
Tropical Bands Survey and detatls of thIS,
and other publications including club
membership, are obtainable by sending
and IRC to the DSWCI, Tavleager 31,
DK ·2670, Denmark. The club has a large
international membership and its bulletin
is in English.
The DSWCI 15 minute slot is part of
the Adventist World Radio (A WR) half
hour Voice of Hope in English on a Sun·
day via the Radio Portugal transmitt~r at
Sines on 9·670MHz. You can obtam a
QSL card, pennant and schedule by
sending your report to A WR, PO Box
2590 1114 Lisbon, Portugal. A WR also
broadcasts in German under the title
Stimme der Hoffnung and in French as
La Voix de I'Esperance.

QSl Survey
"I thought you might like to see a copy
of the BDXC's latest QSL Survey which
has just been printed" writes David
Kenny of the British DX Club. "It's .the
fourth edition and basically summanses
in 40 pages details of all verification
reported by BDXC members to the club's
bulletin in the ten years from 1974 to
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QSL card from Voice of
America sent in by Eamon
Crowe

QSL
card
from
Radio
Jamahiriya sent in by Eamon
Crowe

Pennant
from
Radio
Pyongyang sent in by Andrew
Hill

rennant from Radio Beijung
sent in by J\ndrew Hill
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1984, split into two year intervals. Details
of times taken for a reply, whether return
postage is required, the type of QSL
(card, letter, etc.) and other information
sent out by each station is also included."
The survey which covers broadcasting
on l.w., m.w., S.w. a nd v.hJ. bands plus
television, has a section giving the names
of station personnel who have signed
QSLs and another giving advice on
Reporting to Broadcasting stations. The
list can be ordered from the British DX
Club, 10 Hemdean Hill, Caversham,
Reading, RG4 7SB for £1·00 or 5 IRCs
worldwide.

International Mailing List
Judging from my mailbag, many new
comers to the hobby who would like to
write to a station on one of the international bands are deterred because they
do not know the full postal address. A
number of broadcasters invite their
audience to write in and give an address
over the air. Not everyone though will
have pencil and paper or even a tape
recorder at the ready. You can always
use the station name, capital city if ap-

HORTKERN: 311 BAIDOE sn.EE!._~E8TO_
_.
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propriate and then the country, as an address and this will suffice in many cases,
though there may be some delay in
delivery.
A new four page booklet titled
International Mailing List should fill the
gap. It contains the full postal addresses
of some 300 stations or broadcasting
organisations active on the short waves.
Copies are available from the DX
Listeners Service, cl o Bernd Friedewald,
Merianstr 2, D-3588 Homberg, West
Germany for two International Reply
coupons (IRCs), which can be obtained
from the stamp counter at main post
offices for 35p each at the time of writing.

Reader's letters
The ever popular 840 receiver has
prompted two readers to write for infor·
mation. Lionel Owen, Green Hayes, Lon
don Road, Hythe, Kent, CT21 4JH
would like to fit an S meter to his set and
he wonders if anyone has any information that would help him. Reader C.
Wrend, 68 Wigan Road , Atherton,
Lancs, M29 OJQ would like to find out
the "ordinary" valve number of his B40

as the existing ones have CV numbers.
CV stands for Common Valve which was
used by the services in the last war. Can
anyone supply a translation? There used
to be a booklet, published by the RSGB I
think that listed CV numbers against
makers equivalents.
" Every first Sunday of the month the
Voice of America broadcasts a live talk
show at 1710 UTC ," reports Andrew Hill
who goes on to say "In October last year
I phoned VOA and I submitted my question. As the programme was broadcast
VOA rang me back and I went on the air
and put my question to former US President Gerald Ford." Did you get an
answer Andrew? The VOA transmits to
Europe on 6 ·040, 9·760 and 15·205 at
1700 and it can probably be heard on
other channels as well.
Three interesting items are reported by
reader Graham Powell. At 1000hrs he
picked up KTWR Guam on 11· 840MHz
who were carrying DX Listeners Log at
the time. At 1700hrs FEBA in Seychelles
was heard with a good signal on 9 -600
while at 0830 FEBC Philippines was
logged on 11·890 in English and a QSL
was received within 29 days of sending
the report.
from a small burst of radio noise at
143MHz on the 22nd, my daily solar log
for this period is empty.

Deadlines are all important in the journalistic world, especially if you, our
readers, are to get your magazine on
time. Unfortunately the earth's at·
mosphere is no respecter of such dates
and while, in mid December. I was
putting the final touches on my
manuscripts for our March issue (which
you read early in February) a hefty great
tropo took place and no way was there
time to get all the details' in that issue.
However, it was such a memorable event
that I have taken space this time, in the
appropriate sections of my three columns,
to take another look at the effect of this
natural disturbance on v.hJ. and u.h.f.
radio sign als.

Solar
Although we are going through a
period of minimal solar activity, there is
always something happening on the sun
that is worth writing about. Mind you, I
have a wide variety of experienced and
dedicated observers who keep me supplied with information and however small
it may be, it is important that we place it
on record for posterity . Cmdr Henry
Hatfield, Sevenoaks, using his spec

50MHz (Bm) Band

trohelioscope, located a group of 3
sunspots, a few filaments and small
prominences at 1100 on December 14
and one filament, 4 prominences and a
couple of weak plages at 1130 on the
29th. Henry also monitors Rugby MSF
on 60kHz and recorded an increase in
signal strength between 1500 and 2359
on the 22nd, a violent burst of signal, "on
the stops" said Henry, at 1433 on the
28th and another during the first hour of
the 30th.
Sandy Hood, Fraserburgh, told Ron
Livesey, Glasgow, Auroral co-ordinator
of the British Astronomical Association,
that he observed arcs and rays in the
evening of the 26th. Ron's magnetometer
showed magnetic field disturbance during
the evenings of the 26th and 28th and I
see that in Maldon , Ted Owen's
magneto meter was reading high on the
26th. "No spots at all" , said Patrick
Moore, Selsey, following his solar observations around midday on December 26
and 27 and January I, 2, 4 and 6. Apart

Dave Coggins, Knutsford, received
signals on the 50MHz band via meteor
trail reflection from G6XM at 0805 on
December 11, GM3WOJ at 0825 on the
12th, G3IMW, G6XM and GM3WOJ at
0815 and G3LTF at 2345 on January 3,
G4GLT and G6XM at 0750 on the 4th
and G3LTF at.08oo on the 9th.

28MHz Band
' ~ 28MHz , at least at my QTH, seems
to be at rock bottom", writes Bill Kelly,
Belfast, and a similar comment was made
to me by Fred Pallant G3RNM, in
Storrington on January 8. However, looking back to November, John Desptond,
Cork City, logged signals from stations in
DL, EA, H89, I, UB5 and ZS6 on the
18th, a lone LU on the 21 st and a G station via meteor scatter on December 4.
" December 8 was one of my best days for
a long while", said John, who heard stations from north-east USA and, what
pleased him most, NR5M from Texas.
Although John also received signals from
Argentina, the Azores, Norway and Por ·
tugal on the 9th, he says that the overall
conditions on most days were dead.
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This column had a mention in the
Australian magazine Amateur Radio
Action, which seems to keep an eye on
our 28MHz beacon table. Their author
said, "Rarely an issue passes my eyes
that doesn't contain the calls VK2RSY,
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Propagation Beacons
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Fig. 2

"I made a point of monitoring the band
for a winter sporadic-E this year, as I
have found they occur most winters in
early January coinciding with the
Quadrantids meteor shower", writes Gordon Pheasant G4RBY, Walsall. He
worked IK8CWB/IC8 on Capri at 1518,
EA4CPX at 1757 and CTlCUF at 1812
on January 2 and G4SLX and HB9CIY
at 0954 and 1040 respectively on the 3rd,
exchanging 43 reports. "Both these contacts seemed to be by ionospheric scatter
resulting from the meteor shower rather
than true sporadic-E", said Gordon. This
is most interesting Gordon, however,
there was some sporadic-E about because
at 1227, I logged strong signals, with both
rapid and slow QSB, from 6 eastern
European f.m. broadcast stations between
66 and 69MHz as well as a variety of
television signals around 50MHz (see TV
Section). Maybe readers will check their
logs for that day Gordon and add more
information to our findings. Both Dave
Coggins and John Desmond report hearing stations from Fraoce, Germany,
Hungary, Italy and Switzerland during
sporadic-E disturbances between 2100
and midnight on December 18 and 19.
Like Gordon, Dave heard EA4CPX and
CTlUF on the 2nd plus DF2MG,
HG5AAP and CTlTM under similar
conditions at 1632 on the 6th. "I think
that conditions have been at an all-time
low, especially on January 8 and 9,"
writes Dave. He adds, "I usually receive
Radio RSA and the BBC on the 26MHz
(llm) broadcast band at lunch times, but
not on those two days". This is an interesting observation Dave, because the
known signal strengths of h.f. broadcast
stations can be very useful for confirming
general and band conditions. Up in
Shetland Cecil Duncan is a keen h.f.
bands listener and among the impressive
range of communications receivers in his
shack, Fig. 1, are the WS 19 tank set, and
the C R 100 and RI 155 receivers, used
during WWII by the Army, Navy and
Air Force respectively. Cecil is on the
look-out for an R216 which he says
would really be at home with all his early
gear.
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VK6RTW and VK6RWA. They also
have reports of stations heard on the h.f.
bands so you might be lucky enough to
get your name in print and probably
when you're calling into a so-called dead
lOm band." Unfortunately we can't
oblige this time, but it shows readers that
we are giving a service to our friends in
the southern hemisphere. Beacons are
also extremely valuable for meteor scatter
observations and despite their limited
power, they do radiate signals on various
fixed frequencies for 24 hours a day. During the evening of December 4. John Desmond received bursts or pings of the
transmissions from the Sussex beacon
GB3SX and Dave C{)ggins heard pings
on the signals from the 50MHz beacons
GB3NHQ and GB3SIX almost daily
from December 15 to January 12.
, Between December 8 and January 7,
Henry Hatfield carried out his routine
checks on the frequencies of the Canadian. European, Mediterranean,
Norwegian, South American and South
African 28MHz beacons and heard
nothing from any of them. My contribu
tion is almost the same this time Henry.
" Very poor reception period, in fact worst
so far", wrote Ted Owen, Maldon, on
January 9. "I found 28MHz very quiet
over the, Christmas period, the band
seemed very dead, indeed even quieter
than in previous months", commented
John Desmond. Despite John Coulter,
Winchester, saying, "Herewith another
lean report", his log, along with those
from Dave Coggins, John Desmond, Ted
Owen, Gordon Pheasant who heard the
German and Norwegian beacons with
weak and warbly signals on January 3,
and Chris van den Berg, The Hague, have
been used to compile our monthly beacon
chart, Fig. 3.
During the v.h.f. opening on December
10 and 11, Dave Coggins received signals
from the RSGB beacon in Cornwall,
GB3CTC 144·915MHz and for the first
time heard the French beacon, FXOTHF
on 144·895MHz. However, later in the
month conditions were completely different and apart from an unexpected in
crease in strength for a short period on
December 26 (and despite the periods of
high pressure) signals from the RSGB
beacon at Wrotham, GB3VBF
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144·925MHz remained a steady 539 at
my QTH throughout the period of this
month's report. In Holland, Chris van
den Berg logged signals from the beacons
in Angus GB3ANG 144·975MHz on the
12th, Belgium ON4VHF 144·985MHz
and Cornwall on the 11th and Wrotham
on days 11, 12, 14, 19,20, 22,23,25,28,
29 and 30 and January 3 and 9.

Tropospheric
When this reporting period began on
December 15, the atmospheric pressure,
measured at my QTH, was falling from
30·0in (1015mb). the lowest that v.h.f.
operators like to see it, to 29·8 which it
reached late on the 17th. Apart from
another low over the Christmas holiday,
the pressure was mainly above the magic
figure with high peaks on the 21 st, during
the last week of 1984, and for the final
days of this report. Our monthly pressure
chart, Fig. 2 is compiled from the daily
readings on my Short and Mason
Barograph (figures slightly rounded). I
see from the log sent in by Ted Owen that
the pressure readings at his QTH are very
similar to mine. As far as v.h.f. was concerned the latter should have produced a
few good tropo lifts but alas, what came
was hardly noticeable. However, a few
weeks earlier it was a different story and
during that mid-December opening,
Richard Rowlands GW4HKX, Anglesey,
using an FT-290R running barefoot with
2·5W into a 17-element Tonna at 7m
a.g.!., worked DJOXR!P and LX 11 A on
144MHz (2m) s.s.b. on the 10th and
PA3DFX and PDONOO on f.m. on the
11th. "I believe that DX can be worked
without high power as long as the antenna has sufficient gain", writes Richard.
Between the 7th and 12th, Bill Kelly
heard stations from G, GI, GM and GW
working through the Northern Ireland
144MHz band repeaters GB3LY on RO,
GB3NI R5 and GB3WT on R 7. While
the conditions were so good Bill, who has
a poor v.h.f. location, heard signals
through the repeaters in Ayr GB3A Y R2,
Appleby GB3EV R4, Caldbeck GB3AS
RI, Motherwell GB3CS R6 and from
southern Ireland, for the first time, EJ7CS
at Sligo on R4. On the 11th, Alan Taylor,
Coventry, logged Dutch and German sta-
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tions on 144MHz. During the evening of
the 12th, Simon Hamer, New Radnor,
heard stations from London, Norwich
and Stafford working through the Brecon
Beacons repeater GB3BB on R4 and stations from Amsterdam and The Hague
through the Buxton repeater GB3l-IH R4.
Not content with the log so far, he also
heard QSOs from Blackpool to
Manchester via the North Powys repeater
GB3PW R3, from Lincoln to Newton le
Willows via the Birmingham repeater
GB3BM R5, and he heard a Birmingham
operator say that he was working the
west coast of Ireland via a Paris repeater.
"I would like to further my knowledge
of propagation", writes l4-year-old
Wayne Bevan from Ammanford, who
currently listens to v.h.f. signals via the
l44MHz repeaters in Birmingham, Carmel GB3WW R 7, Newport GB3BC R6
and West Devon GB3WD R4. Wayne's
receiver is fed by an indoor 8-element
Yagi and he is looking forward to corn
pleting his station when, after excellent
tuition from GW4PYK and GW4JGU.
he gets his own GW callsign. Listening to
both the 144MHz and 430MHz (70cm)
repeaters can tell you a lot about
tropospheric propagation Wayne. P.
Burnett G I DAT, Cleveland, is on
144MHz with an FT-480R and an 8element Vagi antenna and is working on a
variety of ways to plot and record the atmospheric pressure. Dave Coggins was
also in on the action and logged stations
on 144MHz s.s.b. from Belgium, France
and Germany on the 10th and again on
the 11 th, with the addition of signals from
Holland and Scotland.
From March 30 to April 3, George
Haylock G2DHV plans to be in
Guernsey using the callsign GU2DHV

and from the 4th to the 7th in Jersey using GJ2DHV. During this period George
hopes to be active on 144MHz C.w. and
s.s.b. and will be looking for QSOs and
will be delighted to receive reports afterwards at his home in Kent, QTHR.
George is preparing a special QSL card
for this expedition and he reminds me
that 1985 is the 40th anniversary of the
liberation of the Channel Islands from
German occupation.

Band 11
As far as propagation is concerned, the
v.h.f. broadcast band, 87 to 104MHz can
be disrupted, or provide DX, depending
on your point of view, by an extensive
sporadic-E or a mild plus tropo, and
believe me, it was the plus that caused the
chaos between December 8 and 13. As
the opening brewed up on the 8th, Harold
Brodribb, St Leonards-on-Sea, heard a
variety of French stations with huge
signal strengths between 90 and 100MHz
in addition to a number of "warbles"
behind the regular BBC stations that he
normally receives at his QTH. At 0600
on the 12th, Simon Hamer received
programmes mainly from Germany and
he identified AFN Frankfurt,
Bayerischer-Rundfunk III from Wendelstein, Hessischer -Rundfunk I
Biedenkopf, Westdeutscher Rundfunk I
and III from Nordhelle, WDR 11 Langenberg and now comes a super bit, Suddeutscher Rundfunk III in Heidelberg on
99·9MHz with QRM from Denmark
Radio's Programme 11 from Southern
Jutland, also on 99·9MHz.
Between the 9th and 12th, Bill Kelly
logged signals from Radios City in Liverpool, Clyde, Cumbria, Cymru, Girvan,

Merseyside and Red Rose and while I
heard some "warbles" on BBC stations
during the evening of the 28th, Bill
received signals from RTE 2 on
99·3MHz for the first time. "Such a marvellous opening between December 9 and
12", said Harold Brodribb and added, "I
have never known such a disturbance in
Band 11. The interference was so bad on
BBC Radios 3 and 4 on my Bush
V HF80, the only clear stations were from
Belgium at each end of the band, from
France Culture, Freqence Nord and RBL
between 91 and 99MHz and from
Holland around 90·2MHz on the 10th".
On the 11 th, Harold used the radio section of his Plustron TVR5D and received
clear signals from BBC Radio 2 at
Rowridge and Wrotham, Culture and
Frequence Nord from LiIle, RBL and a
Belgian station around 100· 7MHz. There
was no way that our two ' Newport
DXers, Aridrew Guy and Damien Read,
would be left out of the big event and between them, on the 10th and 11th, they
received signals from Belgium BR T2 and
RTBF, France Culture, Frequence Nord,
Inter and Musique, Ireland RTE 2 and
from the UK, BBC Radios Cornwall,
London, Oxford and Sussex and ILRs
Mercury, Southern Sound and 2CR.
In Southampton, John Biles uses a
chimney-mounted 6-element Vagi to feed
his tuner amplifier for Band II and can
usually receive signals from the London
ILR stations Capital and LBC and
sometimes BBC and ILR stations from
Kent and Sussex. It is well worth keeping
a watch in Band n for brief outbreaks of
sporadic-E as Simon Hamer found on
December 26 when, for a short time, he
received signals at good strength from
Yugoslavia, JRT-I, Avala on 95·3MHz.
can fairly sum it up by saying we don't
get much sound, but we sure see some interesting pictures.

Over the years, many PW readers have
reported seeing a wide variety of the
popular American and British films and
programmes being transmitted by stations whose signals we only receive during an atmospheric disturbance. I was
reminded of this when I read an article
called "Programming", by Robin
Williams, in the Christmas issue of
Teleradio News, edited by our readers
Keith Hamer and Garry Smith. "It can
be quite frustrating to get a good tropo
signal from Holland and find that all
you're getting is last week's episode of
Dynasty!" writes Robin, and points out
that during one week's programmes he
counted 121 UK/USA items being shown
in Europe.
During the mid-December opening.
Simon Hamer, New Radnor, saw an
American film. in German, from ARD on
Chs. E8 and E9. a cowboy film in French
from Belgium on Ch. E3, the news broadcast Heute from ZDF with an item about
Pope John Paul II and a list of
programmes with pictures from Chariots
a/Fire.

Amateur TV (fast-scan)

One of the many aspects of DXTV is
the picture content, and because we see a
wide variety of test cards during most disturbances I feel that it is time we had a
look at some of the people and captions
that appear. For example, one of the announcers on Dubai TV, Fig_ I, received
by Asim Aziz and Rehan Mullich in
Lahore; lively introductions from France
TFI, Figs. 2 and 3, by Nicholas Wythe,
Folkestone; the animal character, Fig. 4,
shown by NOS between commercials
sent by Keith Hamer and Garry Smith,
Derby; a picture of Hamburg, Fig. 5,
from Tony Palfreyman, Stannington; and
a caption, Fig. 6, and a young lady and a
puppet, Fig. 7, received from Spain by
lain Dunworth G4SNL, Saltash, and Len
Eastman G8UUE, Bristol, respectively.
All of these should whet the appetites of
the newcomers to the world of longdistance television reception. I think that I

"ATV activity in Liverpol and district
is very much alive," writes Eric Rowe and
continues, "My son, who is GIDIA, has
facilities to receive ATV signals and I
receive pictures each day from G30SI,
G3PDC, G40HG, G6XUM, G8VQC
and G8YFE in Liverpool, G IDDA in
Stoke-on-Trent and G4IVD in Wigan."
Eric uses a Yaesu FRG-7700 and a
Microwave Modules converter fed by a
14-element parabeam antenna to further
his interest in this fascinating aspect of
amateur rac/io.

Tropospheric
Readers are still talking about that
mid -Decem ber tropospheric opening,
when, like many others, Keith Chaplin,
Barrow upon Soar, had a good haul of
OX from the stations that operate a 625line system in Band Ill. During the evening' of December 10, Keith received pictures from Irel~nd Radio Telefis Eireann
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I on their Ch. H 207 ·25MHz in Band JII
and on Ch. 23 in the u.hJ. band. Between
1800 and 2000 on the 11th; he watched
pictures from Belgium BRT, including
their clock. Fig. 8, their news programme
BRT Journal, Fig. 9, and BRT Teletekst,
Fig. 10, in addition to football from Ger ·
many in the programme Monitour, films
mainly from ARD/ZDF, and the caption
Sport Extra ARD 1, an episode of
Magnum on ARD and a test card from
Belgium's RTBF. Early in the event, on
the 8th, Harold Brodribb, St. Leonardson-Sea, received weak pictures from the
Belgian stations at Liege on Ch. E3 and
Wavre on Ch. E8 and towards the end of
the opening, early on the 13th, Keith
Chaplin saw a German caption
Westdeutscher Rundfunk from Langenberg on Ch. E9. Up in Coventry, Alan
Taylor reports strong signals from RTBF
in Band III and in Derby, Keith Hamer
and Garry Smith logged pictures from
Holland and West Germany and report
that they can receive the French station
TDF Canal Plus almost daily on Ch. 5
from Lille. In Wales, Simon Hamer (no
relation to Keith) watched pictures from
RTBF I on E3 and RTBF 2 on Ch. 42.
Canal Plus on Ch. 5, Germany ARD on
Chs. E8 and 9, ZDF on Chs. E34, 35 and
37 and Holland NOS-I from Lopik on
Ch. E4, Roermond E5, Smilde E6,
Markelo E7 and Goes E29, during the
evening of the 11th.
At 1740 on the 10th, Mike Bennett,
Slough, received poor-quality mono and
colour pictures from France in Band III
and good colour test cards from BR T
TV 1 and Teletekst from RTBF on the
11 th. During the afternoon of the 12th,
Mike logged a colour bar caption from
France, with the inscription, "Reseau
Specialise et Reseau FR3" on their Ch.
L6. Later on the 12th, Simon found u.hJ.
DX within the UK and tuning through
Bands IV and V found strong signals
from the IBA networks, Granada, Winter
Hill on Ch. 59, London, Guildford Ch.
43 . Tyne Tees, Bilsdale Ch. 29 and
Yorkshire, Belmont Ch. 25.
Having moved to a new QTH in Edin
burgh, George Garden, using an NEC
colour set and a 48-element indoor antenna, received his first DX during the
evening on the 12th when he logged
Grampian TV from Durris, in good
colour, on Ch. 25 at a distance of around
180km. Commenting on the closedown of the 405-line transmitters in
Bands I and III at the beginning of this
year. George Pheasant said, "It's great to
take out the notch filters I had on Ch. B4
sound and vision and see PTT
Nederlands surface on Ch. E4 from time
to time by tropo. I had only ever seen it
before the BBC came on at 0830." I

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET, EARLESTOWN,
NEWTON LE WILLOWS, MERSEYSIDE WA12 8BA..

wonder how many more readers are
enjoying the clear bands, Gordon?
"Quite the best tropo on Band III that
I have ever experienced," writes Harold
Brodribb, in a later report, having
received te!!t cards and programmes from
stations in Belgium BRT and RTBF,
France FR3, Ireland RTE 2 and Luxem
bourg RTL on December 10 and 11. In
Bands IV and V on the 11 th he found
French stations dominating many of the
u.h.f. channels. At 0915 on the 13th,
Harold was still getting a test card from
RTL on Ch. E7 and then a few glimpses
of signals from Belgium during the morn ·
ing before the event finally died out.

Band I
Although sporadic-E is mainly a
summer-time disturbance, it is always
worth taking a daily tune through Band I,
40 to 68MHz, during the winter months
as Keith Chaplin found between 1050
and 1220 on October 14 when he
received pictures from Italy RAI, on their
Chs. A 53 ·75MHz and B 62·25MHz.
During the morning of December 14, I
saw a map of the world behind the Polish
"dt" caption followed by the letters TP
for about 2 minutes on Ch. RI
49· 75MHz and at midday on January 3,
I received test cards from Czechoslovakia
RSKH and Poland on Ch. R I and
Sweden, scribed TV I Sverige. on Chs. E2
48·25MHz and E3 55·25MHz. Later the
Czechoslovak and Swedish test cards, being close in frequency, were fighting for
predominance on the screen around
49MHz all mixed up with a farming
programme from an unidentified station.
About 1140 on December 17, Harold
Brodribb saw the RSKH test card from
Czechoslovakia and at 1230 on the 18th.
Simon Hamer watched children sledging
in the snow by a lake in a forest, with
Cyrillic captions. from the USSR on Ch.
R2 59· 25MHz. During the evening of the
3rd, Simon caught a glimpse of a film on
Ch. E2 and lots of pings of picture, by
meteor scatter, on Chs. R I and 2 and at
1300 on the 5th, he saw skiing from
Innsbruck on Ch. R I. Mike Bennett.
Slough , watched skiing from Italy on
their Chs. A and B at 1040 on the 19th
and on Chs. E2 and 4, at 1351 on the
21 st, he received flashes of an unidentified test caJd and a Union Jack with the
words "Follow Me" printed on it which
he believes came from Portugal. Gordon
Pheasant G4BPY, Walsall. logged an unidentified picture which appeared briefly
on Ch. R I at 1630 on January 2, and
Simon Hamer received a test card from
Sweden on Ch . E2 at noon on the 6th .
Like us all, Neil Purling, Hull, is looking
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forward to the coming Sporadic-E season
and is currently trying new ways to improve his station, so don't forget Neil, it's
worth having a tune around Band I in the
early morning and again at midday.
"I am learning Russian with one of my
school friends and Radio Moseow, so
hopefully by the next DX season I'll be
able to understand some of that strange
writing we see on the screen," writes
Philip Hodgson, Stamford, who, having
sent a reception report to Hessischer
Rundfunk, HR I, TV, received a QSL
card within a week or so, along with
transmitter maps, a couple of stickers and
a real metal key ring with frequency and
transmitters impressed on it. Good stuff,
Philip. it shows that quality reports are
welcomed by overseas stations. My wife
studied Russian a few years ago in conjunction with a television programme and
found the book entitled The Penguin Russian Course, ISBN 0 14 051.020 6, a
great help; so do I readers, hi.

SSTV
" This is SSTV frequency, please
QSY." demanded a strong voice on
14·230MHz in the 20m band at 1145 on
December 29, which emphasises the fact
that other traffic on this SSTV calling
channel can cause problems with the
reception of pictures, especially the
weaker ones.
My entry into the world of slow-scan
television reception, with a Scarab
Systems programme for my ZX Spectrum, has proved most interesting. I
found most of the activity on Saturday
and Sunday mornings around
14·230MHz and between December 14
and January 13, I received pictures from
EA4BGP, EA4CHU, DJ6KQ, I3FWY,
13XQW, I6NAG, IC8POF, OH2KM,
OH6ZS and parts of signals, broken up
because they were weak or subject to
QRM and/or QSB, from stations in
Czechoslovakia, Germany and Greece.
Please forgive any errors in the callsigns
quoted because sometimes not all the let ·
ters are easy to read. Among the captions
I saw were, "BYE BYE", "CQ SSTV",
"GOOD MORNING RSV 577",
"HAPPY
1985",
"MERRY
CHRISTMAS", "PLEASE KK" (Fig.
11), "SRI VY QRM", "TNX . FER
CALL", a full screen sized "73" and
"NAME XA VIER QTH MADRID"
(Fig. 12). I also found that while receiving
the signals it is an advantage to record
them on a standard tape recorder for later
playback into the computer and then, by
using the commands for border colour
change. negate picture and scrolling,
detailed study of the picture is relatively
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easy . For har~ copy I use an Alphacom
32 printer in ionjunction with the Spectrum. which C,n be used when a wanted
picture is seleqcd from th'e tape . In short,
T am very pbsed with the computer
system and looking forward to seeing
-'
some real DX.
"The only ~')TV copied has been from
Europe," writl; Peter Lincoln, Aldershot.
for the montb prior to January IS and

Fig. 10
adds, "most of the countries active in this
mode showed up a few times, my best
DX being SV. The advantage of SSTV is
that it is still not over-active and DX does
not seem that important, although pictures from other continents are very
welcome."
"More and more Ws are appearing on
14MHz SSTV using the new Robot
colour system and have been worked,

News

As OSCAR-IO is now heading for a more
southerly apogee. with a decreased
transponder "on-time" (switch-off now
commanded at mean anomaly 201) and
with poor sun·angles at times, we are not
seeing the satellite at its best. Despite
these problems, it effects superb communications When compared with the h.f.
bands. with the ever lowering solar flux as
, we approach sunspot minima.
.
New DX regularly asserts its presence,
with fresh activity from ZF I GC,
ZD7SD, 4UIITU, HZ lAB, KS6DY,
W I BIH/P12. An expedition to 4S7 is
now on from a Belgian group (QSL via
Peter, ON7HJl) and a WO is active from
HIS.
The USSR "RADIO" satellites survived the eclipse period. and have been
Z1ctive full-time on a new schedule, with
RS-5 and R,8-S on transponder mode.

and with RS-7 taking the role of the
ROBOT. A recent test by RS3A to verify
charging and ceH holding capacity on the
batteries. showed RS-S still to be in excellent health. with RS-7 in modest condition, but with RS-5 showing considerable signs of degradation, and un·
likely to be with us for much longer.
When heavily loaded, it wiII be likely to
turn itself off automatically when "undervoltage" is sensed and can only be recommanded on again by one of the
ground command stations. The moral is
to use it gently, by keeping your uplink
power to the minimum required for
reliable communication.
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Due to the need for finances to be
directed toward new satellites. the last
issue of Orbit magazine, number 19, has
been issued. Although very popular and
well designed, the complexities of production and printing meant a loss of
topicality, and the cost of continuing the
elegant format could not be equated by
the advertising that it carried. AMSA T
will now produce A M SA T Satellite
Journal for members with similar but
more updated material, minus the gloss
and colour.
NASA has produced a booklet that is
invaluable to the satellite enthusiast,
called Satellite Situation Report No. 4
which is free to the applicant. Write your
request to: NASA, Public Affairs Depart
ment, Goddard Spaccflight Center, 130
Greenbelt, MD 20777, USA.
. Supplementing the RSGB GB2RS H2
channel broadcasts, ARRL now have
W I A W, the headquarters station at
Newington Connecticut, using the
OSCAR -10 satellite regularly for both
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s.s.b. and C.w. bulletins on the H2 and L2
special channels. AMSA T will have
regular broadcasts and bulletins on the
H2 and ACNF (l45·957MHz) channels,
at 1800 Sundays, and later Sunday evenings when the satellite is in view.
Problems have been caused to the
reception of essential bulletins over the
past few months by a number of Euro pean stations not only running excessive
power and with very wide signals, but
also using frequencies well above the top
downlink
QSO
frequency
of
145·957MHz. If responsible users of the
satellite would gently remind these
" problem users" of the ethics, the band plan, and the power limits to be observed,
it would help all concerned to maintain
good communications for all. Really , with
no skip differential. and with the full
capability of self monitoring, there can be
no excuse for bad operating on satellites!

UOSAT
Regular bulletins from the University
of Surrey team indicate that all goes well
with both of the UOSA T spacecraft, with
UOSAT OSCAR-9 continuing to
provide the bulletin with a regular ex
perimental schepule, subject to some
changes according to user feedback of interests,
UOSAT OSCAR-I I was placed back
into gravity gradient stabilisation by
automatic attitude control manoeuvres
(dictated by the on -board computer)
within four days of commencement of
operation , This operation followed
several weeks of navigation analysis to
determine the exact nature of the complex
spin that had resulted. The satellite was
accidentally destabilised during a planned
The ARIANE-4 rocket of ESA,
planned for the July 1986 launch of
four satellites, with the positions
shown. Sitting on top, first

.

~-~"..~

i

to
go,
will weather
be
the
M ETEOSAT
satellite (a). Below this is
e~ I the AMSAT-F ARSENE
r-=\ J Amateur- Radio Satellite
(b). Under this in the
SYLDA sits AMSAT Phase
IIlc (c), whilst last to go,
sitting at the base, is the
French ATH OS communications satellite (d)

despin session to prepare for an experi ment requiring stability of axis, but is now
under better gravity lock than before!
UO-II has been engaged in carrying
out particle ·wave experiments in conjunction with the AMPTE spacecraft, and
more tests are planned for April this year.
The c.c.d. camera has been used to send
back test images, and work is continuing
on the UOS ground station to improve
facilities for the image reception.
Coincident with a meteor shower, a
number of "hits" were recorded by the
piezo-electric microphone on the satellite
chassis used for the space-dust experiment.
The digital communications experiment has been in use for many months
aiding spacecraft operations, and will be
activated on a limited experimental communications basis imminently . Batteries,
power system, telecommand and
telemetry are all performing excellently,
and despite the intense effort required
within the University of Surrey AMSAT
Team in having two spacecraft to main tain, and now further to become involved
in preparing for PACSAT and other missions, they are well pleased with results,
as are we mere users.

Those of you who remember the sad
day of the launch of Phase IlIa will recall
that it was accompanied to the bottom of
the deep sea by FIREWHEEL, a satellite
from the Max Planck Institute. This was
to have released Barium, Strontium,
Lithium and other discrete spectrum
photo-emissive
ions
into
the
magnetosphere to produce what would
have been a very spectacular multicoloured Aurora.
AMPTE , an acronym for Active
Magnetosphere Particle Tracer Experi
ment, is similar, and three such spacecraft
were launched from Cape Canaveral on
August 16 last year by NASA. It was the
Lithium release of one of the set in September 1984 that UOSA T OSCAR-I 1
was working in conjunction with, (See
earlier item on UOSAT), A Barium
release was due at 0407 PST (1207
GMT) at 9 degrees South, 84 degrees
West (the Eastern Pacific) on Christmas
morning, that would have produced a
splendid green comet-tail effect streaming
in toward the earth's magnetic poles as
the sun striking at that height ionised the
metal. stimulating bright emission against
the dark sky just before earth sunrise. It is
just possible that some residual effect
might have remained toward the north north-west of Britain before our following
dawn, or even coming over the magnetic
pole after dusk on Christmas Day. If any
enthusiast was awake and saw any effects
of the phenomena, it might just not have
been due to the blood alcohol level over
the festive period!

tract with ESA , the European Space
Agency, for the launch of the Phase IIIc
satellite from Kourou , French Guiana on
the new powerful ARIANE-4 rocket, for
mid 1986.
Work on the new spacecraft is already
well under way at the AMSA T -OL Marburg group, and with AMSAT in the Un ited States a l both Washington and
Boulder, Colorado. With a sufficiency of
financial income, it is to be hoped that the
ideal orbit for a satellite fundamentally
similar to the current OSCAR-IQ will be
achieved in July ne xt year. If placed at
some 67 degrees inclination. not only will
spin-modulation be virtually eliminated
and stronger signals result from earth being within the main-lobe direct beam for
most of the time. but the. satellite will stay
at th e inclination set whilst OSCAR- IO
provides apogee optimum for the
southern hemisphere stations.
At the satellite itself some exciting ad ·
ditions and improvements are envisaged,
such as a high power version of the L
Mode 1269 to 43 6 MHz transponder that
would reduce the overall link require
ments by an increase of downlink power.
This would permit a reduction of the
ground system requirements for both the
436MHz down link and the 1269MHz uplink , enabling simpler access and usage.
Also planned is a Mode L digital
transponder, plus a 2·3GHz (S Band)
beacon built by DC9RK.
A number of possibilities for the on board propulsion system used to place
the satellite at the ideal inclination and
into the optimum orbit from the initial
launch vehicle transfer orbit are under
consideration, all with their own merits. A
solid fuel rocket, as with Phase IlIa, a
hypcrglycol (liquid fuel) propellant
system, as with OSCAR-1O (Phase IJIb).
an experimental plasma system. and a
method of using water electrolytically
decomposed to form hydrogen and
oxygen fuel by solar cell power are all
viable contendents.
Also aboard ARIANE-4 will be a
METEOSAT weather satellite, ATHOS a
French communications satellite. and
ARSENE. (See diagram of launch configuration). ARSENE is being made by
the French AMSAT group under the
guidance of F8YY. The Bordeaux group
are building the J 45MHz r.f. amplifiers,
F5EN (Paris) and F3VF (Rennes) the
2·4GHz chain, and F2MM the telemetry
transmitter. Some twenty specialists form
the group, who have met over onc hun
dred times to plan the mission so far. Until now, no funding has been necessary. as
time and materials have been freely
donated. As the launch date draws closer,
it will be imperative to find patrons for
financing the project, and sponsors are
urgently sought. If you are able to assist,
please contact F6FHE. If you feel that
you are able to contribute in the actual
technical work, then let F3HK know of
your particular expertise.

Phase /lIe and Arsene

ACSB

Dr. Karl Meinzer, DJ4ZC, father
figure of OSCAR-IO, has signtd a con-

In addition to the terms s.s.b., l.s.b.,
u.s.b., d.s.b., etc. wc now have a.c.s.b.,

AMPTE
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which stands for amplitude corn pandered
sideband. If the term 'compandered' is
not in your glossary, then this can be explained as a derivation of COMPressed
and exPANDed, the method of function.
Basically, a pilot tone at 3· I kHz is introduced at the transmitting source
providing an index to the amount of compression employed. At the receiving end
of things, compensation for changes in
the level of the pilot tone detected asserts
changes of the expansion function, thus
overcoming much of the effect of poor
signal to noise ratio and spin modulation.
It also negates much of the effect of Doppler shift. On my normal ICnOA and
Microwave Modules 144·to-2SMHz con·
verter, it appeared to all intents and purposes to be normal s.s.b., and I could
detect uo difference on W lA W's usual
signal during our QSO's. With the a.c.s.b.
receiver, it is a very different case, as im-

provements in the signal to noise ratio of
up to 15dB are claimed!
Unless one has a near to e.m.e. array
and a good low noise GaAs-f.e.t. preamplifier at the antenna, OSCAR-lO
QSO's are not what one might describe as
"armchair" copy, particularly when the
transponder is heavily loaded by highpower stations and the antennas on the
spacecraft are at a poor angle to the user.
This new system, now under test with
ARRL and AMSAT, could provide an
ideal answer to those equipped with
modest antennas, as well as for general
satellite, e.m.e., and low signal work.
Nothing sounding so advantageous could
be without snags, and one danger is the
effect of the continuous loading of the
satellite' power system if the mode
becomes as popular as it might be
expected.
Finally this month, the explanation as

to why it was that no signals whatsoever
were heard from the 435 ·025MHz
telemetry beacon of the GASCAN (GetAway-Special Canister) on the last STS
Shuttle mission. After much conjecture,
calculation, theory and modelling, it was
eventually agreed that the greatest
probability was due indirectly t. th,e
problems of communications on that
flight mission, as either the 435MHz antenna had been broken, or, due to the required angle of the shuttle that allowed
directing its direct radio antennas to earth
(the normal satellite system having
failed), the GASCAN TLM antenna was
continuously screened from earth by the
spacecraft itself. The real reason was
much more straightforward, .as it
transpired that the TLM transmitter had
not been switched on! Even Astronauts
and Cosmonauts, it would appear, are as
fallible as we lesser mortals!

I
Prefix

"Welcome to RTTY," said OH3XI at
1055 on December 29 to a Belgian sta
tion who was making an R TTY QSO for
the first time. This is a typical view of the
R TTY fraternity toward newcomers and
borne out in the UK by the fact that the
British Amateur Radio Teleprinter Group
began their jubilee year, 1984, with a
membership of 1170 and ended with
around 2600. Obviously, new computer
technology has made it easier for both the
licensed amateur and the s.w.!. to add this
mode to their stations and BARTG are
there to make sure they can enjoy it. "We
are now looking forward to 1985," writes
Ian Wade G3NRW, Publicity Officer, in
the Winter '84 issue of the BAR TG journal Datacom and adds, "Your committee
has finally gone round the bend and over
tpe hill, yes, next year our target is 5000
members and I am convinced that we can
do it." So am I, lan. and I hope that those
readers who are not already members
will get the details, by sending an s.a.e.
to Pat and John Beedie, GW6MOJ/
GW6MOK, at "Ffynnonlas", Salem,
L1andeilo, Dyfed, Wales.
Alan Taylor, Coventry . has taken his
first steps into R TTY with a home-brew
terminal unit, ZX Spectrum computer
and Scarab Systems interface and
. software. During December he copied
signals from stations in Austria, Holland,
Italy and the UK, USA and USSR and is
really pleased with this way of receiving
amateur radio transmissions. Over the
festive season I copied a French station
on 7MHz (40m) who ended his QSO with
a Christmas tree made up of 13 zeros and
printed beside it the words "]OYEUSES
FETES, MERRY CHRISTMAS DE
F6EZH" and the English operator who
made an RTTY Christmas card with a
s'creen-filling tree, made with the letter X,
and 5 exclamation marks for candles
which looked very good. Alongside the
tree were the words, "A MERRY
CHRISTMAS CUAGN G4MMQ" and

I can imagine the pleasure this gave to the
G station, new to RTTY, that he was
working. Another finished his QSO at
0840 on December 25 with a giant 73,
s.even characters high made up of the
computer hash sign. Such items show the
dedication and skill, plus the human
touch of the R TTY operators.
During the mid-December 1984 tropo,
Ted Double GSCDW, Enfield, BARTG
Awards Manager, made RTTY QSOs on
144MHz (2m) with stations in Antwerp,
Brussels and Ghent. The high spot for
Ted was making his first teleprinter
contact with DLlEBQ in Solingen, just
short of 500km. "It was his 3rd contact
with a G station on R TTY so we were
both happy with the outcome," said Ted.
From Luxembourg, the signal of LXIJA
was peaking 579 at Ted's QTH but each
time he tried to call him, Ted's 20W
signal was clobbered by the high power
stations. Recently Ted ch~nged his
R TTY printer gear for a Commodore 64
computer and RTTY interface.
Between December 15 and January 14
the R TTY sections of the 3·5, 7 and
14MHz bands were reasonably active.
Although 21MHz (I5m) was dead for
most of the time it did open suddenly at
0845 on December 23, and in about 10
minutes I copied TRSDX, ZS6APH and
9H4C, without which my score on that
band for the month would have been 3
countrie~, G, LZ and 5N. The count on
the other bands was much better as can
be seen by the lists in Fig. I.
"I did manage to copy LU I NH in
RTTY, but very little of any other DX,

Austria
Balearic Is
Belgium
Bulgaria
Canary Is
Ceuta & Melilla
Channel Is
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
England
Finland
France
Gabon
Germany
I Greece
Holland
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Malta
Nigeria
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Rumania
Sardinia
Sicily
South Africa
Spain
SWitzerland
Sweden
USA
USSR
I Yugoslavia

C3
OE

Band (MHzl::J

'T ITJ ''-4 :21
x
X X
X

EAB

ON
LZ
EA8
EA9
GJ/GU

X
X

X
X
X

OK

X

OZ

X

G

X X

OH
F

X

TR
DJ
SV
PA
HA
GI/EI
I
9H4
5N
LA
SP
CT!

I

~

X

X

X

X X
X

X

IX

X X
X X
X X
X

X

X
'X
X
X
X
X

YO
I

I

X
X X

IS
IT9

ZS

X

EA
HB9
SM

X X

X X
X

X X

WIN

X X

UA!UB/UT

X
X

VU
Fig. 1

the best being DJ8YV /EA8 and
N8EDI/4X," wrote Peter Lincoln
BRS42979, Aldershot, on January 15
who also logged 9HICD and HBOAWQ,
which are fairly rare stations for him.
Among the two-way local QSOs I copied
were from France F2KA/F6EQU, Italy
I2EOW /I5JXE, Northern Ireland
GI40CL!GI4VIV and in England, Bill
Yeo G2CVY, taking part in a RAFARS
contest, and Stan Chrees G3DZW.
On the subject of contests, we congratulate P. E. Whatton G4DCV and
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FOR THE
BEST &DEALS
LONDON: 373 UXMIOGE ROAD ACTON.
LONDON W3 8RH.
•
T .. : 01.e82 578518

C. Le Tissier GU4YMV and Erik
Alderweireldt ONIUI/A and J. Perkins
G4IVV / A, on taking the first and second
places respectively in the single- and
multi-operator sections of BARTG's
Autumn RTTY Contest. The organisers
received 22 entries from the single
operators and 13 from multi-operators
and one s.w.l., N. Henbrey BRS28198,
who logged 36 QSOs with a PE his best
DX. During the event 180 Gs, 7 GWs, 13

NORTHERN: 38 BRIDGE STREET. EARLESTOWN.
NEWTON LE WILLOWS. MERSEYSIDE WA12 9BA.
T .. : 082 52 ae&1

PAs, 16 Fs, 13 Ds, I GM, 10 ONs, 2
GUs, I LX and I GJ were known to be
active. The best way to gain experience
with RTTY is to take part in a BARTG
contest, so keep a watch on all bands, 3·5
through 28MHz between 0200 on March
23 and 0200 on the 25th for activity during the Spring R TTY Contest. Then for
v.hJ. enthusiasts, the Spring VHF/UHF
R TTY Contest will be held on the 144,
430 and 1296MHz bands between

1800GMT on April 13 and 1200 on the
14th with a compulsory 4-hour rest
period. This event is open to licensed
amateurs within Zones 14 and 15 who
are permitted to use R TTY as a mode of
communication and of course s. w.I.s,
whose logs are always welcome. Further
details from BARTG contest manager,
Peter Adams G6LZB, 464 Whippendell
Rd., Watford, Herts, WDI 7PT, to whom
completed logs should be sent by May 18.

Yaesu FT-980
Sir: Thank you for a very interesting review of the FT-980
(PW, May 1984), As an owner of an FT-980 for over a year, I
can confirm the delight of the operating facilities and excellent performance of this rig . Reviewers, like yourself,
have, however, criticised one feature of the FT-980, namely
the apparent inconvenience that having selected operating
conditions from memory (MR) it is not possible to change the
mode, although it is possible to shift the frequ.ency using
SHIFT. Although this is strictly the state of affairs, I should like
to point out a way which is in fact mentioned, albeit in passing, in the user manual in the last paragraph of page 31.
The procedure is simply this. When the TAB ON/OFF button is
pressed, whether in VFO or memory mode, control is
transferred to the VFO. Thus, the current operating frequency
is not changed, but the mode immediately comes under the
control of the front panel switch and can be changed. Of
course, since the TAB function is designed to make sure that
one does not operate outside the limits which one selects by
the lower and upper TAB settings, to make this transfer of
control to VFO work over the full frequency coverage of the
set, it is necessary to set the lower and upper TAB values to
the lowest and highest frequencies of the set on both HAM
and GENERAL VFOS, say 10kHz to 29·9999MHz, Of course, if
the need to transfer control to VFO is only in one band, then
the TAB limits can be set just for that band. For ease of
general use I set the TAB limits to the extreme range of the
set.
I hope this description may be useful to other FT-980
users who may have missed this point and have felt
frustrated, like yourself, by the apparent deficiency in the
design.
David E. Bowyer G3NHB,
Trumpington, Cambridge.

Can You Help?
We regularly receive letters from readers seeking information, circuit diagrams, sources of spares etc. for a variety of
electronic equipment, and where possible we reply direct to
them. However, in some instances our search will prove
fruitless, so we would like to ask fellow enthusiasts if they
can help. Brief details of some of the requests are listed:
Heathkit Type V-7A/UK or 1 M-18U Valve Volt Meter,
require service manual. F. Constance GM6KWG, 37 Riddochhill Road, Blackburn, Bathgate, West Lothian.

Decca Colour TV-Serial No. CS 2032, require service
manual or list of all valve types, J. R. Cooper, 25 Lilac Lane,
Great Wyr/ey, Walsall WS6 6HQ.
CR100/B28, require service manual, circuit diagram or connector details. R. Hughes, 43 Naylor Road, London N20
OHE. Tel: 01-4457093.
Heathkit GR-9900 12in TV, require IC101 type
SN76544 (part No. 442/108) and ICl 02 type SN7600 (part
No. 442/104). R. C. Armstrong, 1 Chestnut Drive, Holmeon-Spalding-Moor, York Y04 4HW
Tektronix 502A Dual-beam Oscilloscope, require service
manual or circuit diagram. J. A. Skidmore, 19 Almondbank
Terrace, Edinburgh EH 11 1SS.
Jason J2-10 Mk2 Amplifier, require service manual, circuit diagram or any help at all. M . A. Eldin, 8 Sutcliffe Close,
Stevenage, Herts. SG 1 5PJ.
Eddystone EC10, require handbook, circuit diagram and
battery holder. M. Mickels, 3 Gor/as, North Comel/y,
Bridgend, Mid-Glam. Tel: (0656) 745527.
Sinclair PDM 35 Digital Multimeter, require instruction
book and some spares. J. Ward, Ashfield, Bargates,
Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 sox.
Taylor Model 45c Valve Tester, require operators
manual. K. Shambler VK2Z/0, P.O. Box 916, Orange,
N.S. W 2800, Australia.
Require circuit diagram or connection information on the
a.m./n.b.f,m./s.s.b. i.f. unit type I F20 as advertised by ESE in
PW in 1979. W. Forsyth, Aldernaig, Avoch, Ross &
Cromarty.

Exhibition Operating
Sir: Members of the general public with minimum
knowledge of amateur radio must be completely bemused
by what they hear at exhibition stations holding special
event callsigns. A combination of radio-ese and too frequent
use of the Q-code must make it all sound so much gobbledegook, In any case, the kids today all rush round yacking
into the mikes of their portable CB-rigs. To the man-in-thestreet it's all very old-hat, but he is still intrigued with the use
of Morse code. So why not use c.w. at GB stations in the
future?
Douglas Byrne G3KPO
Ryde, 1.0. W
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Tune into the world

~

WOOD & DOUGLAS

VHF/UHF COMMUNICATION PRODUCTS

A NEW RALLY SEASON BEGINS!
During the next months you can meet our happy smiling staff at
events up and down the country. Our new illustrated catalogue will be
released at the NEe in April along with the new high quality products
we have been devising in our winter hibernation!

See 'OU tIIere!
I'Ic:Ica~Prices
1 5 mW lV Transmtt
2. 500mW lV Transceiw
3. IOW lV Transm~
4. IOW lV Transceiw
5 70cms 500mW FM Transceive
6. 70cms IOW FM Transoeive
7. 2M LlnearlPre-amp IOW
8. 2M Unear/?re-amp 25W
9. 70cms ~ntheslSed lOW Transoeive
10. 2M Syn esised lOW Transceive
11. 2M Cf'JS1aI Conlrolled IOW Transoeiver
12. 70cms UnearlPre-amp
70cms EQUIPMENT
Tnlllsceiver Klb ami Accessories
FM Transmitter (0.5W
FM Receiver (with PI RF Cia)
Transmitter 6 Channel Adaptor
Receiver 6 Channel Adaptor
Synthesiser PCBs)
Synthesiser ransmtt Amp
Syntheslser Modulator

f

~~~~~~

Converter (2M or 10M i. f.)
1V ProducIs
Receiver Converter (Ch 36 OU1put)
Pattem Generator (Mains PSU)
lV ModulalDr (For Transmission)
Ch 36 Modulator (For lV Injection)
Power ~Iifiers (FMICW Use)
50mW to OOmW
500mW to 3W
500mW to IOW
3W to lOW
I OW to 40W
Combined Power AmplPre-Amp (Auto Changeover)
Unears
500mW to 3W (Straight amp. no changeover)
3W to tOW (Auto Changeover)
1W to 7W (Auto Changeover)

Updated over 90070
The one sourcebook for all the latest
information on
stations • frequencies • powers
• call signals • station locations
• and equipment news

1'Ie-Am~lfters

World Radio TV
Handbook
- the bible for DXer's the world over

£14.95
Published by Billboard and distributed by
Pit man Publishing. Available from all good
booksellers or direct from Pitman

~D;;F~-

- - - - --~

To Publicity Dept, Pitman Publishing, 128 ~ong Acre,
London WC2E 9AN
Please rush me
copy(s) of World Radio TV
Handbook 39th edition (ISBN 0902285 106) at £17 .95 each
D I enclose a cheque/ postal order for £ _ _ _ __ _ __
made payable to Pitman Publishing.

10

D Please debit my Z D ~D"D r~
No.
Signed:
Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Address:
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Postcode

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ PWI

Bipolar iniature (13d~
MOSFET MiniabJre (14 B)
RF Switched (3OW)
GaAs FET (I6dB)
6M EQUIPMENT
Converter (2M i f.)
ZM EQUIPMENT
Transceiver Klb and Ar:ceaorIes
FM Transmitter (1.5W
FM Receiver ~With PI RF Changeover)
Syntheslser ~ PCBs)
Synthesiser ultilAmp (t .SW O/P)
Band~SS Filter
PIN F Swttch
Power Arn&llIItnI (FMlCW Use)
. 15W to 1 W fNO Changeover)
t .SW to 10W Auto Changeover)
Unean
1.5W to IOW !SSBil'Ml
Changeoverl
2.5W to 25W SSBil'M Auto Changeover
1.0W to 25W SSBil'M Auto Changeover

tto

(70fM05T4+ TVM 1+BPf433

IIH
35.00

(70'T4+70'R5+SSRl +B
(As 5 above plus 70FMI0
jl44PNS+ 144L1NI0B
( 44PA41S + 144L1N25B
(R5+SY +AX+MOD+ SSR+ 70fM10
(R5+SY+SY2T +SSR+ 144FM1OA
(R5+ T3+BPf+ 144FMI0+SSR
(70LlNl0+ 70PA2IS
CODE
ASSEMBLED

7500
IOS.00
40.00
42.00
150.00
120.00
85.00
45.00
lOT

IAs 1 above plus TVUPZ+PSl433 60.00
As 1 above plus 70FMl 0+ BOX35 65.00
As 2 above plus 70FMI0+BDX35 90.00

70FMOSt4
70FMOSR5
. 70MC06T
7OMC06R
70SY25B
A-X3U-06F
MOD 1
BPf 433
PSI 433
7ORX2J2

48.00
65.40
21.30
25.20
88.00
34.15
B.95
6.50
7.55
27.10

28.75
45.80
14.25
17.90
62.25
22.10
5.50
3.30
5.35
20.10

lVUPZ
lVPGl
TVMl
lVMDDl

27.50
42.25
9.85
9.80

22.80
36.50
5.75
5.50

70FMl
70FM3
70FM10
70FM3itO
70FM40
70PAlFMI0

18.45
23.45
41.45
23.95
85.10

56.60

12.80
17.80
33.45
lB .30
52.35
40.15

70LlN3llT
70LlN3il0E
70LlN10

27:90
41.OS
44 .25

t9.90
30.15
32.50

70PA2
70PAJ
70PA2IS
70PAS

B.I0
9.65
24.25
20.10

6.50
7.50
15.25
12.80

6RX2

28.40

20.80

144FM2T3
144FM2R5
144SY25B
SY2T
BPF 144
PSI 144

39.35
6550
7B.75
27.00
6.50
7.55

26.30
47.20
6O.OS
20.65
3.30
5.35

t44FMlOA
144FM1OB

24.15
36.11

18.50
26.25

t44L1N1OB
144L1N25B
144L1N25C

38.40
40.25
44.25

26.50
29.95
32.95

Pre-Arn~lIl1ers

Low NOise, Minlllture
144PAJ
7.40
8.60
Low Noise, Improved Performance
144PM
t2.86
8.40
Low Noise, RF Switched , Full Changeover
144PMIS
24.30
15.30
GENERAl. ACCfSSORIES
Toneburst
TB2
6.70
4.25
Piptone
7.50
4.45
PT3
PlK3
8.75
6.05
Kafaone
PlK4R
12.70
8.20
Re ayed Ka~ne
4.40
R~ulator 12V, low differenbal)
REGl
6.95
SSRl
5.85
3.70
So Id State SIJIl~witch
Microphone?re- plifier
MPA2
3.50
6.10
Re1lectometer
SWAl
6.35
5.35
CW Filter
5.80
CWFl
8.55
lVl Filter (Boxed)
HPFl
5.95
FM 1V MODULES
50mW 420MHz Source ('(ideo Input)
UFMOl
26.95
19.80
50MHz U . Processor
VIDlF
54.25
38.95
Varactor Multiplier iBoxed)
WDV4OOI1200
63.95
1250MHz Downconverter
125ODC50
69.95
Further d8tai1s on our product range WIll .Q/adIV be forwarrJed on receipt of an AS size SAE.
Technical help is avaifable by 'phone (Nt=w NUMBER) during nonnaJ office hours. Kits sre
usus/Iy available by retum of post but please allow 28 days for un~ delays. Please add
75 pence to your toIBI order for postage and handling. Credit ca!d orders are gladly accepted.
please give us a call.

lE 11

ANYONE CAN SELL A KIT ••• REPlJTATION SELLS OURS

UNIT 13, YOUNGS INDUSTRIAL ESTATE
ALDERMASTON, READING RG7 4PQ.
Tel: (073 56) 71444 Telex: 848702
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H.F. RECEIVERS

H F. TRANSCEIVERS

lcom IC-R71 Gen . cov. receiver
lcom IC-R70 Gen. cov. receiver
Trio R 2000 Gen. cov. receiver
Trio VC 10 VHF convertor. 116-174MHz
Yaesu FRG 8800 Gen. cov. receiver
Yaesu FRV 8800 VHF convertor
Trio R600 Gen. coy. receiver
Yaesu FRT
Receiver a.t.u.

MAIL OROERfRETAlL SALES

noo

ANTENNA BITS
HI-Q Bolun 1:1 5kW PEP.
11.95 (4.00)
8.95 (1.50)
7·1MHz AALTRAPS - white epoxy - pair
3.9510.75)
Self amalgamating Tape 10m x 25mm
T-piece Polyprop. Dipole centre
1.50 (0.50)
Polyprop Strain insulators
0.50 (0.10)
Small ceramic egg insulators
0.50 (0.10)
0.7510.10)
Large ceramic egg insulators
0.16 (0.04)
75 ohm twin feeder - Light duty per metre
300 ohm rIbbon feeder - per metre
0.14 (0.04)
300 ohm slotted - per metre
0.22 (0.04)
0.65 (0.20)
URM67 low loss coax 50 ohm - per metre
0.25 (0,05)
UR76 50 ohm coax - per metre
0.30 (0.05)
UR70 70 ohm coax - per metre
4mm Polyester Guy Rope (400Kg) per metre 0.18 (0.04)

699.00
599.00
456.00
122.00
525.00
95.00
285.00
48.30 (1.50)

TRIO
TRIO
TRIO
TRIO

F.D.K. ATC 720 Airband handheld
F.D.K. RX 40 141-179MHz handheld
R 532 Airband 100 memory 12V d.c.

299.00
598.00
175.00
142.00
186.00

450 2 way diecast SO 239 (500MHz)

450N 2 way d,ecast N plug (500MHz)
20A 2 way Welz SO 239 (900MHz)
20N 2 way Weil N plug (900MHz)
ORAE 3 way S0239 slrts
ORAE 3 way N slrts

BREDHURST ELECTRONICS -

HIGH ST -

£759
(898

£1475

n

£479

TRIO TS 711E
ICOM IC271E
TRIO TS 780

£792
£599

TRIO TS 811 E
ICOM IC 471E

TRIO TW 4000A
TRIO TS 9130
TRIOTM 211E
TRIOTM 201A

on

£510
£479

YAESU FT 2700R
ICOM IC 2900
TRIO TM 411E
TRIO TM 401A

£898
£799

f295

£520

£459
£431

£324

VHFIUHF PORT ABLE/HANOHElDS

ANTENNA SWITCHES
SA
SA
CH
CH

YAESU FT 757GX
lOOM IC 745
YAESU FT 980
YAESU FT

£93<\ YAESU FT 726R (2M) £839
HF/UHF MOBILE TRANSCEIVERS

365.00

A.O.R. AR 2001 25-500MHz

(1250
£733
£793
£759

VHF/UHF BASE TRANSCEIVERS

UHFIVHF RECEIVERS
J.l.L. SX 200N
J I.L. SX400

TS 9305
TS 430S
TS 8305
TS 530SP

YAESU FT 290A
TRIO TH 21E
ICOM IC 2E
ICOM IC02E
YAESU FT 209RH

12. 95 l()·7 ~)

16.95 0.75!
21.95 (1.00
38.75 (1.00
15.40 (0.75)
19.90 (0.75)

HANDCROSS -

£309
£179
£199
£259

£269

YAESU FT 203R
TRIO TH41E
ICOM ICE
ICOM IC04E
YAESU FT 209R

£185
£199
£259

£269
£239

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours

W. SUSSEX -

0444 400786

E&OE

From the famous TONO stable comes the new THETA - 5000E now ready to
send and receive AMTOR as well as CW. RnY, and ASCII
Features Include: - 5" high resolution monitor displaying 4oochr. x.16 lines
x 2 pages, ARO/FEC, time clock, Selcal (Selective calling), high speed RnY
demodulator - up to 300 bauds (600 baud using TIL level); 3 shifts (170,425 and 850
Hz) and two tones (2125 and 1275 Hz); manual or automatic TxlRx; Battery back-up
memory (72 chars x 7 channels and 24 chars x 5 channels); type ahead correctable
buffer memory, Morse code 5 -100 wpm (variable weights) + autotrack on receive;
CW practice feature with random generator; Automatic CR/LF with wrap around
display, Automatic letters code insertion; Printer interface; Bargraph LED meter
for tuning, TOR A, Band L - the list goes on and on .. .. Power requirements

II\ICOMI

bythewayareAC mains or 13.8v DC

Thanet
Electronics
Ltd
143 Reculver Roac!, Heme
Kent, Tel(02273)
Bay;

63859/6385Q.

FREQUENCY CO U NTERS

HIGH PERFORMANCE
HIGH RELIABILITY
LOW COST
The brand new Meteor series of 8-dlglt Frequency Counters offer the lowest cost professional performance available anywhere.

*
*
*
*

*

MeaSUring typically 2Hz - 1.2GHz
Sensitivity < SOmV at 1GHz
Setability 0.5ppm
High Accuracy

*
*
*
*

*

3 Gate Times

PRICES (lnc, adaptor/charger, P & P and VAT)
METEOR 100
METEOR 600

(100MHz)
1600MHz)

£116.72
£14777

METEOR 1000

11GHz)

£204.12

Low Pass Filter
Battery or Mains
Factory Calibrated
1-Year Guarantee
0.5" easy to read L.E,D. Display
NOW AVAILABE WITH
T.C.X.O. OPTION
Illustrated colour brochure
with technical specification
and prices available on request.

Designed and
manufactured
in Britain.

BLACK STAR l TO (DEPT. P.W.), 4 Stephenson Road, St Ives.
Huntingdon. Cambs. PE17 4EB. England
Tel' (0480) 62440 Telex: 32339

S/ack.Star

-

IMEli
TENNAS

*

*

N.B.S. STANDARD USER ADJUSTABLE MATCHING
'N' SOCKET TERMINATION
P.T.F.E.INSULATED GAMMA
GAIN OPTIMISED
EASY ASSEMBLY
MADE IN U.K.

*

*

*

MET STOCKISTS (U.K.)
AlMleur Elet:truniea U.K., Binningham Tei. 021-327 1497. AmIraIIiea, Tonbridge, Kent Tel. 11732 36t8511 C.o. CMn,Menon,
London SW19. Tel. 01 -543 5t50 GobowaoI CGomI.• Gobowen, Shropshire. Tei. 0691 661397. DewsbuIY Elect. Stoumndge, W.
Midlands. Tei. 0384 391U3. HighIIM High Tech., Wick, Caithness, Tei. 0955 4695. JIIyc. .
Glenrothes fife, Tel. 0592
756962, Rynio, Aberdeenshire. Tel, 04646-617 NDfII1em c-., Halifax. Tel. 0422-411792 Ono Slap, Rochester, kem. Tel. !E34
4OOt79. ROdio Shad< lbI.. London NWS. Tel. 01~4 7174. Se.nI) S~ GiUingham, Kent Tel. !E34 570441. $.M.C.: TotIOn,
Southampton. Tel. 11703 867333, Leeds, Yorks. Tel. 0532 782326. Chesterfield. reI. 0246 453340. BUCkl~Tel. 0244 549563. Stoke, Tel.
0781672644. Grimsby. Tel. 0472 593118. Bangor, Northern Ireland. Tel. 0247 464875, SouIhdawn lIIdio
.... Eastbourne, Sussex.
Tel. 1l3ZI6393S1. W'" El........... Handsworth, Binningham. Tel. 021-554117 .

a -....

OIl'ERl~EAS

Anland: Compaon. Espoo 16.

METALFAYRE

i:.XSTOCK
DELIVERY

DISTRIBUTORS

N~I!e!IIaIIIIIs: ~",......- ••,~,."",", Tf~I.2f8~i

=: . .

KinV_do_ R.. d, St M.r•• rots-II-Clilfo, Dovor, Kent ells &AZ
TMIph_ 0304 813021
T-'u &eH44 LCL DOV

(Enquiries from Dealers and Overseas Distributors welcome)

El........... SI Nicklaas.

@ i,

'iP, l'

24hN

Cod.

Model

432119T
432117X
432I17T

19 Ell

2.2M
2.2M

17 Elf Crossed
17 ELE Long

~9M

432158
2M

5 ill Back Mount

1W,i

SEll
7 Ell
8 Ell long
14 Ell
19 Ell
6 ill Crossed

144/7T

144IiIT

1-

IWI41
IWI9T

I44IGP

I.SM
1.6M
~45M

4.SM

8,S7M
~SM

2M Ground Plane

~

10/3
]M

7M

Non_ - . -

Ex_.

3 Ell
SEll

17M
3.45M
From MET

Gain

Price
ine VAT

14.2 d8d
13.4 dBd
15d8d
92d8d

D5.II1

£41.11

DI.lI
£1. .

9.2JlBd
IOd8d
I1d8d
13dBd
14,2d8d
I02d8d

£1U1

71d8d
9.2d8d

DI.12
[45.14

£24.15
D1.2I1
[&71
I!lUI
1:11.15

£1Ul

1IoI~~_I'l.!"ondZ'~

R.P.M, I.SM I1W dia,1
R.P.M. I SM IT "'_}
R.P.M 3M I1W dla,}
R,P,M 3M It'd,•.1
U.K. P+P. A =

_
£25.50.4

£17.25
£11.511
£M.5I1

as 8 = £1.3D. C =

DUI

Code
A
A
A
8

A
A
A
A
A

A
8

o
o
o
A

_ _ 0 = £1Jti

POWER SPlIrTERS 7Ocms. 2

WAY

£19.55.4 WAY £23.00. 2M 2 WAY
AY £28.75. ALL SPUTTERS 'N' TYPE

TERMINATED, P&P CODE B.

Please .llow 14 days delivery
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Educational

NOTICE TO
READERS

SMALL ADS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 38 pence
per work (minimum 12 words), box number 60p extra.
Semi-display setting £12.60 per single column centimetre
(minimum 2.5 cms). All cheques, postal orders etc., to be
made payable to Practical Wireless and crossed "Lloyds
Bank Ltd". Treasury notes should always be sent registered
post. Advertisements, together with remittance should be
sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical
Wireless, Room 2612, IPC Magazines Limited, King's Reach
Tower, Stamford SI. London. SE1 9LS. (Telephone 01-261
5785).

Whilst prices of goods shown in
advertisements are correct at
the time of closing for press,
readers' are advised to check
with the adverfiser both prices
and availability of goods before
ordering from non-current issues
of the magazine.

COURSE FOR CITY & GUILDS, Radio Amateurs Examtnation. Pass this important examination and obtain your licence.
with an RRC Home Study Cou"e. For details of lhis and
other courses (GCE, Career and professional examinatiOns,
etc.,) write or phone: THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE.
Dept JXIs. Tuition House. London. SWI9 4DS. Te!. 01-947
7272 (9am-5pm) or use our 24hr Recordacall Service: 01-946
1102 quoting Dept 1)(15.

Veteran & Vintage
VINl'AGE RADIOS over 200 stocked. 1920-1950s. Valve
radio's - amps etc. RcpaIfedlRestorcd. RADIO VINTAGE.

250 Seabrook Road. Seabrook. Hythe, Kent. Phone anytime
(0303) 30693.

Receivers and Components

Software

VINTAGE WIRELFSS SPARES. Valves. radios. amplifiers.
service data. Antique wireless newsheet sample upon request.
Mail order. VINTAGE WIRELESS COMPANY. Cossham
Street. Mangotsfield. Bristol BSI7 3EN. Te!. 0272-5654n.

VIC 20 PROGRAMS World Locator. Morse tutors and
transceive CW on 3.5K. SAE for details. G4SDJ. 2 Meniefield Oose, Broadslone. Dorset.

RADIO CANADA, Pektng, Australia, Voice of America. A
Vega 206 (6x SWfMWfI,-W) pulls these and dozeos more.
£23.95. Year's guarantee. Return despatch. CORRIGAN. RADIOWATCH, Building 109, Prestwicl< Airpolt. KA9
2RT.

MORSE READING PROGS. Work on clean sogn.1s without
hardware interface. ZX81 I K Unexpanded Memory. Translated oode with word and line spaces for easy reading.
Automatic scroll action. £7 incl Spectrum 16/48K. Scrou
action with 10-page scrolling memory. instantly accessible
page by page. £8 incl. All types variable speeds. Feed signal
direct inlO Ear socket. PINEHURST DATA STUDIOS, 69
Pinehurst Park. West Moo". Wimbome, Do"el BH22 OBP.

CRYSTALS Mad. to

OrdOf for any purpo.. and larg. stocks of
IIIInd.-d fnlQuencios for comput.... modems .• tc. Amateur
CW IUIIP) Intqs £4.00 and CB conv.""n ayataIs It £4.50.
PROGRAMMABLE OSClUATORS (PXOI for baud I'Ites. MPU.
ond Iraq mark... £12.50.
FILTERS C~tal monolith,c. mechonical and coramic for 011
standard IFs. Special lO.695MHz for big improvement to most
CB rip It £4.50 88ch.
SA£. FOR USTS. PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POST

P. R. GOLLEDGE ELECTRONICS
G3EDW, M.rrlott, Som.rset, TA16 5NS
Tal. 0460 13118

RFSISTORS I.(XX) l1lJXed 'i.!w, If.w, 'nw, 2"10. 5"10. 10"10.
C.Film £3.45 inc p&p. D. J. HOOKER. Romney Marsh
Electronics, Pennywood, Oark Road, Greal<tone. Romney
Marsh, Kenl TN28 8PB.

Service Sbeets
SERVICE MANlI ALS. Any amateur radio, ,intage Wireless.
audio . television, video test etc. Large SAE enquiries,
MAURITRON (PW), 8 Cherrytree Road . Otinnor. Oxon.

RTTY/MORSE RADIO SOFTWARE
KTTYIMOIlSE RlADER for 481( Spectrum The utnmate RX Program,
features include: 45 5 ~aud RTTY reception-lull character sttt supported.
Morse reception-auto speed control (5-35 wpm). punctuation and wordspace. Also Includes 40 page. text memcry, ~nd Copy !aci!itv for printer. No
extra hardware required - Simple connection to radio via Computer EAR
Socket. Price £UO
MOfISE TXIRX Program for 481( Spectrum AJlows full transceiYe operation.
Includes comprehensIVe rMrse tlJtDr. No extnl hardware required. Price

0.511
MORSE RX Program fur 161( Spectrum and lK ZX81. Spectrum version
includes comprehensive mono, Mor Price l5JII
All abolfe Programs 1trJ96 Machine Code.

P, Andersan, W.II...... PiIlDn, ShoptDn M.11eI,

s-.t

MORSE CODE GENERATION PROGRAMME Spectrum
48K £6. M.lhs fer the radio amateur examination Spectrum
48K £12.50. J. I. BATI.EY, 3 FoUdon Avenue. Sunderland.
SR69HP.
AMSTRAO CPC 464 Morse Tutor Programme. Morse transmit program, interface cin:uil included. £6.00 each, post paid.
G. CHRISTIE. 3 Victoria Drive. Belfast BT4 lOT, Nolthem
Ireland.

Books and Publications

PLEASE MENTION PRACTICAL
WIRELESS WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

TECHNICAL INFO SERVICES
16 Church St - Larkhall - Lanarks

FULL SIZE SERVICE SHEETS
Any radio, audio £2.50 + I.s.a.e.
CTVslMusC £3.50 + I.s.a.e. complete set
Worlds largest collection'
service manuals 30's - date
from £4,50-£35 each.
Comprehensive T.V. Repair Course
Complete Radio Service & Repair Course
ONLY £9.50 EACH
Repair data/circuits almost
any named TVNideo for £10.50
S.a.e. brings any quotation
FREE 50p mag. inc. service sheet!
Pricelists unique elect. publications

ssrv

FOR BBC MICRO. RXffX Rom and sideways ram
versions. Software and demonstrations £20. SAE for full
details G6GCM. I Goldsmith Drive, Newpolt Pagnell. Bucks.

RADIO .. RTTY BOOKS

CONADENTIAl fREnUENCY UST - NfIW 8th ecfdion listing thoUNIncis of Aero, CW,
Contll. etc. smions wortdwid"
tu.- + .....
a.ANDESTINE CONADBfTIAL- New guide to Rebel Secret SW sbJliondUI +

"' ...

a.

GUIDE TO RTTY fREQUBrr(C1ES - L..tIi 4.500 comnerc*. Aaro, UN, Coutat. .r.c.
ftequllnciH
D.I5 + ., ...
WOIlD PJU:SS stRVICES FREOUENCIES - NIIIWI RTTY Services ~stings by

~~C:y ~~g~nnc:nt;;!;ir.lI~ ":iv decoding

~!

2+ IOOIS'" FE:

INTERPROOUCT LTD

PWl4. SIonIoy, , . . PII1 4QQ. Tot:

===

...
~

~
5J5

MORSE READER .pROGRAMMES. Off air ooto screen.
Programme, for BBC B. Spectrum, ZXBI 16K. Dragon.
Amstrad 464. Commodore 64 and any Vic 20. Sinclair
computers need no interface, others use !\imple one transistor
(BCI07) interface. Programmes self tracking 8130 w.p.m. All
connections to exis.ting sockets. Cassette with full instructions
and cir<-uit £6.00. J . E . PRICE, 4 Housman Walk, Offmore,
Kidderrninster.

FOR FAST QUOTES
RING 0698 883334
8ELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES for service sheets on
Radio, TV. ele. £1.50 plus SAE. Service Manuals on Colour
1V and Video Recorders, prices on request. SAE with
enquiries to B.T.S., 190 Kings Road. Harrogate. N. Yorkshire Te!. (0423) 55885.

ORDER FORM

PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Please insert the advertisement below in the next available issue of Practical Wireless for
insertions. I enclose ChequeIP.O. for £ .
CAT. heading .
(Cheques and Postal Orders should be crossed Lloyds Bank Ltd. and made payable to Practical Wireless)

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

NAME
ADDRESS ........ ....... .......... .. ....................................... .................................... .. .......... .. ..... .

CIMsiIied Advertisement Dept" Room 2612,
King's Reech T_, Stamford Str.!.
London SE1 9I.S
Telephone 01-261 5785
Rate 38p per word. minimum 12 words.
Box No. SOp exlra.

Company registered in England. Registered No. 53626. Registered Office: King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, London SE1 9LS.
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Aerials

For Sale

AERIAL BOOSTERS
Next to the _

fitting

I145tt/G-UHF TV. gain about 2Odbs. Tunable over Iile complete
UHF TV band. PRICE £8.10.
BIL-VHFIFM RADIO. gain about l4dbs. wIlen on Iile off
position connects the aerial direct to the radio £1.10.
All Booster.; we make work off a PP3!006pl6F22 type battery
or 8v to 14v DC. PiP lOp PfII ORDER.
ELECTlIONIC MAlLOROBI, &2 Bridge S1neI, ~
la... Bl.O SAG. Tel. 10l0Ii8Zl lII36.
Acce3sNi~a Cards Welcome
SAE Leaflets
G1VF D.I.Y. R.F. long and meruum wave frame antennas.
S.A.E. for details: F. RYLANDS. 39 Parkside Avenue,
Millbrook, Southampton.

ANTI-TVI AERIALS

AERIAl. ACCESSORlFS. G5RV TYPE AERIAL.S. Half·
size £13.SO, Fl~l·slZc £15.50. NEW HARD DRAWN COP,
PER AERIAL WIRE,. 140fr 14swg £7.90; SO metres ltiswg
£6.90. Enamelled soft copper wire to metres l2swg n50. SO
metres PVC covered aerial wire. £4.20. Ceramic Egg Insulators 4Op. Guy Rope 4mm rolypropylcnc 50 metres £3.95.
4mm Nylon SO· metres £6 'Xl . I KW I: I Baluns £13.00. All
items post paid S M. TA'nIAM G3RSY. I Orchard Way.
Fontwell, Arundd . West Sussex .
A R _ I SCANNER. Mm!. £320. GRAVESEND 332559
Evemngs.
YAK~U - 7700M, Racal RAI17E, EddY''''nc ECIO. RI15.\.
ARHll. Scanner,;
AR2001. RS2(X)(J. A VO·8 Multimeters.
Oscilloscope <:.T436. Sommerkamp TS510G Handhelds.
Many other item.,. part e xthanges. NORMAN BLRKETT.
G3EKX. 0872·862575 Cornwall.

NEW AND USED Amateur Radio Equipment. supplied.
bought and exchanged. Sac for list. CALBRESCO LTD., 258
Franon Road, Ponsmouth. Hants. Telephone: 0705 135003.

WELL ESTABUSHED
Amateur Radio/Electronics
Retail Outlet

handling all main agencies in the
South of England, lease for sale.
Write in the first instance:
PW Box No. 4.
AMATEUR RADIO F-QUIPMENT, Bought, Sold, Exchanged. For the Best Deal, Guar.mteed! Phone Dave on 02S
587 663 or 04024 5m2. SAE for list to: G4TNY
ELECfRONlCS, 132 A1bany Road, Homchurcb , Essex
RM124AO Mail Order A SPECIALITY.

Data Sheets, Large 24p
SAE Aerial Guide £1.00

G2DYM, UPLOWMAN,

Situations Vacant

TIVERTON, DEVONTel: 039Il6 215
Caller.; Welcome by Appointment ONLY
MisceUaneous
HEATIIKIT U.K. Spares and service centre. CEDAR
ELECfRONICS. Unit 12. Station Drive, Bredon, Tewks·
bury. Glos. Tel. (0684) 73127.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS PCS's 1.5mm G F.
All TO PRACTICAL WIREUSS SUPPLIED MASTERS

DO YOU HAVE A VACANCY
TO ALL?
LET

AGENTS REQUIRED
for London and South·South East
to sell PMR and
Radio Telephone Systems.
Phone:

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

A.R.E. COMMUNICATIONS.
01-9929142.

RING 01-261 5785

WORK FOR YOU!
TODAY

Od 84 FRG7 WRI90 £1.11 Bug Key WRI92A1B-89fS.53 pm.
84 FRG7 WRI94 £U1 Teme WRI96
D.56
Dec 14 Dart WR246 £1.&2 Terne WAOOI
£2.n
.... 115 Teme WA002
£4.42
FellII5 Tnamble Keyer WAD 2!10
D.22
Industrial and commercial users please send details fOT quote.

'*'"

VAT included. Postage 35p UK. 70p Europe
Please send SAE for complete list

PROTO DESIGN 14 Downham Road, Ramsden Heath,

Blileflcay, Essex CMll lPU Tel 0268 710722
QSL CARDS, printed to your own design on white or
coloured gloss card. S.A.E. for 5anlples to: THE NUTLEY
PREss. 21 Holmethorpe Avenue , Redh.U. Surrey RHI 2NB
SPECIAL OFFERS. Multi Voltage mains dd.ptor 300m.
0 .10. MulmeSler HMlO2BZ 20Kohm per volt £\3.SO, Uni·
ve.,;ill Ni-Cad Banery Charger £6 95. P&P 40p Thousands of
components in stock. Phone or wnte for pnce list. SPECTRUM RADIO & ELECTRONICS LTD. 36 Slater Street,
Liverpool Lt 4BX. 051 7094628.
NEW LOCATOR SYSTEM (MaIdenhead). ORA to OTH
conversIOn. Dce deg conversion. Distance calculation. DX
beam headings. OTH to d.m.s. conversion. Etc. CBM64
C16. Electron BBC. Apple Cassene li>.SO in<: p&p. DID I·
DIDA moISC tutor and sender for CBM64 £6.SO (disc £9.00)
inc p&p. MORA Y MICRO COMPUTING, Enzie Slackhead.
Buckie. Moray AB5 2BR.
SUPERB INSTRUMENT CASES by BAZELLl, manufac-

tured from PVC, Faced steel. Vast range. Competitive prices
start at a low £1.50. Punching facilities at very competitive
prices. Suppliers only to Industry and the Trade. BAZELU,
(Dept No. 25). St. Wilfrid's, FOllndary Lane, Halton, lancaster LA2 6LT.
BURGLAR ALARM EQUIPMENT. Rmg Bradford (0274)
308920 for Our catalogue or call at our large showrooms
opposite Odsal Stadium.
FREE! Parcel of Components worth £10. Send only 80p
postage I. D. HORSLEY, 113 Clare Road, Braintree, Essex.
WA VEGUIDE, FLANGES & DISHES. All standard sizes &
Alloys (new material only) from stock. Special sizes 10 order.
Call EARTH STATIONS 01·228 7876. 22 Howie Street,
London SW! I 4AR.

Openings in Servicing and Maintenance
Up to £8,873
- - --

Our business is to install and
maintain the communications .
equipment used by the Police
"1 ', .
and Fire Brigades in England
r .~~
and Wales - some of the latest
., ..r. ~.
you will find in operation
.
anywhere.
travelling
We have a number of vacanwill normcies at our Service Centres in various
ally be inparts of the country. for Telecommunivo lved . Regcations Engineering Technicians with
istered disabled
practical skills in locating and diagnospersons can of
ing faults in a wide range of equipment
course apply.
from computer-based data transmission
The Home Office is an equal
to FM and AM radio systems.
opportunities employer.
The work provides excellent
Salary will be on a scale £,6501
opportunities for extending your technito £,8873 a year with generous leave
cal expertise, with specialised courses
allowance and pension scheme.
and training to keep you up to date on
Good prospects for promotion
developments and new equipment.
If you are interested in workThere are also opportunities for day
ing with us, please write for further
release to gain higher qualifications.
details and application forms
Applicants, male or female,
,quoting reference PW/ 1 to :
must be qualified to at least City &
Miss M Andrews , Home Office ,
Guilds Intermediate TelecommuniDirectorate of Telecommunicacations standard and possess a
lions, Horseferry House, Dean
current driving licence . Some
Ryle Street. London SW1 P2AW.

A· -

081. CARDS. Gloss or tmted cards. SAE for samples to:
1WROG PRESS. Dept PW, Penybont, Gellilydan, Blaenau
Ffestiniog, Gwynedd.
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April issue's main feature is
The Practicalities of Satellite
'TV Reception
basic receiving systems
technical terms explained
different aerial systemstheir pros and cons
alignment and setting up

The technology of television won't
stand still ... satellites, cable, video ,
equipment interiacing, highdefinition ... follow developments
month by' month in this unique
magazine. Each issue includes in
depth servicing articles on TVs
and VeRso Other regular features
include test reports, also vintage
and OX TV. The magazine for all
those interested in the technology
of domestic TV and video.

*
*
*
*

On sale
Wednesday March 20

Model Fl3 represents tHe ultimate In
audio filters for 5SB and CW
Connected In series with the loudspeaker,
it gives variable extra selectivity better
than a whole bank of expensive crystal
filters. In addition it contains an automatic
notch filter which can remove a "tuner-upper" aU by itself
Model Fl2 IS exactly the same but without the auto-notch. Any existing or new FL2
can be up -graded to an FL3 by adding Model FL2/A conversion kit, which IS a stand
alone auto -notch unit. Oatong filters frequently aHow continued copy when
Qtherwise a
would have to be abandoned.

aso

Prices: F1.2 £89.70. FL3 £129.37.FL2/A £39.67

MijiWJil gij3llJI~[cr!1~i i 3~1~~iI
~~~;r~ ~~~~~b~~~~~~~~~;~:t~~~~r
receiver~" -especially

•
•
•
•
•

====:31.,

where space is limited.
highly sensitive (comparable to full· size dipoles),
Broadt !anrl coverage (below 200 kHz to over 30 MHz).
needs-no tuning, matching or other adjustments
two versions A0270 for indoor mounting or AD370 hllustrated) for outdoor use
very cO'npact, only 3 metres overall length . • orofessional oerformance standards.

Prices: Mod.·' AD270 IindQo, use onlyl £51.75 Both prices include mains power u.
Model AD370 ,IQ' outdoor usel £69.00
..",.. . ' ./ '''''JJf'_-';;; •

IMI);l'tili'UI]jl

:po

The uniquely effective method of
improving and maintaining Morse
Code proficiency . EffectIveness
proven by thousandg of'" users world·wide.
• Practise anywhere. anytime at your conv~nrence .
• Generates a random stream of perfect Morse in five character group~ .
• 0:70'5 unique "DELA V" control allows you to learn each character with its correct
high speed sound. Start with a long delay between each character and as you improve
reduce the delay. The speed within each character always remains as set on the
independent "SPEED" control.
• Features: long life battery operation, compact size,
.
£56 35
built-in loudspeaker plus personal earpiece..
.... nce:
.
Our full catalogue plus further details of any product are available free on request .
All prices ;nclude VA T and postage and pack;nq.
Barclaycard1
Goods normally despatched within 3 days subject'~Access Ordersto av";labilitv.
~ Tel:

VIDEO RECORDERS: Philips 1500 series, colour, 6 chan int Rx3 band, int
UHF Mod. supplied with 2 cassettes & circs. Mod. 1500 £45, 1501 £55.
AERIALS: Army telescopic 27ft 6 section, 5ft closed, £28, Guy Kit for
these £8. MAST KIT: 30ft 10 section '" with accs & carrying bag, new
cond. £30. WHIP AE: 16ft 4 section with insul base vehicle type £8.50.
LONG WIRE AE KIT with 120ft insul braided copper wire. 4x chan link
insul, & 2x 25ft cords, £6.50. TAPE RECORDERS EMI RE301 series two
ehan 2 speeds, int mon spk, separate Rec & Playback amp. with book fair
cond. £65. Ferrograph Ser. 6 single ehan good cond. £85. Ferro Ser. 7 two
chan Mil version £115. Portable type ex language lab for 240v these are
two chan units 'I. track, 3 speed, 7'12" .spools. Iow level on SPE O/P. in
varnished wood carrying case size 20x 13x9" with lid, all transis. supplied with Headset with boom mike, reel of tape, eirc & inst good cond.
£29 or Recorder only £19. SIGNAL GENERATORS. Marconi types TFl44G
A.M. 85Kc to 25Mc1s large bench unit £65. TF9951A3 1.5 to 220Mcls AMI
FM military version with accs as available £100. TF144IH 10Ke to 70Mcls
A.M. £115. All sig gens are supplied tested with books. M ;eR UNIT type
100 contains meter 5-0-5 Ua 3" dia with linear scale 5-0·5 contained in
neat metal case size 10x8x8" with 4x HD term post, swt etc £14.50.
V.F.O. UNITS removed from Army HF Tx OIP freq nom 2.5 to 4.5Mcls
scaled 2116Mcls tral)Sis unit reqs 18v stab. approx ex! size 8x8x5"
contained in die cast box with S.M. dial ass & cire, £25. TERMINALS H.D.
panel mt type insulated in black '14" stud 2 for £2 or 4 for £3.50. ROTARY
SWT standard type 2p pole 10 way ceramic insul 2 for £2.50. VALVE
VOLTMETERS Marconi type TF1041B mains meas DC volts 300MillN to
1500v in 8 ranges. AC/RF volts 300 MilW to 300v in 7 ranges Ohms 50 to
500 Megs in 8 ranges, as DClOhms & AClRF probes to 1500Mcls in case
size 11 x8x7" tested with book £48. C.R.T. Type DG7-32 small 2'Y" dia
tube with green trace suitable general purpose. with base & shield circ.
£14. RADIO TUNER AM/FM Long & Med wave plus F.M. with Ferrite Rod
Ae & Stereo Decoder provides low level signals at audio. not cased, new
with connec. £11.50 also F,M. Tuner head 10.7 Mcls out reqs 12v DC new
with connec. £4,75.
Above prices include carr/postage & VAT. Allow 14 days for delivery.
Goods ex equipment unless stated new.
S.A.E. with enquiry or 2 x 17p stamps for List 36.

A. H. SUPPLIES
122 Handsworth Road, Sheffield S94AE.
Telephone: (0742) 444278
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"

GROUP PA DISCO

~ ~

I'

-----"~l
£99

150watt OUlput, 4 input Mixer pre-a mp . lllustrated

~~::~~!~~I;~~~ ~ :~.~n~~30S$t;~e~~~~~oputs f~
~~::~:a~e~~~1~4iit~:~, ~~~~~'7s.~~xa~:~~ ~~~ :~~

60 watt Mobile 240v AC and 12v DC. 4-8-16 ohm "('1()v line £89
Rwn Unit for M icrophone or Musica l Instruments £35 pp (1.
~~Q"j~ Edlo M ~ j l i l~ re" m l clet c~ pp Cl . .Q!!h.f?l:<: l~ ,- _

FAMOUS LOUDSPEAKERS
M ake

Model

AUDA)(
GOOOMANS
GOOOMANS
WHAIlFEOALE
AKAI
GOOOMANS
GOOOMAN S

WOOFER
HIfA)(
HB WOOfER
WOOfER
WOOfER
HPGIGROUP
HPOIDISCO

HIH

DISCO/GROUP

GDOOMANS

HPIBASS
Hr.OIBASS

G~OO MANS

Size WaUS OhmsPllt9 Post
5 'l1in.25
8
£10..518 £1
J

11;1x 4 /4in 100

gin 60
Bin lJ
121n. 80

12in 120
12m

120

1S1n.
1Sin. ?SO

B

04

£2

8
8
8

£1J.5O

(!

£9.50 £2
£16
Q
811 5 DUIO £2

811 5 OOJJO
4J&i16£oM

8

l ~in___~1!L 8

m

~

f2
£4

£4
f.~

rxsco CONSOLE Twin Decks. mixer pre am p [146. Carr (10.

Qitto p.~.e:rE'd 11..0_w<ln [1~; or v: mlll~ 1f> t lisco £300.
MAINS TRANSfORMERS
Price Post
250425DV SOmA. 6.3V 3.5.4. 63V lA
£7,00 £2
3504350V 250mA. 6.3V SA eT £12.00 Shrouded
£14.00 (2
nov 25mA. 6V 1 Amp 0 .00 220V 45mA 6V 2 Amp ( " .00 £1
low vollage tapped ou tputs available
1 amp 6, 8, 10. 12. 16 18. 20, 24, 30, 36, 40, 48, 60
£6.00 £2
ditto 2 amp £10.50
3 amp £12.50
5 amp £16.00 f2
3 1-26-0-26-33 v olt 6 amp
£' 4.00 £2
lOW VOlTAGE MAINS TRANSFORMERS £5 50 each posl pa id
9V, 3A ; 12V 3A ; 16V, 2A, 20V, lA; 30V, ,1hA" 3OV, SA t 17-0 17V,
~~V, ~ : 2t:j ..1(J-{,{}\/ . 1 ~ ; 12~- ' fV, ~ ; 2o-D--2DV, lA . :'-DY. . 2A.
PANel METERS 5O~, l00~ . 5OOw\, 1mA, 5mA, lOOmA, 5OOmA,
1 t;!m~ ). ~ a:llil. 5 ~JI1V . 25 --:9!1. ~U_2~.>\ 2 x 'Y4ill, _~.~ !/( ·$1 ~!!~b'
eQUIPMENT CASES. BI.ck Vinyf Covered Top, All Base
4 x 2'n x 2 1/4in. £2 .50; 6 x 4 )( , 'l.2in 0 .60; 8 x 5 Y 2in. £....00 ;
11 x 6 .0< t..ioLn ~, .~ .~ l1 ·~.' iI l( 6 x 5IJl._o,.qg; J~ x c~ x 4in. £12, ~.
AU ANGLE BRACKET 6 x 3;4 ..: :¥4In . 3Op.
ALUMINIUM PANELS 18 s .w ,g. 12 x 12in. £1 .80; 14 x 9in . £1 .75,
6 >: .sin . 55p; 12 }( 81n. £1 .30 ; 10 x 7in 96p; 8)( GIn 9Op; 14 X 3in .
12p; 12 x 5in . 9Op ; 16 )( lOin. £2.10.16 1( 61n £1 .30.
AlUMINIUM BOXES . MANY OTliER SlZES ON STOCK.
4 x 2'12 x 21n. £1 .20 ; 3 x 2 1'. lin . £l ; 6 x 4 X 21n £1 .90;8 x 6}( 3
Q .~~ .11 )( .5 loo: ~ i n . El .fie!: ~ ! 4 x 3in. £2~: 10 )' 7 y (J 60.
HIGH VOLTAGE ElECllIOL YllCS
161450V
SOp 22(V400V
2OI5OOV
7Sp 8 dV500V
31J350V
45p 8 I 161450V

20 + 201350V .. .
. 75p
32 + 3215.QOV
£2
£1
32 + 3213SOV
. SOp
1St> 32 +32+32J450V £1.50
~ ·l,I~..fXJV
...... 95p 161 161J50V
!5p
~ '_, ±-32 +3215OOV
U
GEARED TWIN GANGS 365 ! 365 + 25 + 2Spf 0 .00.
SLOW MOTION DRIVE 6' 1 £1 .50; Reverse Vernier £9Op.
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NEW RANGE
SENTlNEl 2M UNEAR POWERIPRE-AMPURERS
Feature either POWER AMP alone or PRE·AMP alone or both POWER AND PRE·
AMP or STRAlGf'IT THROU when OFF, Plus a gain control on the PRE·AMP from 0
to 2OdB. N.F, around ldB with a neutralised strip line BF981 ,
Ultra LINEAR for all modes and A.F, or P,T.T, switched. 13.SV, S02395,

h8ve..- of your procIuc:u ..... find them fil'8t cIua
• nd lower . . - thM othw ....,ufIIctv......

SEMFACT -"I _

Five Models: Ex, Stock
3/38. 12 times power gain, e,g, 3W in, 3fMJ out. £70
1/36. 36 times gain. lW in. 3fMJ out, £80.
1C1o'5O. lOW in, 50W out. £88.
10(100. 10 to l00W, £135.
11100. 1 to l00W, £148.

S.E.M. TRANZMATCH. The most VERSATILE Aerial MatchIng (Tuning) Unit
available. Matches 15-5,000 ohms BALANCED or UNBALANCED feeders up to 1
KW, Air coupled BALUN (no toroids) m eans no connection to equipment, which
can cure TVl both ways. An S0239 and screw terminals for CO·A><. END FED or
'TWIN FEEDERS. SIZe S:¥<" x 4" x 7W'. 3.5-30MHz£80.1 ,S·30MHz£90. The highly
acclaimed EZITUNE built in (~ below) £29.110 extra, 90% we sell have the
EZITUNE option. All Ex·stock.

SENTlNEL AUTO 2 METltE or 4 METlIE PRE-AMPURER (A.F. Switched)
ldB N.F. and 20dB gain, Igain control adjusts down 10 unity) 400W P.E.P. power
rating Use on any mode, 12V 25mA. Sizes: 11)t' x 2W' x 4', £29.50' Ex atock.

NEW S.E.M. WAVEMETER. Have you read your licence? Have you got a
wavemeter? Produo:ed following so many requests, 1,5-30MHz in 3 switched
bands with a very nice meter. Only £29.50.

PAil Same specification as the Auto including 240V P,S,U. £33.00' Ex stock.
SENTlNEl2 METlIE PRE·AMPURER. No A.F, sw itch, £15.00' Ex stock.

S.E.M. IMABIC KEYER. No better fully auto keyer anywhere, Uses Curtis chip,
A.F, proof. Sidetone etc. £38. A first class twin paddle key £17.50 Ex stock.
BRAID BREAKERlHI PASS RLTER. Stop TVI at TV. £8.50 Ex stock.

~O~~!S~e~~:'~a~d~u!~:~~~i~nru.~se;'~,:·

x Z' only. S0239s, 1·

3 WAY ANTENNA SWITCH lKw S0239s, Good to 2 metres. £17.50 Ex stock.
Or 4th position to INII'th output £19.80 Ex stock.
S.E.M . 2 METltE TRANZMATCH. 51ft' x Z'. 3" deep, S0239s. £24.90 Ex atock.
S.E.M. EZrnJNE. New cIrcuit. Gives MORE noise & bomb proof operation
Because no similar unit is made, it's usefulness is not appreciated until you have
used one. Eliminates need for SW,A. bridge,
Clean up the bands, increase your P,A, life by many times. by tuning up without
transmitting.
Connects in aenal lead. produces S9 + (1 - 170MHz) noise in receiver, Adjust
AT.U. or aerial for mjnimum noise. You have now put an exact 50 Ohms into your
transceiver, Fully protected. you can transmit through h. save your PA and Slap
ORM. S0239s. 3" x l'h" x ZO, £34.110 Ex atock. P,c,b, + fixing + instructions 10 fit
in TRANZMATCH or any ATU £29.50 Ex Stock.

POWER SUPPUES for our linears 6 amp £34. 12 amp £49.

S.E.M. AUDIO MULnRLTER (A very good filter at a very ?,ood price),
The most versatile filter available_ Gives "passband" tuning. 'variable selectivity"
and one or two notches, Swhched Hi·pass. La-pass. peak or notch, Selectivity
from 2,5KHz to 20Hz. Tunable from 205KHz to 250Hz, PLUS another notch
available In any of the four switch positions which covers 10KHz to 100Hz, 12V
supply, Sizes: 6" x 21ft' front panel. 3W' deep, all for only £85.00 Ex stock.
SENTlNEl AlITO H.F. WlDEBAND PRE-AMPUFlER 2-40MHz, 15dB gain ,
Straight through when OFF, 9-12V. 2'14" x l W' x 3", 200W £19.55' Ex stock.
SENTINel STANDARD H.F. PRE·AMP. No R.F. switching. £12.82' Ex atock.
12 MONTHS COMPLETE GUARANTl:E INCLUDING ALL TllANSlSTORS.
Prices include VAT and delivery. CW.O. or phone your cre d~ ca.rd number for same day servrce.
'Means SellIng lae sockets, add £1.00 tor SOZl9s or BNC sockets. Ring or write tor more
infonnation. Placo orders or request information on our Ansaphone at cheap rate times.
Goods normally by return.
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IZ!IiIIIIIz OR I. . . . . OSCAR UPlJNI(

ANTENNES TONNA (F9FT)

IiOMHz

£34.30{_)

5 element

144MHz
4 element
5 element crossed
9" element fixed
9" element portable

9· element crossed
13 element portable

-_ _ ...ilM.. far 5110 Cl' 750
£28.30{_' ..I ...... 5110 ONLY.
£17.71(_)
PORTABLE AWMINUllBfSCOPIC MASTS
£20.00(-' 4xlm £20.70(_)
3x2m £24.15(_)
£32.43(_' 4x2m £38.68(_)
£14.95(_'

£31.06(_'
£37.M(_)

17" element fixed
43&MHz
gelemenl
19" element
19" element crossed
21" element 432MHz
21" element ATV

23 element
£2S.9O(b)
4x 23 element - power opliner
£140.00(_)
- stacking frame
ALSO AVAILABLE FOR 1250MHz

£18.10(_'
£20.70(_'
£34.27(_'
£29.87(_'

GALVANISIiII S1m TB1SCOPI( MASTS
2x3m £30.48(_)
3x3m £54.77(_)
4x3m £88.41(_)
5x3m £119.80(_'

Call or phone for a
most courteous quotation
01-749 3934
.

ALL
VALVES
& TRANSISTORS

We are one of the largest
stockists of valves etc. in the U.K.

STACIING fUME ICJTS FOR 4 ANTENNAS
POWER SPUTTERS RIll 2 AND 4 ANTENNAS
ANIIIIEW UIf4.5O HELIAX COAXIAl. CABLE
1441435MHz
9' & 19 element Oscar
£34.27(_) ROTATORS - COAXIAl. CAIIlf-CONNECIORS
PLEASE ADO CMIIIAGE AS SHOWN I-I [4JIO. Ibl [1.115. AlL PIIICES INCUJOE VAT AT I!/%
Cash with order. ACCESS - VISA - Just telephone your card number for Immediate
despatch.
FOR RJU. SPEQFlCATIONS SEND 40p FOR CATALOGUE
Caller.; welcome. but by telephone appointment only please. Goods by return.
12 ~

RANDAM ELECTRONICS (PI
Rood. AlIi...... """" 0X14 lOB. TeI: IOZ35l ZlIIIIII24 hoonl

Marconi A.F. wanmeter CT44, 200 microwans t06 watts in 10 ranges switched - 2150
ohms. £30. P&P paid. Marconi H.F. wanmeterCT21'. high power 70 ohms 25 wans.
low power 52 ohms. 1 wan. £25. P&P paid. Ex-Gov. 27ft telescopic aerial close to 5ft.
Good condition. complete with all base & finings £46. P&P paid. Callers welcome
£25. Pve Pokcetfone Nighlcall for PF1ITX1RX. New boxed £17.00. Whip aerial Ex-Gov.
4ft. collapsible £1.00. Steel 2 in. Interlocking Mast sections 4ft. Price £4.00 each P&P
paid. min. 5. Crystals HC6U Ex. Equip. 5.000 mc/s, 7.000 mc/so 8.000 I.M.C. mc/s, 9.000
mc/so Also Glass Crystal 100 Kc/s, to fit B7G base. All al £2 P&P paid. Ni-Cad baneries
for Pye PFl RX. 5 for £2 P&P paid. Min. order 5. All these batteries are ex-eq. but good
condition. 50ft Aluminium masts, kil contains 10 x 5ft interlocking T diameter poles
complele with guys, base and stakes, as new £&5.00 P&P paid. callers £50.00. 12ft
Aluminium masls. 3 x 4ft T diameter, screw-in sections, 1 x 50ft length of coax cable
and four guy ropes in a canvas bag. £16.00 P&P paid, callers £12.00.
Bargeih Pen:elo 141bs at £10, 28 Ibs at £20 and 56lbs al £40, P&P paid. Contains pots,
res., diodes. tag boards, caps., chassis, valve holders etc. Good value save
£ £ £'s. lucky dip service. AVO 7X. Tested. Ex. eq. £40 P&P paid. Brand new Carbon
resistors 1f4 & 'I2W approx. 550 in each mixed pack £5.00 P&P paid.
Marconi AM Signal Generator. CT 452A 10 KC/s to 72 mc/so £100 P&P paid.
Fibreglass aerial sections. 3ft x l'l2in dia. Push in type. £2.50 per section. min 5. P&P
paid.
'
Airlite 62 headsels boom mike 3OO0hms as new £20 P&P paid.
Opening times: Monday-Fnd.r>y 8.3Oam-5.00pm. SatunMY 8.3Oam·12am
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A. H. THACKER & SONS LTD

HIGH STREET, CHESLYN HAY NEAR WALSALL, STAFFS.

€SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
CB TO 10 MEmE CONVERSIONS. Most legal FM rigs can be converted
to 10 Metre FM, Rotel, York, Midland, Maxcom, Commtron, Colt Z95,
Cobra 21X, Radiomobile, Murphy, Binatone, Harvard, Amstrad, DNT,
LCL, JWR, ICOM and many more, send your rig and £27.50 inclusive
PaP.
MULTlMODE CB CONVERSIONS. 3 band rigs to give 28-29.84 MHz in
10kHz steps, Colt 1200DX, Cobra 148, Hy Gain 5, Jumbo, Major M360,
Super Star 360, Tristar 747, Tristar 777, etc. £50 inclusive P8tP.
TRANSCElVE CONVERTERS. 2 metres, or 4 metres, or 6 metres from a
10 metre transceiver, TRC2-10, TRC4-10, TRC6-10. PCB kit £39. Boxed Kit
£53. Built £83.
TRANSMIT AMPUAERS. 2, 4 or- 6 metres, O.fNI/. input suits transmit
converters, 20W output, unswitched, types TA2U2, TA4U2, TA6U2. PCB
Kit £38.75. Boxed Kit £42.00.
VAT & POSTAGE INCLUSIVE PRICES
Delivery within 14 days subject to availability. 24hr answering service.
Plus the usual ran e of kits & modules. Send SAE for list.
UNIT 86, MARABOUT INDUSTRIAL ESTA~
DORCHESTER. DORSET. TEL 0305 62250

Open Monday to Friday 9-1 pm. 2.00-5.30 pm.

TRADE & EXPORT 01-743 0899
Delivery by return of post

COLOMOR ELECTRONICS LTD.

101-907 3530 lONDONI

170 GOLDHAWK ROAD, LONDON W12
25 TME STlUUT,

J. BIRKETT

UNCOLN LN2 UF. TEL 20767

144MHz WAVEMETER KIT As in PW Qct 1983 @£4.65
MORSE OSCILLATOR KIT With instructions @ £1.95.
FERRANll RADIO I.C. ZN 414 WlIh circuits @ 95p
X BAND GUNN DIODES wilh dala @ £1.65.
X BAND TUNING VARACTOR DIODES 2pf or 4pf. 80th @ £1.65 ea.
PHILUPS CONCENTJOC TRIMMERS 30pf @ 15p, VHF CERAMIC TRIMMERS
10pf@ lBp.
DISC CERAMICS O.Oluf SOV.w. @2Opdoz. Small D.luf 50v W. @5pea.
R.F. SIGNAL TRANSISTORS BF 180 @ lOp, BFY 90 @ SOp, 2N 918 @ 25p,
2N 5179 @ SOp, 2N 5180 @ 5Op, 2N 4123 @ 15p.
100 PlV 20 AMP BRIDGES @ £1.30. 100 PIV 10 AMP BRIDGES @ 95p.
lGHz TRANSISTOR BF 271 @ 8 for SOp. AUDIO NPN TRANSISTOR BC 261 8 for SOp.
LEADLESS DISC CERAMICS 4.7pf. 220pf. l000pf. All 20p do.z.
NUT AXING FEED TlfRU's 3000 Volt insulation @ 6 for SOp.
WIRE ENDED R.F. CHOKES 25 MH ,,~ SOp, 1 MH @ 4Op.
LOW PROALE AERIAL SWITCHING 12 VOLT SPCO RElAYS @ SOp.
VMOS POWER FETS VN10KM @ SOp. VN90AA @ SOp. WM 211 ' cV 4Op.
50 OHM BNC SOCKETS @ 3 for £1.15. PUSH ON PlUGS @ 3 for £1.
MOTOROLA R.F. POWER TRANSISTOR MRF 511. 2.1 GHz 3 WAIT @ £4.30.
m CRYSTAL RlTERS 10.7 MHz B.W. ± 3.75KHz@£5, 1O.7MHz B.w. ± 6 KHz@£5.
FERRANll ZN 414 RADIO I.C. With circuils @ 90p each.
HF-VHF POWER TRANSISTORS 587 BlY @ £3. BlY 55 @ £2.50. BLY 97 @ £3,
2N 5590 @ £4.75. BlY 90 @ £7.50.
WOOD AND DOUGLAS KITS AVAILABLE BY POST AND FOR CAillRS.
ACCESS AND BARClAY CARDS ACCEPTBI. PIIP SOp. Under £S, over free. Goods nonnal/y by retum.

GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER KIT FCR 130
Model FCR 130 Receiver kit - Only £75.30 inc VAT. p & p £2.40 Delivery by return
:11:1 Geared 8I181ogue tuning
3 Band switch with spare position
Tape record socket
* Headphone socket
* Signal Meter
*Internal speaker + On/Off sw.
AF. Gain and Tone Control

*
*
*

*

.-

*

C.w. A.M. SSB.
This is a complete kit which allows you to build and learn as you go. Suitable fur anyone who has an
interest in ",dio and can menage a soldaring iron. ~,reafly is ,.,;thin the """pe of most beginners.
VDU don't have 10 be a ·.. mi-jlrnfossional amataur' 10 understar>d how rt ""fits ",we supply very
comprehensive and complete instnJctions. written in plain language. Well spacedcomponenlS so
its OK fur fal fingers! The receIVer wnes. rn 3 bands from 1 to 30 Mhz. Solid alunlnium tuning
and control knobs and bese panel. Black anodised front panel Nice to bu~d . . . nice to look .t
... nice to own.

COMMUTECH (Devon) LTO
Chapel Street, Holsworthy, Devon EX22 SAR.

Tel: (0409) 253504

RTTY and CW TRANSCEIVE with NO TERMINAL UNIT
that we receive lelephone calls,
personal visilS and postal enquiries

from new customers who usually .
state: 'I've been recommended 10
you by - - - - -'.
Recommendation seems pretty
sound evidence that we succeed in
, providing the right kind of service.
Just take a look through our catalogue and you'll see whal we
mean. Send for you copy today. all
items are in stock for fast delivery.

CRICKLEWOOD
ELECTRONICS
UMITED
40 Criddewood _ a y NW2 JET.

TRfPHONE 0 ' ' - 01a1
Post thiS coupon now for your copy
of Ihe 1985 catalogue.
Name '"
.................... .
Address ................. .. ............... .
........... ............................... PW

This fantastic program interfaces direct with your rig, slashing Ihe cost of previous
systems. Split screen. type ahead. alllhe usual features and more. Tape and kit for
Ihe very simple interface, including PGB and. Usar Port Connector, for only £20
Ready-made interlaces available. For CBM64, BBC-B and VIC20 I+ at least SkI. ONonly version for SPECTRUM £10.

And four suPMb programs for CIIM64, V1C2O, 88C-8, SPECTRUM
lOCATOR QTH or Maidenhead localor or lalllong. Distances, headings. contest
points, converts between locator and Iatllong. Tape £6.
LOGBOOK Date, band. mode, call and remarks. Superfast callsign search. Easy. fast
updaling of files. Screen/printer output. VIC20 needs at least 8k expansion. Tape £6.

MORSE 1UTOR Britain's best. Learn fast in easy stages from absolute beginner to
over 40 wpm. Join the hundreds who have succeeded wilh this program. rape and
full learning gUide £6. For ZX81·16k also.
RAE MATlfS All the practice and lesting you need. Tape and comprehensive
reference sheet detailing all you need to know £8. VIC20 needs expansion (anyl. For
ZXB1·1a also. Don't let maths make you fail. PASS with Ihis program.
All programs are very easy to use and come with full instructions.
Prices include p&p 1st Class by retum . Add (1 per tape if outside UK or Ireland.

technical software (PW)
Fron. Upper Uandwrog, c-n.rfon, Gwyn<>df:I US4 7RF. Tel.

0288 881888

Published on approximately the 7th of each month by !PC Magazines Limiled. Westover House, West Quay Road . PooIe. Do""t BHI5 IJG. Pnnted in En2Jand by McCorquodale Magazines Ltd.,
Andover. Hants. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand - Gordon and Gotch (Asia) Ltd.; Soulh Africa - Central News Agency Ltd. Subscriptions INLAND £13 and OVERSEAS £14 payahk to
!PC Magazines Lld • "Practical Wireless" Subscription Department, Room 2816, King's Reach Tower, Stamford Street, lend,," SEI 9lS. PRACTICAL WIRELESS" ",Id subject la the foUowmg
conditions. namely Ihat it shall Dot. withoUI Ihe wnt\en consent of the PubiJshe" firs' having been given, he lenl. resold. hired out or olherwISe disposed of by way of Trade at more than the remnunended
~lHng price shown on the cover, and that it shall nor be lent , resold , hired out or otherwise disposed of m a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affIXed to or as part of any
pubUcation or advertising, ~terary or pictorial maner whatsoever.
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PS430
SP430

MB430
FM430
TS130S
SP120
AT130
MC50
MC35S
LF30A
TR7930
TR9130
TW4000A
TM201A
TM401A
TR2500
TR3500
TR2600
ST2
SC4
SMC25
PB25
MSl
R600
R2000
HC10
HS5
SP40

9 Band TX General Cov RX
125000 I-I
160-10m Transceiver 9 Bands
793.10 I-I
150.47 12.001
All Band ATUlPower Meter
External Speaker Unit
46.45 11.501
'60m-10m Transceiver
698.00 I-I
733.55 (- I
1GOm-10m Transceiver
Matching Power Supply
135.00 13.001
Matching Speaker
32.40 11 501
Mobile Mounting Bracket
12.50 11.501
FM Board for T5430
42.00 11.001
598.00 I-I
8 Band 200W Pep Transceiver
29.27 11.501
Base Station External Speaker
103.45 11.501
lOOW Antenna Tuner
34.48 11.501
Dual Impedance Desk Microphone
Fist Microphone 50K ohm IMP
1620 10.751
HF Low Pass Filter 1kW
23.49 11.001
2M FM Mobile
338.03 I-I
2M Multimode
479.62 I-I
2Mf7Ocm mobile
510.97 I-I
2M 25W mobile
295.19 I-I
7cms FM 12W
324.45 I-I
257.58 I-I
2M FM Synthesised Handheld
277.96 I-I
70cm Handheld
New 2M FM Synthesised Handheld
281.60 I-I
57.48 11.501
Base Stand
Soft Case
15.1611.001
17.n 11.001
Speaker Mike
27.70 11.001
Spare Battery Pack
Mobile Stand
35.52 11.001
Gen. Cov. Receiver
285.26 I-I
Synthesiser 200KHz-30MHz Receiver 456.63 I-I
Digital Station World Time Clock
75.23 11.501
Deluxe Headphones
25.60 11.001
Mobile External Speaker
15.67 11.001

NEW MODELS
TH21E141E
2Mf7Ocm M inl ·Handhelds
rM211E1411E 2Mf70cm FM Mobiles
rS71' Ei811 E 2Mf7Ocm base stations
TR3600
70CM Handheld

179.48/199.00
377.221431.03
792.15/898.00
298.89

- - Linear Amps
TONO (G series)
2M40G
2m, 1-3W in, 20-35W Qut, preamp
89.00 12.001
2m. 10-15W in, 70-90W out, preamp 149.00 12.001
2M9OG
2M130G
2m.10-15Win. 1 10-130W out, preamp 159.00 12.501
4M70G
7Ocms. 3-15W in. 4O-60W out, preamp 179.00 12.001

MICROWAVE MODULES
MML 144l30-LS
inc preamp (1/3 w ilp)
MML 14415O-S
inc preamp. switchable
ML1441100-S
inc preamp (lOw vp)
MML 144l100-HS inc preamp (25w i/p)
MML1441100-LS inc preamp (113w i/p)
MML 1441200
inc preamp (3110125 i/p)
MML4321JOL
inc preamp (1/3w i/p)
inc preamp (lOw vp)
MML432150
MML4321100
linear (lOw Up)
B.N.O.S.
LPM 144-1·100
LPM 144·3-100
LPM 144-10·100
LPM 144·25-160
LPM 144-3·180
LPM 144-10-180
LPM 432-1-50
LPM 432-3·50
LPM 432·10-50

2m, lW in, lOOW out, prea
2m, 3W in, lOOW out, PI
2m, lOW In. lOOWout,
2m, 25W In, 160W DU
2m,3W in, 180W 0
2m, lOW in, lBOW
70cm, 1W in, 50W ou
70cm, 3W in, j!2W Qut,
7Ocm, lOW in_ 5IJW out

HANSEN
FS50VP
FS210
FS300V

WEU
1.8-1S0MHz PWRlSWR
130-470MHz PVllRlSWR
1.8-150MH'l PWRlSWR
1.8-160MHz PWRlSWR
1.8-60MHz PWRlSWR
1.8-500MHz PWRlSWR
1.8-500MHz PWRlSWR
130-500MHz PWRlSWR
1.8-500MHz PWRlSWR

TOVO
T430
T435

1441432 120 W
1441432 200 W

ML1
1C4E
IC04E
BC30
HM9
1C3
ICBPJ

BPS
CPl

DCl

HF Transceiver
HF Transceiver
Mobile HF Transceiver
P.S. Unit
Systems p s.u . 25A
Base microphone for 751n45
2m 25w MlMode
Low Multl·Mode Mobile
2m 25w M/Mode Base Stn.
l00W version of above
2m 45w FM
25W FM mobile
70c lOw FM
25w 70cm FM mobile
BIU Supply for 251451290
General Coverage Receiver
General Coverage Receiver
2m HlHeld
2m HlHeld
2m lOw linear
70cm HlHeld
70cm handheld
Base Charger
Speaker mic
Carry Case
Std Battery Pack
High Power Battery Pack
Car Charging Lead
12v Adaptor

1239.00
898.00

P.OA

135.00 14.001
259.00 I-I
36.50 11.001
469.00 I-I
399.00 I-I
699.00 I-I
889.00 I-I
359.00 I-I
359.00 I-I
345.00 I-I
449.00 I-I
24.50 11.001
599.00 I-I
699.00 I-I
259.00 I-I
199.00
69.00
259.00
269.00
56.35
18.55

45.00
65.00
31.00
87.00
59.95
121.00
75.50
87.00
106.00

11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11 501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501

VHF/UHF
VHF/UHF
VHF/UHF
VHF/UHF

5P980

Speaker

50MHz Switched preamp
11.501
144MHz Low noise swi~[preamp
11 .501
Preamp intended for 290'
11.501
149.90 12.501
70cm Mast head preani
Front end FT2211225
74.90 11.501
Front end
79.90 11.501
20-SOOOM
32.90 11501
2m Mast h
139.90 12.501
2m Mast
89.90 12.501
Fm
89.90 11.501
2M
334.90 15.001
Ba
19.95 11.501
P.O.A. 11.501
189.89 12.501
74.90 12.501

ng Products
Con.
frequency conv.
Multi-mode audio filter
Audio filter for receivers
r~f. speech clipper for Trio
f +1. speech clipper for Yaesu
As above with B pin conn
Manual RF speech clipper
Morse Tutor
Keyboard morse sender
RF sw'l tched pre-amp
Active dipole with mains p.s.u.
Active dipole with mains p.s.u.
Ma ins power unit
2m converter
Tone squelch unit
Automatic notch filter
Auto Woodpecker blanker

Tono 9000E
ReaderlSender
Tono 550
Reader
MICROWAVE MODULES
MM2001
RTTY to TV converter
RnY terminal
MM4001
MM4001KB
RnY term with keyboard
BENCHER
BY1
Squeeze Key, Black base
BY2
Squeeze Key. Chrome base
HI-MOUND MORSE KEYS
HK702
Up down keyer marble base
HK703
Up down keyer
Up down keyer
HK704
Up down keyer
HK705
HK706
Up down keyer
Up down keyer
HK708
Up down solid brass
HK802
Up down keyer
HK808
MK704
Twin paddle keyer
Twin paddle keyer marble base
MK705
KENPRO
Squeeze CMOS 23G'13.8v
KP100
Memory 4096 Multi Channel
KP200

Mobile HF Transceiver

PSU

MMBll
NCll
CSCl
YHA15
YHA44D
YM49
FT230
FT730
MMB15
FT203R
FT209R
FT208
FT708
MMBl 0

137.40
29.90
89.70
129.00
82.80
82.80
89.70
56.35
56.35
137.40
33.90
51.75
69.00
6.90
39.67
46.00
67.85
8625

11 .501
11.501
11 .501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11 501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11 .501
11.501
11.501
11.501

P.D.A.

(-I

299.00 (2.50)
189.00 12.001
269.00 12 001
299.00 12.001
53.95 11.501
69.95 11.501
30.95
29.35
19.95
15.49
16.65
14.35
86.30
39.95
13.50
25.65

11.501
11.501
11.501
11.501
11.001
11.001
11.001
11.001
11.001
11.001

82.50 12.501
169.50 12.501

:=i

·"1\l:~~.00:;;;

moo

~obile

Bracket

NC9C:~==::"':~!!~9s~~,;on Cha'9ec

Car Adaptor/Charger
Spare Battery Pack
Speaker Mike

2m Base Station
70cm Module for above
A.T.U. for above
Hand 600 Spin mic
Desk 600 Spin mic
Boom mobile mic
Padded phones
Uweight Mobile Hlset-Boom mic
PTT Switch Box 20mos
PTT Switch Box 2901790
World Time Clock
l ow Pass Filter

- - Mutek rroldU(;t-s.":
SLNA 50
SLNA 144s
SLNA 145sb
GLNA 432e
RPCB 144ub
RPCB 251ub
BBA 500u
GFBA 144e
SBLA 144e
RPCB 271ub
TVHF 230c
LBPF 144v
LBPF 432u
TVVF 50c
GLNA433e

P.O.A. I-I
1475.00 I-I
6404012.001
479.00 I- I
145.00 15.001
lOS.00 12.001
449.00 I-I
28.35 11.001
759.00 I-I
245.00 12.001
179.00 12.001
140.00 12.001
115.00 12.001

l.ightweight phones

NEW MODELS
HF Receiver
FRGBBOO
Convertor 118-175 for above
FRVBBOO
m03
70cm HlHeld
70cm HlHeld
m09
2m 25W F.M
FT270R
2m 45W F.M.
FT270RH
2m!70cm/25Wll 5W
FT2700R

69.00 11.001
299.00 I- I
28.75 11.001
10.75 11.001
4.60 11.001
5.75 11.001
9.95 11.001
20.30 11.001
269.00 I-I
239.00 I-I
10.5511.001
185.00 I-I
239.00 I- I
209.00 I-I
189.00 I-I
8.80 10.751
9.60 10.751
56.75 12.001
16.85 11.001
23.00 11.001
23.75 11.001
839.00 I-I
270.00 12.501
48.30 11.001
16.85 11.001
64.40 11.001
19.95 11.001
14.95 11.001
14.95 11.001
14.95 11.001
1725 11.001
14.55 11.001'
34.50 11.001
29.90 11.001

1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1
1-1

525.00
95.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
325.00
380.00
520.00

1-- 1

- - Power Supplies
DRAE
4amp
6amp
12 amp
24 amp

34.00
53.SO
79.50
110.00

12.001
12.501
13.001
14.001

BNOS
6amp
12 amp
25 amp
40 amp

52.90
95.45
138.00
276.00

12.501
13.001
14.001
14.001

- - Aerial Rotators
9502B
AR40
KR400
KR500
KR400RC
CD45
KR600RC
HAM1V
T2X

3 core LIghter Duty
5 core Medium Duty
MedlH Duty
6 core Elevation
6 core Medium Duty
8 core Heavy Duty
8 core Heavy Duty
8 core Heavier Duty
8 core Very Heavy Duty

69.50
115.00
109.95
139.95
132.50
189.95
189.95
299.00
365.00

12.001
12.001
12.501
12.501
12.501
12.501
13.001
14.901
14.001

13.00
19.95
21.95
38.75
15.40

11.001
11.001
11.001
11.001
11.001

27.50
8.OS
30.48
42.55
58.00
11.80
57.00

11.001
11.001
11.001
11.501
12.001
11.501
11.001

- - Switches
5igma
Sigma
Welz
Welz
Orae

2 way S0239
2 way 'n' Skis
2 way S0239
2 way '0' Skis
3 way S0239

- - Miscellaneous
DRAE
T30
Tl00
T200
CT300
DRAE

Wavemeter
JOW Dummy load
loOW Dummy load
200W Dummy load
300W Dummy load
2m Pre-set A.T.U.
Altai Dip Meter

AERIALS BY:- JAYBEAMHYGAIN - G. WHIP - TET TONNA - MINIBEAM

WOOD AND DOUGLAS KITS
NOW IN STOCK

~!IlIII

44.65 11.001
49.35 11.001

Scanning Receivers - SMC8400
SX200
SX400
AOR2001

I-I
I- I
I-I

--CWIRITY Equipment--

106.70 11.501
63.50 11.501
53.50 11.501

SP15
SP45
SP10X
SP200
SP250
SPJOO
SP350
SP400
SP600

IC751
IC745
IC730
PS15
PS30
5MS
IC290D
IC290E
IC271E
IC271H
IC25H
IC27E
1C45E
1C47E
ICBUl
ICR70
ICR71
IC02E
IC2E

HF Transceiver
HF Transceiver

m7
FP700
FC700
m7s
FMU77
m57
FC757
FP757HD
FP757GX
FL2050
FT290
FT290
FL2010

--Icom
TS930S
TS830S
AT230
SP230
T5530S
TS430S

FTl
FT980

Scanner
Scanner
Continuous Coverage
Continuous Coverage

FDK
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From a gentle purr to a mighty roar,
the tightly controlled power of the
beast is yours to command!

A new range of superb quality loudspeakers.
Virtually indestructible high temperature
voice-coil reinforced with glass-fibre
100% heat overload tolerance
Advanced technology magnet system
* Rigid cast alloy chassis
* Linen or Plastlflex elastomer surrounds
5-year guarantee (in addition to statutory rights)
Available in 5, 8, 10, 12, 15 and 18 inch models with 8f! and some 16f!
impedances and with input powers ranging from 50W to 300W e.g.
5in. 50W 95dB 8f!: XG39N I 16f!: XG40T£17.95§
8in. 100W 98dB 8f!: XG43W £29.95§
lOin. 100W 100dB8f!: XG46A£29.95§
12in. 100W 101dB 8f!: XG49D £29.95§
12in. Twin Cone 100W 100dB 8f!: XG50EI 16f!: XG51 F £31.95§
Note - the output power doubles for each 3dB increase (ref 1W@ 1m).

*

*

Our huge range of top quality electronic components at very competitive
prices are all detailed In our catalogue, and with well over 600 new lines
in our 1985 edition and many design improvements, it's well worth
getting a copy. Here are just a few examples from the catalogue.
(The items below are NOT kits).
Most phono and jack plugs now with integral strain relief sleeve - gold-plated
types also available from 14p (gold from 70p)
Stereo Disco Mixer with cross-fade, talk-over, cue monitoring, aux input,
slide controls. Only £58.95 (AF99H)

*
*

*
*

*

10-Channel Stereo Graphic Equalisers - 3 models - basic; with peak level
meter; and with spectrum analyser - from £77.95
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*
*

Digital Delay Line permits Slap-back, Doubling, Flanging, Chorus and Echo.
11 controls. Only £195.00 (AF98G)
Video Enhancer improves picture quality when recording from one VTR to
another, and with TV's with monitor input. Only 28,95 (XG59P)
Detailed descriptions of the exciting new 74HC range of IC's which combine
the advantages of CMOS and TIL. From 46p
Keyboards: sloping keys, two-tone grey, mounted in steel frame, very smart
cases (extra) available. 61 keys, only £33.95 (YJ12N)
79 keys, only £37.95 (YJ13P)
1% Resistors now 50ppmfC, O.4W, only 2p each!
Auto transformers 120/240V 50VA, £10.75§ (YJ56L). 100VA £14.95§
(YJ57M). 150VA £16.95§ (YJ58N). 250VA £21.95§ (YJ59P).
Digital Clinical Thermometer. Only £13.95
1F)

*

*

*
*
*

A new range of very high quality multimeters offering truly amazing
quality at the price.
Pocket Multimeter, 16 ranges, 2000nlV DC/AC £6.95§ (YJ06G)
M-l 02BZ with Continuity buzzer, battery tester and lOA DC range, 23 ranges,
20,00011IV DC £14.95§ (YJ07H)
M-2020S with Transistor, Diode & LED tester and lOA DC range, 27 ranges
20,00011IV DC £19.95§ (YJ08J)
M-5050E Electronic Multimeter with very high impedance, FET input, 53
ranges including peak-ta-peak AC, centre-zero and 12A ACIDC ranges
£34.95§ (YJ09K)
M-501O Digital Multimeterwith 31 ranges including 20n and 20,.,.A DC/AC FSD
ranges, continuity buzzer, diode test, and gold-plated PCB for long-term
reliability and consistent high accuracy (0.25% +1 digit DCV) £42.50§ (YJ10L)
N. B. All Qur prices include VA T and Carriage. A 50p handling charge must be
added if your total order is less than £5 on mail order (except catalogue).

MAPLIN EUCTRONIC SUPPLIES LTD.
Mail Order; P.O. Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8LR. Tel: Southend (0702) 552911
SHOPS
• BIRMINGHAM Lynton Square, Perry Barr, Tel: 021·356 7292.
• LONDON 159-161 King Street, Hammersmit~, W6. Tel: 01·748 0926 .
• MANCHESTER 8 Oxford Road, Tel: 061·236 0281.
• SOUTHAMPTON 46-48 Bevois Valley Road, Tel: 0703 25831.
• SOUTHEND 282-284 London Rd, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. Tel: 0702-554000
Shops closed all day Monday.

§ Indicates that a lower price is available in our shops.

l i .....IfII!..~C~h:ec:k~our

1985 Catalogue
for al/ our other fascinating
new lines,

g Phone before 2pm for
same day despatch.

Pick up a copy now at any branch of w.H.
Smith or in one of our shops. The price is
still just £1.35, or £1.75 by post from our
Rayleigh address (quote CA02C).

Post this coupon now for your copy of the 1985 catalogue.
Price £1.35 + 40p post and packing. If you live outside the U.K.
send £2.40 or 11 International Reply Coupons. I enclose £1.75.
Name ................... ................. ..... ......... .. ., ...... .. .......... .. .......... ....
Address ........................ .................. .................................... .
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All offers subject to availability.
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Prices firm until May 11th 1985.

